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Preliminary"Statement

A

1BEFACE

,

This program is developed ft** use with efementaryischool teachers who
4 '

are trying to imporve.their competence in mptliematics.- Since the project is

supportdti by the School Mhthematics Study Group, tha textbook SMSG Volume IX,-

4/
A Brief Course in Mathemabics for Elementary School,Teachers, was used as

9,

the Point of departurewith the expectation that the programed materials could

; ,..

serve as added help for tea*chers who ar4usimeg.the text ind/or.the filys,devea:-

'-oped to supplement it. Such a-program, if indeed it is an ef ective learning
.

.

, .

device, may be used with the above'mentioned textbook, witb otber similar

'textbooks or 14thout any.supplementary. materials. Nipwrer, research sup
4

the thesispttht learning.is-more likely,W.hen two tr more media,are used thamV
. ..

wheclearners depend:On ope medium. 0
.

.
,

i 1 FOr the reasons stated'above this program follows tile'SMSO ;Volume IX.

rather olodely It has been separatedsinto unitsitsociated with the Oiled:tens

... ... . -: A
in the text. -The has.been ma0,to conform to thht used in the book, .

ajlhoUgh some ideas and co cepts have been extended where necessary for
.. . ..

9

elementary school teactfers.

-sr

sr*

I
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The POint'of View TOward Programing

Although each melnber of the VritIng Team vas furnished with 0 6opy of

the first two volumes of &Program for First Year Algebra written:by,an SMISO

Writing Team at CtanfoAt University' during the summer of 1963, it Was'not

considered mandat9ry that the Writing Team for Elementary School Mathematics'*

follow either the format oz the philosophy of'this particulr approach to

programed instruction\ b

The Team had little knowledge of the theory involved in programed
N *

instruction and no experiente4-In writing 'programed material. However; many

books regarding programing were made available to it before any programing

Was attmpted.

. These werefread and discUssed at group sessions and the projeott,iconsult-
.

ant, Dr. Robert W. Scofield, Head, Department of Psychology, Oklahoma State

University, vas of valuable assistance in setting upei procedure fqr

the programs. The prOcedure filAally agreed upon about January' 1 1965 may

be described as'follows:

Make an item.Ued outllne of the subject matte to be

covered for Continuity hnd complete covers.p.ge.

2,. Since the studAnt is supposed to learn from a careful

consideration of the frames of the program, each

cportion of the program is presented with little or no

introductory remarks.. When:an introduction is incluV

it will consitt'of a few sentences to relate the

Material to what has already been done and to apt.
,

the-student some idea of what to exp4ct. It is true

that the student must be,told some things, but it

is ugually possible tit. include this in ttie frames

with.propet cueing. Definitions are usually restated

for emphasis. We have
A

not used the method of

tM students and then asking them to exhibit this

knowlrdge in a series of frames, following these

statements.

'A)
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Theprogram consists f two sorts of frames. yhe Skinnerigh

Pe and-the.Crowder

.beoeUse the-Writing

1
" .1 ," the appeal all& the

itype. This choice was made primarily
,-

am felt thattthis forthat would add to

efulness of the program eh a whole.' It

,,
vas. felthat 'someftypes of. sUbject-matter lehd themselves

* to one approach and some to4agother. Decisobs were'made on

these 'while the programs were being developed. The variety..
. .

- t. .

introduced Intolhe prograns was also consldered useful.

,..' . .. C ., /

, .

arie,program:JOr.each cliapter4s divided inio''several ub-,
* .

'.'programs to cOnform to natural divisions of the sUbject.
.

1 ,

matter. 'Fbr example, one Sub-Program'in'Chapter 4'deals with':
, /

ation SS/stems to Other Bases an another Sub-Trogram ,..

,

d.A.s withlddition.and MUltiniisetion.with Ndmerals'to

AasesSevn alndatia Bage Tiv'e". l
* ,4'

In

howewer,

In-additioeto this some of the sub-prograns Sze followed by

, short:statements 'ssummaksidithe content.e.e4vered, Tide .

-
,

.

patter of pup.ing the msterial tOgether.at..freqUent intervall

ig considered a good'faograming techniquee Another.reasin.for.

'this is ...to exhibit-the structure of mathematics-to,* 'student.-

*
Otherwise the.irealization of th:.e;isting.strUctureaof.the

subject wduld.b4Lett ta-the:htudent and it isldoubtfUl

whether.thiS fac,' tate plap,whi%ethe ptuderkis

immersed in a long list offrames with no distinctive divAions.
P' 4 ".

4. As a part of thevriting prredure many of these programed

chapters have been tried atit, with classes Of inservide teachers
A

'and classes of preservice teAchers. "These have not.seen

eIperimental situations with control groups, etc. The purpose

was to.find,poseible errors and misstatements and to diScover

whetherithere were'sequencesof fratrs,in which-thei programs
.

are inadequate for efficient learning: A nunib0- of revisions
.4101,0

have been made as

most of the chapters of

Chapters 7/ 101. and 11

a result of these tryout.

the program ideas and concepts ar

'are intended to develop famili&ri

mechanics of the arithmetical operations previously considered.

SI
developed;

with the
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ROW TO USE THIS BOOK

This book bonsiists of a, large number

brief, expository passages. The questions

them from the° expository material.

of questions interspersed vitth

are'enclosed in boxes to separate

DThere are two types'of questions. The first type consists of a state-

memt of which a partis massing. The location of the missitlg part is

indicated an underlined blank space. /bu are to fill in the massillg

part. The correct answer willybe,found immediately to the right and (AA.,

side the box.

The secOnd type'consists,of a quistion,together with a number of possible

answers'. You are to indicate.wfiicb answers are c8rrect. Inside a smaller
4

box eacp of.the possible answers is discussed,so you win know if your choice

yere,correct' and you will know why you mere wong if you made an incorrect
I

choice.
'

.
- -- . , \. .

'You should Use a'sheet of paper to cover up thecoirebt'ansver in:the

book until after you have made your response. Then mave th41,shatt of' paper
. w , - .

just enough tp check :the answer'to the% question, wilthout expoping the ansyers
,

to later qUestions.
41.

4
/bu may-record your'response either in the book or on a separate shee.t

'of paper. In any case you will 14/Sh to have scratch paper available to do -

..necespaiy figuring as4ou'go along.

k
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CHATTER I.

PRE-NUMBER IDEAS

le,

The correct communication of ideas requires an agrement on the,meaning,

of,vords and symbols'. One of the primary purposes of this program is to

acquaint the teacher of elementary mathematics with correct mathematical ideas

and concepts appropriate to the language of and consistent with more advanced

mathematics.

1-1. Sets

The,idewo " et" or collection underlies much of the development of

mathematics.

The picture below represent s, a 'ordishes. set

set

.a



a

This picture represents a Of tires.

.

This picture represents a ..1.No of twills'.

A flock of geese is a of geese.

The of pupils in the third grade has

children as members.

s

MathematicAns have selected the word set to refer to any collection of

objects or idead. The objects which belong to a det are called elements or

members of the set.

7

4/..

members or
elements
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8

* ligure 1.1

Mit

10

In Flgure 1.1 above aresome drawings o; things
. .

called "gismos." Tire &Imps represent a*
,

.

,.

of things. -

The gismo carrying a cane is a of or an

orthe set of gismos.

If we name the set oi gismos with the upper case

letter G, then the gismo carrying a cane is

a of G.

A gismo weaming shoes is not an element of the

set

set

member

element.

'member
1.

.
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%
4

4

the,gismoaqh Figure 1:1 are'named Bert, GertAce and Ike in the
. . . .

left to right order'phomn.
-..

2 (Gert, Ace, Ike, Bert). Yepiesents the set of gismos.

Beit is: (Check 14propriate answers.)

c3 a member of G' ,4

.0(0 Jan elemeni of G

0(c) a Ate letter word
4 a

--0(4) a member or element of G
.7°

Nok
-

Answers (a), (1?),:and iarar'e icirrect.. Nbte that,m speific,
A,

ordet is not.implied: Ilnewer- kg) i dbviously incoriect..
'

14

'The relation "equal" is used to-show that objects a e the same and only,

0the nameamay be changed.

114

.

It follows from'the,preceding statement that'a

rearrangement of. the elements of a set resultai in

an set. 1ralsara.

Two.sets-are equal if,they have the aame

regardless of how they are apecified.

.Equality is designated by the symbol = ,If

A and B penote sets,'then 'A ='B Aeans the

elements of A ape:the same as the elements

of *0`--

4
4 -

equal

elements

The braces- ) are used to enclose a listing of the elements of

apet and a re read "the set." Occasionally braces are used to eilose a

word description of a set%

16 'Using the nt:hation mith'braces write the set of

vowels of t4e English alphabet. 11.

4.

(are,i,o,u

4*.



4,

17 If the upper,case lett4m V is used to name the

set of vowels, then (alelilolu) =

18 In Frame.17,0 .0 is anelement of

19 Maihematical Elmbols may be useCto zialte the

statement, "u is an element of ,V,." This is':

writtei as u V. The:symbol e* means

..

.... ,
.

- .

,
. ...

.20 The denial that an element is a member of a set
.... . .

can be syoflaed by a slash across the membership
..

.,
symbol . ThUs, ,m X V 'is vad; a

21

,

.

ta an element
of or ia a
member of:,

4

4

ts slot an

elemeni.of

A

_

CheCk the correct matheiaticalistiatement or Statements for:the
*

, sentence, "Bert, thelgismo, is a member of the set denoted

by

6 b(8) 'Bert E G

(2)(0 -G g Bert

a

ac) r c G

0(d) Bert e (Ace, Ike, Bert,Gert)

-21(a) Correct* 2I(d) also-is correct.

21(b) Incorrect. G is a name for the set, not an

element of the set.

21(c) This would be correct if r were another name

for Bert. It ii an'incorrect resionse however.

240 Correct. Ik(a) elm!) is correct.

47Ustas upper case lettert,customarily are used to ilame a set, lower

case,letterwoften are usedto name an element or member of a set.

5 1
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22 If we use the first.letter ofeaoh gismes name,

written in lower case, to represent the gismo,

*en among the. gismos,

G = (Bert, Gert, Ace, Ike

a E G is a statement neaning. Ate is an ele
-* ment of,the Set

of gismoSS.

lising a syrpolic it'tatenen7t similar to.that in

Frgme 18, state "Gert.ill a member of the set

of gismos...:'.

.s

*

.24 Let A:= (alb,cid,e, .;,.,y,z).:*The symbol 'is Ta1ie06

ellipsis, and means "and so on." Which of the following statementg

are,correct?

0(a). d if A

0(b) a

0(c) in e A

0(d) A c a

24(a). Incorrect), s AA element of *A.

24eb):. Incorrect. This is a nisuse of symbols. An

upper case letter is used to designate a set'

and "a" is a lower case letter.

.24(c) Correct. Although "m" is not specifically

listedI'it is implied by the ellipsis.

24(d) Incorrect. a A, however.

25 Let B = the set of-presidents or the United

States. Then, George Washington e

26 Al bapp B.

27 Let M ..the set of states of ihe United States

Ai . the set of common fractions.

1
Then, ..E

28 TexaS E

4

4,
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N. .

A ,
The reader may have.:4served that.some-of the BetCconsidered have only'

,
. ,.. ..

a few meillbeM others iave mny meMbers; and some haye-no end. to an attempt!d,
P ,

'listing'of eleitients;''If evei4 elemnt can'be listed7; We ilay tliat lie set ts,

finite, s/Tql set is not hmitel 10,s,maidto be infinite:.
A

, 1.1....11

. .

32

33

-\
empty set. Te is designated by { ).: The empV space between the braces

.

v
indicates that there is no member of the empty set. Amy eial6le of the

empty set has the, same members as any other example of the empty set because,

)iwne of them has any member. This is Idly we say the emp&y set; there is
'...

311

the get of gi mos, has

. (several Ambers, no memberWone3Tember).

The,sit of letters of the alphabet is

(infinite, empty, finite)

14 =.(001,213,41 .) is

(irdinite; fitnite'empty)

Several members

finite

innate

A set may have no members at all. ,If a set has no members;

named the_empty. set. Two examples of the empty set are
.

N . .

[mail carried by :the pony express,in' 1963)

(jet plaries that existed-in 190 B.C.4..

t is

The convention for using braces in setipotation also applies to the

only one such set.



. ,

35 Asymbol used for the empty set is

..:

36' 41 Figure 140 the set of gismbs riling horses
.

.,
4

-

(finite,'empty, infinite) 4-

:1-
. A

. 37' li (appla,-eleOant, the olor 'red, algebra .
% ..

Tpese efaents are related.bi the common
.-

. 4

characteristic of belaiging to.-
a. . . .- ,,

.
- ..

38 I 'The set of letters used to spell ,areis
, .

Ille set of letters used to spell "area"-
\'.....

4 -- -, 4. - ,
,

is
.

. .

........--.*, --1 -
.

.

,..

,The set of, letters'used to spell "r er

is.

(It lisually is desirable not tc; repeat theSame

elwnent,in a set.),

41' .The set of letters usedAto spell POklahoma"

-Mite qnd -

em#V

set It

(a,rie)

(alrle

(01k11,a,h )

phapter Summary

The primary concern of Chapter.1' is4an introdiiCtion,to the language'or

sets. The idea,of a set as a well-defined collec,tion of elements or members'

is fundamental to the development of this program.

The readershould adopt the special simbolso ( )1 E II and the'

appropriate use, of letters in naming sets tets may be made upOf abstract

ideas, concrete objects, or a combination of these.

At this plant, the reader should have the understanding that a set may

be finite or infinite. A finite set may be emRty. kparticularnrder of

listing,thelelements of a set is not.implied fiy set notation. (Sometimes,

for,convenience, we do impose an order on a particular set.)

We will aibitrarily igree nevei to list the same element twice in i
...Et

listing. HOwever, we dof-not eliminate the possibility of having two or more

elements which look alike. For example, consider the set of prime factors

of 8. This set is denOted'by (2,2,2) and'will be considered in a later

chapter..

NC=



Man's need for colinting

of cumber concepts. Sets, t

languagelrelations and 'opera

WHOLE NUMBERS
a

and ordering collections motivated the creation
4

n, are pre-nuviber ideas lind some of th,

ons of tests contribde much tOward clarifiCation

sand unification of numerall,lconcepts.

Matdhing Sets

!
Before the creation of numbers, man could have kept a record of a flock

of pheep by pairing
*

each animal with a pebble. He also could have pigred

each atiAal with a marp in the sand or 'with a finger on his hana.

ab.

,

.1.11 the following example,

by.use of a double arrow.

* is paired with x

Use diouble arrows to

complete the pairing of the elemen

, with:the elements of N.
la

M , A )

I
xs 7 1

Use the sets in Frame 1 to form'a different
,

pairing of the members.

M z-- *

N = ( x , y

)

s

4.

or

sx y z)

There are three-
other pai ri nes .



* 4

6
. .

Try..to pair till members,Of F with those of E.

4
44.

Mhen we Ahause the elents of both sets An a

pairing, we.say that tile sets,Match. Show:that

one of the sets in Fralw 3 platelles vith 14 of

Frame 1.

given P = (a, b, c)

B = (Coy )91'

s = (Mary, Dick,. Bill)

MEYch of these sets match? tim.

If C. ana D axe matohed sett;'and.:pe ele-

mentp of D are rearranged, ththe sets

match.
(will,'may not)

4 ,

A one-to-one correspondence between the eleMents

of two sets is a pairing Which simultaneously

wthausts both sets. Thus, matching.sets form

-a correspondew.

4r

10

'4,

f ,t

i t !-
1 ,a):1), c)
Since E 11

%.exhaus ed., IT
cEinnbt air
'each e1 nient .in

F with a corre7
spondent "in E.

.

,

E = a, b, c

-P'end
P and SIr
R and S,4.;

*44

oile-to -one
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s

Since M Atches

Since '14 .matchesi N apd N matches

FYames 8, Vend 10 emphasize three inportant properties of matched

sets vhich mathematicians refer to as the reflexive property, the symmetric

propeirty alid the transitive prOperty, iespect1ve1y. The transitive %4

property'ill strated in.Frame 10 is especially uiefUl. If A matches B

and B matches C,' then ve knov,that ,A matches C without perfOrming

a pairing Of the elements.

11

I.



*

a <

.Given, the following, sett:,

D (m,.110. o) F = (ul v, yr)

Check the repponse yhich correctly relates the sets.
4

o (i) DI:matches E

- ...-

0 (b) ',E matches G

0 (c) F matches D

'0 (d) D matches F

. *
t

/11(aY, haemore elements-iMn.E.' This responi.e'iS
-

:incOirect, Of elements of D

-1)clisliets the elements of.E-- before the*.ementS

of D are* exhausted..
4

'11(b) -G has fewer eAmenty than E. This respongt is

AnCorrect, singe any pairing.of elements of E

aid G exhauet's'ihe elements of. G before'the
:3,.. ..... ...

' pleme&ge'of E are eXheusted,
. .

. .

Sincekany paing of the elements of' F with the
,.

elements, of Ii exhausts both sets at the Same
,

time, th'is response is correct. 11(d) Ailso is

,correct.

11(d) Since any pairing of the elements of D with the

elements of F exiausts both pets at the same

time, this resionse is correce"11(c) allo is

correct. .

.0*

41.

12 Consider the sete
4

P b,c). and

.1!

We find Q has more elements than PI since on

pairing the elements of P and Q therelements
4

of Q are not . In this case, we say exhausted

that Q is more, than P .

12
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Vsingrthe sets, of Frame 12, we see

'elements ran Q, and we say that
is tb.ari Q.a 41.
Let A find B. denot;*

elements of A eitnd ,13

possibi es :

1), The:elements of'

'P has fewer.

sets1-11,a pairing of the

there are 'the followIng

less

are exhausted before the,

elemeht.s in- this case, -we sty that
,

A :has. thoeelements -than B..t--t--
The elenients of 2A are exhausted before. the

t elements _of in this case, we' say that .

.

A has fewer elementwthan

tghe elements. of A and

iimultaneously; in thit
B.

15

B' emexhausted

'case. we say that

matches

2

Giveri the sets

= (G:#149,1

B = (u, v)

c

heak each response -which correctly relates the sets.

O (a)
\

Ther e 'is a one-to-one correspdndence between

elements of A and B.

c

(c) C

O (a)

matches B.

is less than A.
o

Any pairing of the elements Of B with the

the

elements of, C is a one--eo-one correspqndence.

) Incorrect . There i s no
-

between A and B..;

p-
one-to-one correspondence

15(b) Correct. 15(c) and 15(d) also are cOrrect.

15(c) Since a pairing exhausts C before Al this response

is correct. 15(b) and 15(d) also are correct.

15(d) Correct. 15(b) and 15(c) also are correct. e

13

9 .4

6



I*

dheck all correct responses fdr the giveresets:

A = (-x y, z, w

B = {* A It wi

C = (r,' s, 14' Y) .

( ). Sincehi matchep

4k, matches' C.

C *Itches C.

(v) * es B

-(4) Y e B '

d B matches CI then

(e) There-is eone-to-one'corresponaenhe between the

meMbers of Cs and the members'of B.

,

16(a ) Correct. This is'an example of the transitive

property of i'relatfon. $ee also 16(b), 16.(c),

16(e).

16(b) Correet. This isean**xample of the reflexive

property of.a'relaill'on, See also 16(a), 16(c),

16(e).

16(c). Correct. * ,is a member of B.

16(d) Incorrect. y.fiei. -However, y E C and' y e A.

16(1) Correct. .Sine C. matches Is and B matches C,

then we have ln example of the symmetric property

of a relation.',

v

17 if IC denotes Ile set of let;ters uied to spell

the word "attract," then

8 If 11' denotes the'set of letters used to spell

the word "cataYact," then

H

(a, t, r,

(c, a, t, r



4

4

IUsing the sets in Frames 16 and 17, we gayitliat

K . H and H matches . Imatches; K

...:. .r.

FTames 17, 18 and 19 should leaethe reader ta conelude_that K 'T;Atches

H since there exists a pne-,to-one correspondence betWeen the members of X

and the.hembers of H. Also, K nd 11 are different representtion of

the game set and any set me-tches itself.

20

22'

23

Consider

S x, y)

X = (07;4*,<>)

Any pairing pf the elemenp of X with the

eiements of R exhausts X befoA R.
-

Hence, X is than S.'

R is than S.

Since X is less than R and B is less

than S, then,. X is than S.

S. is more than R and R is more than'

therefore S is than X.

less

leas

less

more-

Frames 20 through 23 are'intended to illustrate the ,transitive,property

of the "more than" and "less than" relations for sets.

24 If R is more than S and S is more than T, then: (Check

all correct responses.)

0 (a) R matches T.

(b) B 14 more than T.

40 (c) R is less than T.

24ta) Incorrect. ,Review Frames 20 - 23.

24(b) Correct. Continue to nexi frame.

24(c) Incorrect. Review Frames 20 - 23.

15
a

6

I.

41,
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7
Xf M -is more than N and N, is less'than P then: (Check one.

"OW M is morethan P.

'0(b) Mf'is less than

M matthes p.1(
A-

OW, No correct crlusion can be draVn from the given

conditions

'25ta) Incorrect. onsider' M = (a, "b!c ), N (XI Y),

P spit 31).
-

25(b), Incorrect. .'Consider M = (a, b

yi, P = (r a; t).

25(t) 'Incorrect. Consider 'the sets in either 25(a)sor

bathl vhich sativity the given.conditions,,

M is more.than N and N is less-than P.

25(d) Correct. Vale exactly one of the relations (a).

(b), (c) must be true, ye do not have enough

information to determine which one.

f

*It

2-2. Number .

Consider the following-sets for Frames 26 - 3.

A = CO) *,<>)

B a, b, c, d.)

A matches B and B C..

C 7, it)

D = (*, +,0)

A C.

EXhibiAt set F distinctfrom, A, B and C

rich that F matches AI B and C.

F t . A.

* t

r-

matches

matches

For example
(z, y, t,

matches

4.



31

a

match' C.
(does, does not

s

,1

*

.
..match D. . .

,.
- D

(does, doss not) .
-...

_

- -.p

. -, I...
33 We call the famnon prope*ty of the matching sap.., .

Ar Si' c, It and. air other-sets i-rh.fe-b. match.:these
a.. ' 44

. the 'number opery - of the. sets. "Is this ".-.

4.

matches ,

4oes

*doea.not-

-atalnple, fourness is the-connon of these

matching sets.

34 -if S denotes any finite' set, then the
. A

pr5perty 0± S nay be represented by the

syMbol N(S).

36

4

( , o, * '401, then N(A)

Since B4. (aj b, el d.) -matches A*, then

11(B) = N(io.) =

37 *If D (11' +2'0), then N

38

D)

s.

-Pr9Pert7

nUmar

3.

If N() = 4 N(S) = .6, 11(1?) = 3, and T is ang set which
matches Si,' then: Check all correc anaw4ra.)':

0 (a) N(T) = 4 0 (b) N(T) .= 6 0 (c) w(TImot.

38(a) Incorrect. T matches 8, but NrT) .1(S) tm 6,

38(b ) CorreCt. T matches S and N(Tte. N(S) =

38(c) itiCorzect. does not match F.

The number property associated with a .se't is called the eardtnal. _number
of the set.

17 0



39

40-

41

42.

43

44

4

If A = u, d, "then thi cardinal number

of A is

s u

N(A) is a symbol for the number of A.

,The.cardinal nuMberof-the empty set is

'7f B is more than A, ttlin N(B) is said to

be 67eater.thdh

NCB) > N(A) is a sypboAc way of stating the

.relation between the number properties.of the

lets. in Frame 42. Herice, the,symbol

means "is greatar than."

-

If B Is less than, A, we reverse tha symbol'

in Frame .43 Erni write. .N(B) N(A).

ao

3

cardifial

0 or zero

N(A)

9

Consider (11r,0,0)

,H = (t, olopi

171

Which of the folloming arecorrect:
4,

0 (q N(E) > gI) 0 (c) N(G) <11(n)0 (a) G = I

45(a) Incorrect. Thpse.sets are not identical.

45(b) Correct. 45(c) also is correct.

45(c) Correct. 45(b) also is correct.

/The cOn;Mon nUI'M'ber property'(or cardinal number) shared by.all sets

which match has been OUT early consideration. The collection dt all cardinal

numbers assigned to finite sets is callekthe set bf non-zero whole numbers

The mhole nomber zero is the number proPertylor cardinal number) of the

emptyaet.



2

,The relStions . < :And :'.'are used to impose,an order on the:set of:

"who* numbers: This order) in turnYsimPlifia's the problem of indicating a

listing; of these numbers. :Thus, if we Consider a finite set of whole numbers*

such'as f61 01 21 11 ,41 and order its.elemente in'a row such'that each is
-

less than the one to its right) we obtain [01 1, 2) 44 6).

4.7

Alo

Order the elements of each of the-fallowing

sets using the left to right orde7ing of
Ay,

140 2* 3)

t6, .? 3 5; , 0 1

(81 21 e, 4 0)
A

MINammIpm.1.1.0.1.1Mit

This procedure motivates vs to use the order on the set of whole

_numbers as followS:.

W Op 2, 3 p 4) 15) 7) 8,

49 Za pairing of the eleMents of A with the

elementsoof B -exhausts B with exactly one.

element of A left.over),then N(A) is called
. AN

the successor ef

If' N(B) = 5 and N(A) then ,N(A)

the of N(B).

51 If W) theset of whole

that between any pair of

right-we correctly could

,11

numbers) is ordered so

elements from left to

write <1 thezi

2 If W is ordered, as in Frame.471 then every'

elemenfAs.to the left of #s successor

)

4

successor

0 ) 1 ) 2 ) 3 )

19



53 Delete 'tile element zero from the set IL'. Ste

,set of elements remaining is called the set of

epunting numbers. Thus,'.

54

5-

6

An obvious, but frequentli,overlooked feet should

-be noted about C, the set of counting 'numbers.

XI' we impose the iame orde used in,Yrame 53, and

elect any:finite set I) begInning mith 6ne and

include 411 successive numbers up,to some number

then .11(D) =

5 ) 111. 87, 88, -89) )

. .

36 Let R, denote apy set. TO obtain the count of R
* ..

.

me match the elements of R with the elements5
. -

a set ''ID, as, D is described in Frame 54.

,1(B) B( ).

1,57 If R = (b, a, d, e, f, e), then

D.= (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and

N(R).= N(D) = .

. 58 'The order relation on the set Of couniing numbers

is a matter of convenience.

1((3, 1, 2, 9, 4, 7, 5i 6 8)) =

N((1, 2, 3, ..., 8, 9)) .
A

- 59 Order the members of S = (5, 7, 1, 3, 6, 4, 2)

using the relation > from left to right.

1 2 3,4,5,6,

NO).

6

I.

Si= (7,653,,2

60 Order the set in Frame 59 using .the.relation

< from left to right.

20°



cardinal nUMber of.the'set in Yrame 6o

is 11.10m..

62 . Obtaining the count of a set is called,counting.

Counting gives us.the property or

carainal number of a set.

N(s)

number

2-3. Number Sentences'

6 4, 3 < 5: 4 2 'are examples of what we designate as number'

sentences. Notice that a number sentence is not'necessarily true.

63

6h-

.Tha numbersent6nte for thestatement

is

*

.aSix is gieater than two,"

Let N(A) . 4 and N(B) = 7. Since N(A) < N(B),

me may wmite'the numbertsentenpe

6 > 2

A-useful device is the palming of numbers with points on a line. If we

represent a line by the sketch

then we may establish a pairing of the whole,with points on the line by .

selecting an arbitrari point and"Tairing it with 9,

Then,we select an arbitrary line segment for a unit.

unit

0
a



4 r.

2

By common convention,'this Umit-segment is used to apace sUccessive points

to the'right of.the point labelled. 2.

. ,

Ite then use the set of whole numbers ordered by < and pair these points

froarleft to right mnh mhole numbers.

65

66

67

5

a

A line used'in this maLer is called a number

line. The point paired mith IR to the

left of every point paired with a: counting

, number.
.cts.

iince 10 7, me expect the point paired

mith 10 to be to the of the point
I,

pa ed mith 7
°(left, right)..

IS the 'point paired mith Nc0) 4s to the left

of the point paired with N(D); then

70) 110).

22

0

right

Ns.

I



.cHaslat: 3

JTANES AIR NOKBERS

Introduction ,

We.tave introduced the concept of number is an idea and as a symbol

associated with colIectiona Of matvhed'Seta., We'have used!the phrase-"nudber

'property of i set" as the identification'of the number. By this means ve

have,been able to qompare nUmbers asridae than or lessthan;.-tave been able

to order.numbersl-and haye written sets of.ordered numbers euch as (O, 1, 21

4, 5, 6,, 7, 8, 9) .arld f9, 8-,' 7, -6; 5,-4, 3, 2; .1p! 0). NUmbers also

have, been associated with points on aqine making a =Ober

Now we ara interested-in systems Of writing nudbera or ,systems of

,:numeration. In general'we,need ways of-mriting,or talking qbóut numbers

and in so-doing we use the phrase "names fornudbers.1'

3-2, DA Beginnings of NUmeration

- From primitive times "names for numbers" have been 'both marks or sydbols

and-words. We know little about the /TimItive

know that he tied knots ina rope or collected
7

one-to-one'correspondence betWeen matched sets

man's idea of number. 'We do
,

pebbles
t
and used the ides .4.

to indicate the nudber of

fighting men-in his tribe, and so forth. It is prdbable that he counted 4

using his fingers. TOday, some Primitive tribes use the word Yor "hand" to

indicate live. Since he had t'en fingers, the American'Indian used "one

Indian" to indicate the number conceiSt "ten.l"

Tximitive man made mark:)sueh as ///// on the walls of the caves in

which.he liyed to indicate numbers. Probably before this he made marks in

lthe'Sand-or other_poil for the same purpose. When this occurred, he was

writing the filrst tames for numbers, TOday we call these names for numbers
t-

numerals, t

23
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3

5

1

9

We already know that number%ie an abetraet idea

and we speak of "-the number property of ,a

collection of matched sets.0 Primitive man

red the symbol /// as a nUmeral for the

numher' . A:numeral is a name for a

number; it represents the number.

% 4
The ntmeral w use for the set of triangles,

is

A A

A A

The Boman numeral for the sei of'triahgles in

Frame 2 is

,

Aprimitive mants numeral for the set of

coconuts woula have been

The Roman

0 0 0
0 0

:3 or three..

5 orVive

////// or '

knots in a '

string, etc.
1

for the set in -Frame 4 is numeral

In mathematies.we use the syhbol = to indicate

that two symbols are names for the same thing.

From Frames 4 and 5 We may write

Let A and t.name.sets. Then A B means

that all the elements of A also are elements
4

of B and'all the elementnof B also are

of .Ay

The aoMilh numeral for 18 is -

Using the nymbolr and a Roman ntre71 we may

say 18 .

24

= VI

elements'



10 We may write -IX because 9 and IX are

fbr the,same number.

. 1 We lay 3 4 8 - 1 because 3 4. 4 (and

8 - - the same numbero'that s 7.

12 Three other naMes for the pumber seven are

"MM

names

name ort.

represent

5 + 2'

VII

3

'In'this sub-program we.have been interested in aymbols as names for

numbers. P,Tindiive man used simple symbols and had only a few of them.

Roman numerals, mith which all of-us are familiar, are more complicatet. As

we shall see, the Romans had ways of extending the idea of numeration to

include muchlarger numbers. Vetshall be'interested iin-what some of the

ancient'civilizations did about these extensions to fit their more compli-

cated ne We' call these numeration systems.

5-3. Numeratkon Systems:

'A 4

13- using Roman numerals mTite the numeral associated

*with A . (John, Nary", Bill). III

ly The Romad numeral'associated with

B = (a co bo,.e, g) is

A

15 VIII ts a numeral. Roman

: 16 The Roman numerals for the first three counting

numbers are. III

17 :Roman numerals are marks or symbols for naming

t numbers
So." IiM ioli milims

25

...0



'4
The Roman numeral for the naltl.ten is1
This is a new Symbol not used before in this

chapter.

The numeration system ve use today is tailed the

Hindu,Arabic numeration system. .In this system

the'symbol or name for the number ten is

20 I The name

syste;iia

systeM-it

for the numbtjtr thirteen in the- Roman,

-but in the Rindu,Arabic

44j16,F airrin

21 J The EgyPtians wTote heir basic.numerals up-to

tien by the' use of a iertical stroke with relieated

.strokes. pie Egyptian numeral for seven was

Iritten.

22 I The Egyptians wrote nine as

23 The Egyptians also grotiped by tens and'invented

the symbol // (a heel-bone)-tar ten. Using

this symbol they wrote 13 as

24' 45 was written in Egyptian numerals as

25 However, as written'in Roman-numerals as .

26 F9r 100 the Egyptians,used the symbol 9
(a coiled rope) and:the RoMans:used the-lettet

Herice 100 =

2 223 was written as by the Romans and

as by the Egyptians.

C.

10

tl

XIII

13

///////
//

/M44 1/1//'

XLV

lap 2 =c

CCXXIII

??/M///
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29

.The Egyptians,

mere, forced to

synbol:wap no

_ThUS,14Egypt

were used'for

10

100

1,900

10,060 .

100,000

1,00o,00d

These

as

the %pans spd all ancient peoples

invent new symb9Is since a single

repeated more than nine times.

the follovingdiTrent Igmbols
Y*

14 10, 100, .1000, et'ceterg.:

-

the vertical stroke
4*

tie heel-bonen'

9 the coiled rope

the lotus flower

N
the poiptiug finager

or polliwog

astonished man

ols mere sufficient for their needs.-

e numbe 2321 1-m6'1-mitten by the Egyptians

t
S 4

The Egyptians had no symbol for the numhet zero.
. ,

The Romans
(did, did to

the number zero.

have a symbol 10
4

t

S.

In this sub-program we have introduced the idea of a numeration system

and:have used the familiar Ropan nuMerais. Mostly, however, we have used.the

-Egyptian numeration system because'it is more primitive and less complicated.

Both systems, as well as the Hindu-Arabic system we use, made groupings on

the basis of ten. 'Because man has ten fingers, most of mankind's numeration

systems grouped on the base ten. We call a1. such systems base ten systems

,of numeration.
4

Thus, the Egyptians used single strokes to, represent all.numberstup 'to

ten-; for example, // for 2, //// for 4. However, instead of ten

strokes they wrote the heel-bone symbol re) for ten. This symbol could

99M/

4sr spot

0

27



he repeated Up'to nine times and with.these repetitions all of the numbers up

to 999 could be written. For the number 1000 another symbdi. 7 a

drawing-of a-coiled rope used in surveyingt peraaps the'end of a sctoll,

was used. "If the'stroke is included; a:total of seven simbols were inveñte.

and:used. These were sufficient for the needs of the Egyptians.

Neitatr tae Romans nor the'44yptians had asymbol for the number pibperty

of the empty'set, 'litich we write,as 0. However; some of the ancient systems

did have sucks symbol. The.ilindu,Arabic syttem did not use 0until About

900 A.D.

Zero ind the Decimal System

30; Tke number mperty of the egpty set Is repre-
,

sented by

In ihe'HindU,Arabic numeration system the first

ten numbers are not represented by strokes or-

the repetition' of a single symbol; The set Of

numerals for the first Ien nuMbers is

These are called the basic numerals.

32... To write another numeral for ten in the Hindu-
.

Arabic numeration system we use 0 and:' i in

the tollOwing manner:

33. -To write another numeral for tilirteen we use

1 and 3 in the following manner:

34 The nlimber seyenty-two is witten

35 Another numeral.for sixty-nine is

36 To write a nuMeral in the hundreds we use a basic

numeral in the third plate from the right. For

example) the numera,1 for eight hundred sixty-four

is

28

0 or zer8

(0,12,3,4,51
6;7;8,9)

10

72

69.

864



.37 Another numeral foxt,nine hundred six is

Since in Frame 37 there are no tens in the. num ber,

we use to fill the second place.

*
The numeral 30(Igl represents the number

40 The Egyptians and the Romans
'CM, had no

-for a 0.

Summary
,

This chapter has intreuced
these numerals. We have #lvays

numheri,is an abstrct ti.deia the

sets. A numb.lr klaB mioly naiues

symbpls ,wrilten various *ways
\A

need

9O6 -

three
thousand six

had. no

the ides of...names for numbers. ` We cai3

spoken of Roman numerals. 'The concept of
number property 'of a collection of matched
those used by, other 'peoples as well as
such ,iits 'Mil IV, 4, and ,so forth.* We

8
know that we also may write 1 as ,2 +' 5 - 14 8 + 2.1 and so

forth. Since the symbol = vie used to relate different names for the.same

thing (number), we md3r write

= Iv
8

We have talked briefly about numeration ,sys%DT3 which are 'ways in which

number names dr dumerals may be written. These are different for different

times and peoples.*We areefamitiar Itith and use both the RomanAnd the Rindu-
it 4

Arabic numerapien systems. To toMet extent we considered the ancient Egrptlan
,

numeration system primartly to show -that the Hindl-ArAic system haswmany

advantagesover the ancient system4.
In the next chapter, we coniper place value systems in more det4,1l.

chapter we did show that the use Of 'SO and the place value principle

ha.ve certain advantages...For these and other reabons 'Om Hindu-Arabic

numeration system is used almost everywhere inythe' Arid todikY.

'1
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CHARM 4

NONMMATION SYSTEMS WITH BASE TKN,

AND OTHER BASES ,

I.

The Meaning of Numerals to the Mese Ten

S.

We are concerhid in this 'chapter With the Hindu,Arabic numeration system.

This system:is commonly known over the world today) but some of It; basfo

properties often are not well known. We will seelbefore the end of this
.

chapter that the same-prRperties apply to nUmerition systems to bases othe

than ten.

2

44-= (bail-bat, car, boat),

nuMberizoperty of A is '..

Ab
If the elements of 'aCiset aTe represeAted4by ,

crosses as'fo11oW5 n

then the nuMber property*of the set'is

In a set represented by

+ + +
we often rearrange th46e elements or group Lm
tn the following manner;

and the nuMber property of-the set is-r4Presented

by the numeral

11.

7

13

4

9



,27
the numeral .131 the' 1 _stands for or..-

represents -objeets or elements-of the

set ot crosses4

Inthe numeral 13, .the 3 re*esenti

elements.

The numeral 0 is the name fdr a

and indicates theiset having no elements.

11( ( )

number

-In ihe numeral 10; the 1 represents one

group of 'objects.-

In ,the numera1.15,4 1 represents the number

property.of a set of . objects and 5

represents-the nuMberilicoperty.of a set.of

objeCts.

a

Y110.14-

' 10 or ten
-

10 In te,pumeral'. 204,, 0

elements, but it also,

enabling ue to wite

11

%

represent.s a)set' of no.
e.

serves the purpose ,of
a

2 in the place.
,.

The basic set of nUmerals or digits used In the

Bindu4rabic system is

"
12 In the numeral 327, 7 represents a,propertr -of

a set of

the 2 a Ret of

and the 3

13 ,In the numeral 4056,

hundreds vhich has no,

represents a set of

16..11m.....

In the numeral 472, 7 represonts 7(10) and,

4 represents 4( 'x

-10 or ten

.

0
second,or2tens

(0,1424314,5,

6,7,8,9)

2 tens.;

a set'of 3
lumdreds

elements

4(10 )< 101"

a

*1.



35

6

17

29'

In the numeral 5320 5 represents,

( )C )
The numeral: 73 may'he 'written as

7(10)
.

-The .nUmeral 5k73 mar Ixe iritten as

Since, in this system, the basic set of numerals

has ten elikents, its; Isase is

in a.systenivith'the 'base ten,- if the third digii

from the right is b, At- represents

if the sixth digit'from the right is g, it
represents ). '

4

e value ritpresented by a digit or basic numeral .of the Hindu-Arabic

numeration system dePends both on the' digit itself and *on t4e place it
oCcupies in the complete numeral. That is, in 173, the .digit 7 acVal

te 1,6

represents '7(10) or 70 and the. 1 represents 1(10 x 10) or. 1(100)

or -100. S.V.ice there are ten iiasic numerals or sligits, 0, 2, 3,,,4 511

6, 7, 8, 9, .-we' say- the system has a base:ten. In a given numeral such* as

73161, the Tirsp place on the right tells 'us how many objects:or units

included* that is 6(1); the second place to the right tells us hol.:* many

sets ,of (10) are included, thit is, 9(10); 1* the third bow many sets of
*

'(10 X 10); the fourth how many sets of (IO x 10 X 10).' Hence, -the number

=

.P

7 10) + 3.
4
Ilax10x10) +

10x10)

wt...

may be vritte

'7396,== 7(10 x 10 x 10) + 3(10 x 10) + 9(10) '6(1).

.
Afe'shall find that'an anaIogoup thing-occurs When numeration systems to

- e

'other bases are used.

33 410
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4-2. Numeration *items to Other ,Bases

As me have said the.numeratibn system to the base tenls built up by
i3eparating sets ofi en objects eath from4he complete.set. Por,examp3;e1.8,

Then by the use-of positional notation br place value lie are able to write

names fpr numbers large1. than 10 using the same bfj.c digits.

Separating,a set of objects into seta smaller or,larger than ten maybe
. ,done,similarly!and this leadi us tp consider numeration syetems to other
bases.- We' use base seien and, base five ei illustrations in the following

programs. Amy oiher base nay be used. Historically.bases of five, twelve,
twenty and sixty have been uped.

1Ie

21 Separate:the following set of obSt into

sets of seven elements each.

A

A
A

A A
A

A -
1 A

22 We observe that there are sets Nith

7:elements in each set and elements

left over.

23 The nuMber of objects in Frame 21,to the base.

. is
ri
tten 34

seven,

24 The 3 .in 34
seven ,represents

4T)N
Va.

A

(The arrange-
ment of Pbjects
is not Unique,
'but there should
be .3 lets each

with "(objects
and '4 *more

objects.)

seven.or4Z00,
P

3(7) or thiee
times seven

or lien



1 4 Ai

V '

'The humber of obgects in the set of elate/As

represented by the crosies fr ,

+ +Him

.may be written to the base seven

2 The pumbei Of tbjects- in

'CO

27

- 28

C)

as

1.,meY be written to the base seven as

A

Inthe numeral 3 42seVen) the digit 4 means''

(ld ) or .14(10))
seven' .

A.numeration system to the base seven has the

following set of:'seven basic digits:

4

Note: Although it is not absolutely necessary, we follow

using symbols such as 5seven' 3five/ 5seven(10seven)"
. 4

each time we refer,to.a billse other than ten. As th Frame

expression such' as .

where(40.4
3
,)] sem

12seven

'10
. t

seven

seien
Vt

41

f0,112,314

the pract.ice of

and the like,

27 abo4e, an

4
itrven

(1.0
seven

I sometimes mill be shortened to
e

e,
the square braelset is used to indicate that all numerals

within the brackets are understood to be to the bese seven, five, and so on.

Poi emphasis and clarity,ye sometimes wilfuse symbols such as 8ten,
22ten'

or (3(10) .' But tr no.base is indicated, it will be understood tO

mean base-ten.

41.

5



29 The numeral 32 ,te the same as
- Seven

53(
) 2lieven'

10
seven

(is, is not)
equal to

10

ten'

31 Eip(10x lo)js' is to equal

L5(7 x 7)atenlr
equal, not equal)

2 332
seven

= [3(10-x.i0s)-+ 5(10) + 2]seven

[3(7 x 7)'+ 5(7) + 2] are,different names-

.

-for the same number. *

[3(1 x 7-) 5(7) 2)ten

34 The numeral 234
seven

may be written as

[,2( )4'3(
) seven

3 3c50 mqy be written as
seven

13( .) 0( ) (.

or as (

or is

seven'

en'

ten'

36 1 The use of 0 in the numeral 3050
seven

indicates

that the set at (10 x
_or=11

_Aro that the set of -is- empty.

k.

3.84

[2110 X IQ) +
3(10) +4]

sevea:

b(lonakio).
4(loxlo) +5(10

0Iseven

[3(7x7x7)

5(7)3ten

ten

empty;

ones or wits



37 CA the following set of objects:

Separate this pet intd'sets of five.

38 To the base five, the iumber of objects' in the

set in Frame°37 is witten 33flv 4

39 In the numeral '33.five"' the second 3 'fram the

right represents objects.

1.*

The number of objefts in_the set

written

3fiye

-42
243five

0

five

402.,

ten

five

1,ten.

Mk.

Iten

ten',

4

;%13.ve

3(5)ten.

or 35ten

10

A

13(1o)43311ve

(3(5) 31ten

18ten

12(5x5)'4-4(5).

3)ten

73ten



j3(10X104.0
+ 3(10X10)

1
10)

3 I)Ifiye

1.

46 262 341ve
=4seven ten 238.tea.

Summary

4

t

We May summarize ticis sub-program in -which ideascbout numeration

systems to thebase seven and base five havp been developed as follows:

1%.In enumeration sysem to the base seven there is, of course, a set of

seven basic digits, (0, 1, 21 3,1 44:51 6)1 as was stated in.hmme 28. A

set of seven objectsabas a number property written as 10
ensev

. To avoid

,confusion any nUmera5.7;\the base seven has'the balite written to the right

and below the symbol, for example, Ae n 236
seven

. !or the sakeof
#

brevity, this vas not done in the set (0, 11 2; 3, 41 5,1 6) .above or in

the responte to'Frame 28. We darlometimes, enclose several numerals in

brackets and coilsider all of them to,the base sevenl'for example, .

I,(10.X 10) + 1(10) + 0)
seven

. In the numeral 236
se en

the secon4 digit

from,' the right is in terms of
0F:m

and means 430.0))seven Since
u

10 seVen A another name for 7
ten'

toand
3seven 3ten.'

it is possible

=
1/11 te [3(10)1

seven
[3(7)]

ten'
Hence, we:may-write the numeral 5324

se en

as follows:

5324
seven .

= [5(7 x 7 A 7) + 3(7 X 7) + 2(7) + 4f
ten

.
4

Multiplying and adding as indicated giVes the numbd: 1880 -to'the base ten.

We do not,need to write the i4ord ut here since it is understood. Zince

3 8

III



these are:different namei for the same nuMber, it is proper to write
4

5324seven
1880. Use of the base five, or any Other base, follows the

same'procedure.

It should be clear by now-that with 's. numeragon system to thebase

seven, the numerals 7, 8 and 9, as well ea 17, 27, 38, 83 and so forth,

do not exist. We have used the void "seven" t6indicate the base, -but at

all places where the numeral has been used, the'nuMbers vere written in the

base ten. The numeral 10seven
often read, )"one oh-, base seven," is the

number property,of (X, X, X, X, X, X, X) and all sets which match it. The

numeral 7
ten

is also a nuMber property of these sets "and hence,

10
se n

= 7
ten

. This gives ds the relationship between these twOHnumeration

systems and enables 6 to.move from one to the other.

In like mannerl,with a system to the base five, the rAumerEils 5, 6, 7;

8, 9, 15, 16, 26, 72, and so fOrth,do nve exist*. As-discussed above, we

may write 10 lve 5-ten
and use this basic relation to shift fram one4

system to the other. r
II04111 be useful in understanding nuMbers to other bases to learn to

perform the ordinary operations such as addition and' mUltiplication idth

them. TIpese iil1 be distussei in the next Program.

4-3.. Addition and Multiplication with Numerals to Base Seven and Base File

Addition and multiplication will be discussed forma%ly in other chapters,

but a brief discussion of these operations Idth numerals, to other bases will

prove useful.in understanding the basic properties of po5tional numeration

systems.'

47 With numerals tothe base ten,

4 2 . 6
ten ten ten.'

'Similarly, with numeral ,tib the' base seven,

4 + 2
sven seven sevens

39

4-

6
seven



,

ii:a. 3With numerals to the ,base seven, .

, . .

-seven .4' 2eeven

represents a number wi.th, which' we associate the
numeral ( )seven'

49 Jle also nmw' write seven. + 6seven as

-3seven seven* seven. )

(3seven 71' 11' seven) '2seven

/seven

)seven

seven

And .5seven seven+ 5 raw be written as

2,1 (

( 5seven + (aseven 3seven)

+ ....._....>"---,

r
'

4 ---Als
# .

t

)seven seven seven
. seven

10)sev,en

(10).seven
%2seven ,

42)seven

am, ( )seven. (13)sttven.

1°-

five° five v

(3:five + +five five

= five ifive 3five

fiye

+.3five five.;

= (3
ve .+

2five) + 2five

ve

12five

404 0
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-Note: In Frames 47 - 53, we have tried to.shovhcw-one adds'vith simple onel.

digitmumbers- to the base selen apd to thp.base five. 'If youllaveunderstood

thisl-you should be able to make an addition table to base seven or base five;

perhapS You coUld make one to other bases. Ilere'is One to base aeven:

3 6

0 1

1 '2

-4

10

10

6 10 11 12

10 11 12 13

iS

11 12 13 14

12 13 14 1,

Addition Table to iase Seven

%

Using this table one is'able to find the sum of any pair of one-digit

numbers written to the base-seven. To become proficient in adding such

numbers, one would need'to memorize the addition-facts, as grade school

children-must do with numerals to the base ten.



4

Make an addition table to the base five.

-Addition Table to Base Five

V.

I.

0 1 2 3' r4

1 2 3 4 10

2 3 4 10 11#

3 4 Do 11, 12

410 11 12 II

4 = 1155, 2fiv 4-
e five five

tena 6ten

,56 6seven 4seven

57

sevens

.

Add: 13seven + 32seven seven*

.\13seven

''45seven

58 Ada: 14fi + 21five = five' 40five

59 "Add: 65seven seven 122' seven

6° Add: 34five + 23five fives

61 Add: 34seven + 23seven sevens

Add: 34ten 23ten ten'

ve-

5 )
41 4

112five

6°seven

57ten



Multiply: c2ten) (3 ten)
,

= 3ten 3ten

ten*--

Multiply: seven) X (3seven)

seVen + 3
seven

seven'

Multiply: (2five) X

five
3five

= 3
five

(2
five. 4*- five

)

(3five 2fi
) + 1

ve five

10fivt lYivt

6
ten

6seven

fiv t
11

five

66 MilltipIy: (4
seven

) X (5
seven

)

5 + "P
seven seven 5seven

+ 5
seven

= + 10
seven seven

6
seven

seven'

67
6selren '

.1 is not

681 6
seven (is, is not)

e ual to 6 .

-ten

equal to lifive.

equal to 2842
seven

(is, is not)'
ten

70 (4five) X.(4five
five'

43

4

26
seven

is

is

is not

31five



71' Multiply (2h±'ive five*

Construct -a multiplicsatlon .table to base five..

2002
* five ).

1

ia=11.,

Multiplication,Table to Base Five

Summary.

0 0 0 0
O I 2 3 4

O 2 4 11 i3

O 3 11 lis 22

O 4 13 22 31

We have introduced in this su1S-program some of the ,próblems involved.

in adding and multipiying with nuznerais to bases beltn and. five To answer
4r,

correctly many,of*these prllems re must undert.tarid clearly, the ineanintof

ple.4valuet and thi.s is one reason for intFodzucing this sectiOn Irre.
Similar exercises fgr the elemeritary school stud.ent*.wo.uld lead to a deeper

understanding of the idea Qf P1 Imtlizte. We !aye exhibited addition and.

multiplication ,tableS

,Bottev4z, memori zation

-value. +a' .

Nt,

,

for bases o r than ten; othesa sould be memorized.

is not as important a a grasp .of theotion of place.,
,....

.-.

,-k

..
'4-4 Further Meanin of Numerals to Base Seven

,'

.
We want to go further into t meaning of the rinmeration-sySt:em

...x. .
e sevès as an' illuaration of a numeration. systent,to any basiii B.

, . , . . t

*

*

soll

Whene arountrc*
-

ten, the' next numeral'after

ersto -the-base

:141
ten:1

is

a.

o the.

10!or 10
. ten

111 jrb



Suppose we are coUnting with numbers to the base
,

seven. The next numeral after' 6 is
, seven

. .

73 1
The next Six numerals to the base seven are

76 16 mans' [1(
seven

7 The next numeral after 16
seven

20
seven

= t

seven'
r

, 10
seven .

11seven

12seven

.13seven

14
seven

15seven

16
seven

D(iO) + 6

20seven

seven

*

[2(10) 0 ]
seven e n

79 4seven

= [3(10
4.

41
"'Seven

80

81*

= ) 3ten".

e than 66 isseven

even

) 4 seven'

seven'

14.5 r-
sp J

Nis

[3(7 4] ten 3,

[6(No)+64-1

0
se en

seven



82 '[6(10) 1(10)1seven

= (6 + 1) 4( 10)
seven

= [10 X 10)sslien)

m
.seven..

83 The neLtt number after 666
seven

id

E4 1000s
even

= (1(

x.

1seven'

The first five place .values*of numerals_to the
,

base seven are

86 e first two place values from the right to the'

base B are
t/

46,

1
seven

10
se.

09/x 2-o)sev'en

404.04.0)
. seven

(10>a0x1040)
seven

87 rve pave values to the base t .from the right are

14

46



t4444,.. 4444. 41

.4.5. Summary for the Chapter
, .

The concepts involved in this 'chapter. On:rinmeration systeme':t6'tile base-

ten, and. also systemi to other bases, are neeessaryto a full, un4tereeriding

of- nuibers and how We use the symbelEi. 'for number t is impoitint `thgek 3' .

-

.linderstand: the Hindu-Arabic numeration" system, beclitusA: his Ps ,Iche one used
.

videly over the world.

- ThiS system (Sf writing the ilemes for numbers involvesthee bas

characteristics: *-1

1. There Vs a single. .mark or aribol for each of the '10 basic

'digits, that ist 0 ,14 20 3, 4, 5, 6, 9:

There Is a. symbol 0 for the number propei-ty of -.the empty set.

Tpere is a wei of writing the names for alPnumbers4 greater

tkien 9 by the,use of the baslc-digits and an agreement, on the

'place value or positional value of 'each!.. *Thus the numeral

, 4624 ,melpa7: 471
)

46NI '*=*- 4(10 X, 10 410 ) 6(10 10) 4. 2(10) 4(1).
4

Thia numeral' also may be written 4624 40.0 ) 660 ) 4- 4 V

4 #

although we havehot tilted this notation in the above program.

We also discovered in the prOgram that tbere are numerAi on' systems with

other bases. We used those to the base five and base seven' as illustrations.

A is clear that theie :Systems have the same three basi c characteristics as

the Hindu-Aral:he system. We hove founa,.in Working with children and with

teachers, that' the use of other bases clarikfies the basid concepts of the

system we, use.- The lack of ;amiliarity forces the student to understand the

basic concepts.

4

Sp

4

47



1-\ *CRAFTER 5

PROM:ZEES OF warmness
CEDER THE OPERAITON OP. ADDITION

The Whole.Numbera
/
(eview)

Earlier we devqloped'the idea that a number, auch as °threi, is ix common
,

'property of a'co llectiT of 'matcheesets such ae A a: (pencil* bottle,' -book) --

,
and all the vets wkliZh/ tch A: We"alsa have said that the' numerals 3, ni,

- 1, and so are differept names for the number three.
., ..

-.Other iderievare deve -' whichjLU -be inellIded in the following b-prograni.
,,-

.
s

p.

t*.

6

I;

I.
The. number

*.

B (.75

and all sets 'which,patbh

Tile' symbol 4 is ti Apr for the number fotir and

iscalled a

Write =Other set vh

B (Jan.e, Ge

.
matches

,
MaiY)

Por example: 41.14144=1.1/411

Idst the -elements of the set'of
(1kI 3, 7, 2) in asc,ending order..-4

.

*a

four, 44 IV

numeral

(pencil, ink,
chalk, pen)

RAU the set of the' first ten whole numbers in

* ascending order.

,
List the first five ordered vhole 506ers.

.If S is a set, then the number property of S is

denoted by

O.)

Ji (2 `30 Ii, 7)

(0,01,2,3,4,5,*
6/738/9)

2, 3 4, 5

N(S)

4,1



If C,,and, D 'deno4e-eets and the meMbers of. C

and D arm in ge-tocone eorrebpondencethen

(c). 4'

The' number property of

N

.(desjiTchatro-hat, coat.: pen, pencil)

is.denoted.by 'the 6.

10)

nNmeral

10 S i Frame 9 has the numb-4r property 6 or six or .111

. Sets under the Operation of Union:

In,thls.sull-program we use (0, 1, 2: 3, 4, 5, 6, 74 8, 9, 1001, 12,

14, ...) 1s-which we Speak,Of as the set ofvWhOle'numbers. The numeration.--

,systemis to the base ten. ,

To-develop-the basic idea or definition of addition as an/operation on

a paii Of mbole numbers we,use setS,and soie properties of sets. ,The

X011owing program yill be'on sets,and the Nbion of.sets.

tOlVen

= (pencil, bottlel-eraser) and

B = (desk; chair, pencil, hat, coat, pen).

Write the set whose elements are members Of

A, or B.
**-I

(pencil, hat,
bottle, coat,
eraser, pen,
desk, chair)

12 Do we need to write "penCil" twice?- no
(yss, no).

When we put_A o se:ts together, as in Frame 11, to

form a single we call this tfie union of set

the sets.

a

,



of I Union

'S = (chair, dealt) book) and

= (apple, book, chair)

is (chair, desk, book, apple).

denotethiS set by SUM?

15 Wri:te the set which is tbe Union of

B = (tree, rose, pear) ,,,,and

C = (orange, pear, apple).

Consider B .and C, the sets in Pram 15.

N(11)

'n(c)

N(BOC) = .

$

17' Consider the following Pairs of sets:,

A = eraser, bbttle), and

= (desk, Pencil, pen, chair, hat, coat)

S = (book, chair, desk) and

M = (apple, chair,rbook)

)3 ='(tree, pear, roselspand

C = (orange, apple, pear)

Each pair has at least one common

Given.

D = (Jane, George, Bill) and

E = (Ellen4 Dorothy, Marion, Joe).'*1.

te the set which is the union of p and E.-

E

40
51

/I

(treey rose,

pear,,,apple,
orange)

, .
,

3 or three

3 Or three

5 or five

member or
.element

(Jane, Alleoxge,

Bill, Ellen,' 446

Dorothy, Joe,
Marion)

41.0

\ I



t

D and E, the sets in Frame 18,,do not have

, a common

20 A pair of ets which do nothave a

element ar called di6joint sets.

21- {pen, CACk,,apple,,purs4 ark

(chalk, ruler,'pencil) are sett. disjoint

"eIemen:t

common

22 I The uniOn of

B = (tree, rose, pear )-s.and.

C = {pear, apple, orange)

is a set denoted by BU C. What ii,the nnion

of BUC 'and .p = (im, oak)7

Ye aenote th,is_setv. (BU uq.
(Buc)uG, 1,

I

Wite ,C UG for the sets in Frame 22.

CUG =
.?

4

(tree,rose,pear
oaklelmlapple
orange)

(apple,oak,
orange,elmypear)

4

24 Write the set BU (COG).

BUOUG tat (treelroselpear,
oak,elmlapple;
orange)

2, **Is- (BUC)U,G BU4COG)?
,(yes, no)

'Cri.ven the following sets:

S = (book, chair, desk) '

F = (desk,..chair, coat, hat, pencil, pen)(

M = (book, apple, chair).

Write SU(MUF) and (SLIM)U F.
7

SU(MU F),

(sum)F =

1

4

yes

(chairlpenldeskl-
book,apple,coat,
pencillhat)

(apple,bookl,
chairldesk,pen,
coat,pencillhat)



Ia sL(iur)-( utOuF?
y s no)

yes

.28 N gs U 14)u = . eiglt or 8

Write BUD using 41

E = (Joe, Dorothy, Blip% Marion) and

D = (Jane, till, George).

EU D

,30 Is 134A the same as UE?
(yes, no

4 -
31 Since E UD --.--. DUE, we say that D and E

are,commutative under the operation

v

32 E(E'UD) * 7 ,
.

,

33. X(DUE) .. 7

. a.

tto

(Ellen,Bill,
Georgedbe'dene,'
Marionporothy)

yes

union .

Symmax7
-

In this sub-program we have defined the union (sometimes called the join)

of two sitS. A and B to be the set of distinst elements of the two sets.

,The union of A and B is written as Al..)B. The order ln which the'

element" axe written mskes rio difference, and although a particularelemept

may appear in both sets, it'appears only once in the unian. Since BU:A'

Is the same as AUB, we.may say AUB BUA 'for *any pair ofsets

A and B. This relaXion is called*the commutative property of sets under

the,operation of union.

,We also recalled that any set' S has a nuMber property written as N(S).

Since A (....)B is a set, its numter'property is N(AUB). Since AUB

I3L)A., it follows that N(AUS)
a

The operation of union (or join) has meaning only when applied ta a peir

of sets. Wheh*three or more set"s are involved, our-procedure in finding the

union allows us to,worlevith only two sets at a time. This is no real

difficulty, however, sinee we know how to find the union AUB of A

53



and B (or of'Lly tVo sets). Then ve tan find the union of AUB and t.

We have written this as (AUB)U C. PUrthermore ve discovered that

.(AUB)UC . AU (BUC) for'all,sets A, B and C. This relation is

called the associative prfoperti of sets under the operation, of union.

ly using the commutative property and the associative property a series'
'

'of three or more sets under the Operation of union may be rearranged in am

desired sequence, thus, (AUB) = (BUA)UC = BU(VJC), and'so

forth.

The union of three or more sets is a set. Therefore.me may think of the

number properiy of 'the unioh of three or more sets. And we *write..

N((. UB)UC) = 11(AU(BUC)) as's. result of the ass;ciative property of

sets under'the operation of union.

54 Diojoint Setsls-Whole Numbe'rs arid the Operation of.Addition

marust disjoint sets and tht number property-of sete to define or:

give meaning to theimoinary operation of addition in the set Oi vhole numbers.

Some of the frames' in the folloming sub-program will be for the purpose of

recalling'and reinforcing the idea§ previously developed regarding disjoint

pets'the union of sets, and the nuMber property of sets.
)

A

34 'TVo sets'which have no common elements are

sets. disjoint

35 Let A and B denote sets. The of A union

and B is the set which has lets elements

those elements which belong to A or to B or
-

to both A and B.

36 Since two disjoint sets contain no tommon elements,

their union contains all the in each of

the sets.

37 The number property of

B = (loak, elm, hickory, waihut, pecan)

s represetted by N(B)

5

elements
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38 A numeral for the number propetty of

C = (peach, ilear, -apple)

.is

in Frame 37 and C Frame

BUC=*

AO The puMber pro f BUC is

N(BUe)

41
1

N(B)

42 Given the numbers :2 and 3. Choose a set D

having 2 meMbers arida disjoint setr-E having
4

3 members.

43 Nrite the union of

in Frame 42. '

D and

D E = .

El the eets you

,

44 The 'number property of 'DUE 'in Frame;43 is

N(D U =

45 In Frame 42, we.started with the numbers 2 and 3,

And found disjoint sets having 2 and 3 members

respeétively. Ne then found that the union of

these disjoint sets had.the number propertyl 5.
This suggests the addition sentence

55

loiklapple,
pecanlelm
hickorywalnut,
ppeci,pear)

eight or a

five

hre?

eight

Cpaperliencil)

(booklpenlink)

( pencil, paper,

pen, ink)bbok)

2 + 3



,46 Use this same..idea on t e disjoint sets'

;B . (oak, elm, hiAri, waln4 pecan

C = (peachl pear, apple).

This sugggsts the addition sentence
-

47 Thus", tf A and B are disjoint sets and if

a and ti(E) '. b, then KAU B) = a + b

S.

5 + 3 = 8

.48 .Given any two whole numbers e and 1, we may

find two sets E and F-,.-.such:that

N(s) = e and i(F) = f.

aiajoint

49 If 13(EUP) g, then e +-f = g

Summary

In this sub-prOgram we 4ave used the idea of the number properties of

____two_diejoint sets and the number property of their,upion to.provideakY'of.

pairing tWo pumbers and a.ways -obtaining a third number. Tbr example,

N(B) = 5, N(c) .,3 amd: C.) = 8. We call this association the

operation of addition use the symbol to denote.this binary,operation.

Thus., we detine addityon in the set of whole numbers as follows:
!.

Definition: If N ') = a and N(B) = b where A and.13 are disjoint

sets then a + b is the number property of AUL. .1f

then a + b = c.N(ApB) = c,

This is a definition qf additi n in terms of disjoint sets azia the set

g
o?eration union. /f.'s. and b are any two whole numbers, then we can

f

always And 'disjotht sets A 'ant B such that N(A) . a and-' NIA) . b.
o

Tile union of these disjoint sets is denoted bY AUB, and N(A UB)
k .

,..

is some whole number c such that c = a + b.

1ftv

56



4s.
.4

5-4. Properties of Whole NUmberanunder the Qperation ofAddition,
`,

s

We recall that earlier,in this chapter it was established-that.therefi's

a binary operation of union on any two sets. From the'lmaning ofsthis

operation applied: ti) sets it is possible to establish that sets are closed,

commutative and aasociative under the binary'osration:of unioi Pee the, use

of disjoint eets,we have made a definition or the binary op, ion of
s

addition for the set of wholSsnumbers. '*

In the.following sub-program, we again Use disjoint eeta to establ sh

the fact that theset of whole numbers has the commutative, assOCi/tive, and

closure properties under the operatibn of addition and that there exists an

'identity element for addition.

50 From Frame 43, what does the commutative

prope;ty of sets under the opera%ion of union

tell Us?

What do we know then about the addition

qentence in Frame 45?
4

How may.we write the addition sentence in

Frame 49?

53 From these statements we may say that the set of

whole numbers has the property.under'the .

operation of addition.

54 Since the process of associating disjoint sets and

their union with whole numbers may be applied to

any two numhers, we also Say that the set whole

of whole numbers is closed under the operation of

D E

e + f

'addition.

vs'

a



a

Svpose we want: to add. the three numbers

and. 5. Consider

B = (pencil, paper)

C = (peach, pet, apple)

= (!eoak, elm, hickory, walnut, pecan ).

,Are thpse disjoint sets?
.)

561 ii(BU ) = (

57 14,03c) cil.) =

58 X(sB L.) CCU D))

4

+

59 , Make the Associative property of sets under the

:47erA4ive union states that

(BQC)U'D=.)3L)(60D), complete the

nuMber.sentence (2 4: 3) + 5.= .

A
69 The senten66 (2 + 3) + 5 = 2 + (3,+5) 'wan

illustration of the ,woperty of the

set of itible'numbervundei tile operation of

eadition! .
,

61 Let a, bl..c ,represent any tr41e of whole

,nuMbers. Vrite.the number sentence which states

the associative property of the set of whole(

yes

2 4- (3 5)
,

associative.

numbers underaddition. a +b) +c
.44 a + (13 +c)

What other'property under addition would be used.
C

to write -a + (b + c) a + (c b)? the commutative
4 property

i
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63 -Beciitt#at tbe empty-Set haa mo':membeig or

elements. If': E is,the empty,setl.then

E ( ').

'

T.
-If

,

B = taames$ Bill, Ellen

what is. DUE?

Bk.) E

64 In.generall if E is tbe empty set ando, S is any

set, then SUE .,* The empty set is
,

called the identity element for the set operation
'N A-

unioft.

If E =. j$ *then N(E) = 0. Let .1(A) = a.

Since = A4 we may write the addition

sentence:

65

66 By the Commutative p;operty under union and the

property,pf the identity e nt4 E$

I,LUE = EUA= A. Bence, wellimay write the

addition sentence,

67 The number 0 is called the identity element for

addition and means that if is added t6

anY numberj.the resultwill be that number.

68 If n is any wil6le number, then

n + 0 = a =

St

Pumm.ary

(JameS9Bil3.4 ... .

EllenlEaroldi

a:4- 0 = a

a + = 0 + a = a

0

0 1-'11 = n

In this sub-program we have developed three additional properties of

the set of whole numbers under the operation of addition. In'the previous
,

sub-program we developeCthe closure property Of the whole numbers under'

addition.- This means that when we are adding vhole nurpbers, these four -

5.9
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properties will hold for'any whole numbers. These properties are the

following:

(1) For any whole numbests a and b, a %+- b c,
where c' is a 'whole number

(2) For amr 'whole numbers -a and b,

a+b+a.

(3) For any whole numbers a, b and
r

(4) There is a unique whole number 0 such

that iv + 0 0 + n n for any whole

number

e
) , :6o

closure)

(co tativity)

3



CHAPTER 6

SUBTRACITON AND ADDITION

Me shall find it advantageous to present the operation of subtraction

filim,three points of view, representing two fUndamentally different approaches.

The first approadh is similtir to the wgy we have defined addition, that is,'

-Th terms-of sets and set operations. The second'approach defines subtraction .

directly in terms of sets and set operattons. The third approach defines

subtraction directly in terms of addition'of whole numbers; that is, as an 2

4

inveple operation*

Approaching subtraction through,sets and set operationsAs thine in two

different ways; one coriespOnding to a 'take4may"'operation, the other to an

"add-to" operation.

6-1. SUbsetk and Remainder Sets

We hgye learned some things about !ets. Now we need to deyelop two

additional concepts: subset and remainder set. We first consider the notion

of subset.
4

Consider.

A = (Mary' George, Bill, Ann, TbmI.Allen)

B INPry, Ann, ,Toml Bill).

Every *member of B
(is is not)

a member ar A.

Given a pair of sets such as' A and B. If

everY member of B also is a member of 'ALI vs .

say that 'B is a fabset of A

Iven the,sets of FraMe 1 e say that B is

a ,of

Since every membèof B i member of B,

we also can say 'hat B is a of B. iubset

,aubset

to.**

p.



11.

Amy set
(is, is not)

subset of itself.,

Let -E 7 (balllOat, book). Yindia vbset of

E with the nuMber property 3 a$ name this
,

set -F.

F

Let G be a subset 9f ball, bflt, book) such

that

Tben, G'=

or G 11=1.e.
,

We designate th'at C is a subset of ,D by the

exPression 'C c:D and meant that every member

of C a meat- of D:
(is-, is nat

7 ,

e symbol c: is,read "is 1:T,subset of."

is

(balllbatlbook)

''(balllbat)

lballIbbok)

(bat book)

is

Let -C be the set of all children7in a given

class, and D be the sqt of all boys in the
.

, . . .

same class. Then. D is a tif C. subset
,

10 D a subset of C" if there is no is
(1t4-is not

element of C which is.not an element of Q.

116

11 Since'themis no element of the empty set

that is.not an elemott of.ti the empty set

is a of D.

12 tA, ls a.-tubSet'.of p = i_____1.

AS ( issa of every'set.

cal,

I.

+

subset

For example,
(ball,book)

stibset



14 ghe statement,
S.

"The empty set is a. subset- of A411
,

.oan be written syMbolitally as,
I.

15 The statement,

"Anis at is a subset of itself,"

tan be written litany as

1.6

A c A

Considei. R.= (01 10 2,43). Mbich of the following:do not represent

subsets of R (Checi all correct responses.) 4

0(a) 01 1,.21

(b) 1

J:3 (e) (0, 5)'

0 (d) (1,

0 -(e) (0, 3

4

16(a) Incorrect,..since every set is a sUb et ;of ittelf.

A.6 ( b ) Incorrectl_since the empty set is a sUbset pf

A
every set. A

11.

16 (c) Correct. (0, 5), is not a subset of R fnce

5 i s not a member of B.

4

16(d) Incorrect. SJ)It'e every member -of (1, 2)- is
,

a member of RI (1, 2) is a subset of R.

16(e) Incorrect. Since' every memben'of (Q0-1, 2) is

member of R, (0, 31 2) is a subset of R.-

40%



17 Mhich of e o o ng litEttbsetar ot

A . (a, b, c, 4, q);

(a) b):0

(b) b, c, d

(c) c

17(a) Incorrect, since g is not a'meMber-of 19,,t

but is a member of (a, b, g).

A

17(b) This is a liktibg and-by agreement does not

represent a set. lime() it cannot be a sUbset.

17(c) Correct. Each member of d, is a, member

of A = a b, el e).

The notion of'.proper subset 1.144 germarli to the developnent of &a-

traction fram sets, but on occasipn is a useful concept and hence 'will be

introduced. The reader can proceed to Prame 24.if he so chooses without,

any los& of continuity in the development of subtraction.

20

A proper subset of A is a of A

has some, but not all 'of the member& of A

as its members.

A proper subset

Thg number property of a proper subset of A'

is 190 .1aumathe property of, A.

t

*

subset

tannat

number

a



21 'Consider T = (2, 0, 1). Whtch of the'following represents's

22

Proper subset of .71

o 60 (0, 1, 2)

.(b) (0, 2)

(1 3) .

.21(a) Incorrect: (0; 1, 2) is a'subset of T but

it contains,all of the elements of T so

not a proper subset of T.

2 (b)

2i(c)

+

Correct, since (0, 2) contains soMe'but not

411 tiCllements of T.

Incorrect. (1, 3) is not a subset of T since

it eontains an element that'is not In lq

Consider U = (2, 3, l, 'C) . Viich of the following represent

proper subsets of U?

Mg) )

('b)

0(c) (9, 3)

22(a) Incorrect. Since the empty set contains no,.

-.
elements, it is not a proper-Subset'of U. 40

22(b) Correct. (0) contains some, imt not all of the .

elements of-, U and 0 ii a member of U.

22(c) Correct. (0, 3) contains soMel bUt not all'of

the members of U.



23 Mbich of the folloming subsets are. not proper subsets or- X = (4, 21 0 )?

0 (a) )

0 (b) (ls., 0, 2)

0 (d) (0,

23(a) Correct. A proper subset of X laust contain

some but not all elements of X. f )

no elements of X.

23(b) (4, 9, 2) contains all the elements of XI

-Zontrall to the definition of proper subSet.

Hencel,this response is Correct.

contains

23 Incorrect. (0,'4) 'contains some but not all

of the elements of, X 'and is a proper subset
Niof X.

40
4 Let us now consider remainder sets, a concept which underlies One

approach to subtractlon.

24 Let A denote the set of letters used to

spe l the word "contract". Hence,

A =

The set of letters used to spell the word

"attract" is

onsider the sets of Frames 24-25. B is a

subset of A andthe set of elements of, A'

which are not etements of B is oln)

A.1

a.
c o,n1t,Fla)

66

5.



27

28

29

30

31

The-set of elements of. A which are, no

where- B- is-a-subset of Al

is called the remainder setof: B with respect

to A and is designated by ,Ay. B.- Bence),

far A and II, the sets of Frames 24-25','

If N is a subset,of lc the set consisting of

the elemenMs of M not elements of N is

the set of N with respect to M.

Ve denote the remainder set of N With respect

to )4 by . The symbol - is ead

"wiggle".

-The remainder Met of N with respect to M

may be found by "taking away the of

N' from M.

(on

reminder

X - N

,

members or
elements

Let A = set of letters:uied to spell the.word "contract"

B = set of letters used to spell the word "attract"

P (a).

then, (t, r, c) may be indicated by the following: (Check one.

0(a) 0 (1)) B 0 (c) B F

31(a) Incorrect, since A - F = n, tl'r).

3 (b) Incorrect. Since B is not a subset of F,

p B has no meaning.

31(c) Correct. B F = (t, r, c) is the reltinder

set of F with respect to B.

67 4.
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32 If G is a subset oT HI -indicate symbolically

the set of eljents of H. vhich are not

elements Of G. H G

33 t T = R alled Vie
81;t of

remainder

SinIth respect to R.

6r2. First DefinitiOn of Subtraction

We now definefubtraction in terns of sets, subsets, and remainder sets.

34

36

37

38

39

-

If A = (book, pen, dog;,bottle, box
*

then,. N(A)

Let B = (pen, bottle, box). Thgp B is a

of A and B(B) = 3.

If C = A -.B then C =

N(A B) = 13(C).

We then say that

IN(A). N(B) = 5 3,. N(A B) =

5

subset

(book,dpg)

'\

2

2

Consider:the numbers 5 land 2. Choose D = (a, b, el d e) and

a subset of D such as E = (b, d). Since 11(D) = and N(E) =-2

it follows that 5 =_.3. because: .

0 (a) N(D - E) N(Olt, 41; - 3

O (b)- N(E D) = N((a, el e)) =.3

O (c) N(D E) = N((a, b, e)) = 3

'39(e) Correct.

39(b) Incorrect. Reread Frames 24-33.

39(c) Ificorrect. Reread Frames 24-33.

68



6.

The above illustrates our first definition of subtraction. Let c

-denote a number and d. a number less than or equal'to 'c We4-7- We

,obtain the remainder, or ihe result'oniiiBtrieting Tr"frOtriitrj-Tdenoted by

c d, ,as the number property of a remainder'net. Arbitrarily choose a

st 'C -sueh that N(C) c. Next chOose a set D such that 'ID is a subset

of C and. N(D) = d. Then c d = N(C D).

40

41

43

Given the numbers 3 and 1. Choose A = (x, t, yj

and B = -Sinee the remainder set A - B = (x, y),

3 - 1 =.1qii. B) =

Given the numbers, a = 3 and b .,2. If'

A . (r, tj s) 'then/1E may be the set

or

2

(r,$) or (8

(t,i) or
(t,r) or,(r,t)

Using- A, the set givan in4rame 41, an your response for B

in Frama'4I, A - B

0 (a) (r c )

42(a) CorAct, if your set B t) or (t, s).

4204- lkwrect, if your stk B (r, t) or (t, r).

42(c) Correct, ir your (r s) 'or (s, r).

If a = 8, b = 5 and the set A3 is chosen so that B r, 8, u,

,then for 17(A B) = 3, set A could bet (Check one.)

0 (a) A -= 1m, n, o p, r, s, t)

(b) A . (81 u., t, p, (30 r, m, n)

0 (c) A.= (q, r, .6, t, u, ml n

a(d) A .' (q, r, s)

43(a) Incorrect. B is not a subset of A.

43(b) Correct. B is a subset of A- and N(A).. 8.

43(Q) Incorrect. B is a subset of A, but N(A) = 7.

43(d) Incorrect. (q,r,$) ilea the number property 3, not 8.

69



45

46

48

5

Given B = (elm, oak, cedar)

; 6 = (cedar, elmvoak),

Then

4

-6- a-subdttet-re---R%

Iis is not)

x(It s

Hence

=mr,

) or

0-

Given A c, dl and B ( ).

en, B a subset of A.
is not)

11SIng sets and B of rame 48,'

A . B =

N(A) ='3 N(B) and N(A

It follows that 3 -

is

'the empty set
or f )

0

If R (x, t, v y and S ( ), then

-0 (a) H b) s

(Check one.)

52(a) This is a correct response and is the most

economical way to express the set R - S.

52(b) This'is not a correct response. -Return to the

N'definition of in Frame 24 and continue

therefrom.

s

52(c) This is;a.correct response since = means the

same.set fa named. However, 52(a)-is more

desirable,

70



53 WS observe from Praise 9 that A - ( = A

and. from Prame 52 that P [ ) =

54

55

574

58

59

If S is any set whatsoever, then

$ ) =

-It follOws' that for any set Sy

S.

s(s)

,If N(A B) = N(A), foF any set A. ihen

0 (a) B =0 0 (b) = fO) 0 (c) B = I )

56(a) Incorrect N(B) 0, but B = 1 ).

%

56(b), Incorrect. If an element is placed within the

braces, we do not have the empty set.

56(c) Correct.

Is N(A-) = 5. Since:N(A

ist follows that 5 .= 0

Similarly, 3 - 0

If n is any number, then n - 0 .

The foregoing definitiOn of subtraction is given in terms of a set, a

subset of this set, and the remainder set: This definition of subtraction

justifies the "take-away" method of subtracting b from a if b < a. Two

sPecial cases considdred were (1) if a =r-b7., then a - b - a = 0

and (2) if b = 0, lthen a - b a - 0 a.

.71



6-3. Second Definition of Subtraction

In order to introduce a,secOnd: definition orsubtraction we will use

, the unionbf disjoint sets in a marnlerNaimilar to that used in addition.

63

Let.1K = (boatl.kite, ball, bat, doll)

J = (bodt, ball,.bat).

If P denotes the remainder set, then

'P=K-J.

J and P are since they have to

elpaents in common.

We also Rote that JU P =

P UJ

If JUP = K, it follows that

JU(K-

.

Since union is commutative

JU(K J) (K J)l)

1

6

disjdint

(boat,kite,1*ll,

(boatlkite, all
bat doll)

-

.3

One fact suggested by Frame 64 and Frame 65 is that the,operations of.

union of disjoint sets and wiggle are inverse operations.' Another pair of

inverse operations'is addition and subtraction of numbers.

Instead of using remainder sets,we may define sOtractionlad fo lows:

Definition: Let N(A) = a N(B) = b, and N(C) = c. Then,

a - = c if and only if N(A) = N(BUC) with

B and C disjoint.



Let P bp :Cp dp Q (bp ci, e p N 2") and.

Then .p - q N(R) where: (Check one.)
9'

68

69

70

(1;) ,E =

(e) = {a, )

66(i) This response

disjoint:and.

66(b)

66(c)

This, reiponse

11(Q..t.)10 =

This.respon4e

sre disjoint,

is coirect since Q and, R are

N(QUR). 4 .11(P).

is incorr7ct even though"

since Q and R are not disjoint

is incorrect even though Q and R

'since N(QU,R) .pot' 4.,

13

(0 )00k Ao4t)

5

top0A3

-



Using the sets.of Frame 67, 10) = (Check one.)

N(BUC)' (b) N(B U D ) (c) N(CUD)

72

73

,.71(a) Correct, since B ind D are disjoint elid

N(BUC) = 5.

71(b) Incorrect. N(BUD) . 4, since B and D are

not disjoint. NPte that N(B) N(D) does'

equal 5, however.

71(c) IntorreZ. N(CUD) = 3 and N(A) = 5.

\..

Since A. matches B CI N(A) N(

N(A) - ) N(C).

Since A matches CUB, N(A) =

If N(A) = 5, N(B) . 3, ,N(C) = 2, and ,B

and G are disjoint as in Frame 67 then

5 - 3 and

5 - 2 .

N(B

N(B)

N(CLA)

In this definition of subtraction we select sets A and B suth that

N(A) =,.a and N(B) = b (b < a). We choose anoiher set C such that B

and C are disjoint and UC matches A. Ihen N(BUC) = N(A).

is equivalent to fi number c which if added to b gives a.

76 ( ) has no 'elements in common with the set B.

Hence., ( ) and B are

77 B¼J=

78 B =

disjoint
ro.



N(B) =11([

It noW iollows that

!TO) - ) 11( )

secOnd conclusion is that

N(B) N(B) = N( ). )

./

82 Again we arrive at the-conclusion that-1f n is

any nuMber, then -.11 - 0 = end n n = A;

N(B)

6-4. Thirdbefinition of Subtraction

The thilstFefinition of subtraction*is closely related to the definition

)ust developed. In the-second definition we soughtlto find a did6oint set.,

with the appropriate number propert,y.- Insteadof working with sets We now

define subtraction in terms of addition as follows:

befinition: a - bL** c if and only if a = b + c.*

S.

-75

5

5

44tir

h.



40.

S.

89

)

*.

In yo.rang,v-itki "whole riumbgrs .3 -

0 (p) 04(b)

0bOck one.;)

0 ) not 'possible
4.

, 89( ), Inca vet, since

.B(b) Alncorrect, 'Sp4ce.

1-

.1..4

2

0 =

7,

3,

ttoir

not

3.

3.

#

ts

69(41) Co±181,c:e There'ts no,whole number whiC4 if
added to 5 -i,141.vegt 3. 5.

*
7

.

*1

4'1

'

.0

at
s

t '

*

4

1*

ss.

4

14

5. s

s

4*



CHAPTER 7
1

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION' TECHNIQUES

In t4his chapter we see the manner In which the prOPerties of whole

ntuabers are-used in ComputatiAnal techniques of addition q.nd subtraction.

' There are no new concepts intro4ued'.

10

lb

6 + 3 .
I

Then, 36 "+ 3 may be written.as*

(3 X IO) + I + 3 .

Or, using asSociativity, as

(3 X 10) +, 6 +

pr as (1 X10) + = 39 .

Write 236 in expanded ndiationt

.

The awn 236 + 3 May be wrlitten as

,a(2 X 100T+ (3 X 10) +'( .

Then, (2 x 160 (3 X 10) g39

'9 +1'5 =

Furthermolea, 114 = (1 -X

Then, ts69-+ 5 m.sy be rsitten- a's,

''(6 x 1#) +.( +

4
69 +.5 r (6x 10)

,.

;

a

(6 x 10)1*4 i4. (65x 10) + (1. x 10' +

x1o) + (1'x 10) +. 4 may be written,ap
[(6 + 1 +

.3

1(6 + .3.)*>( 101 ,x 10) + 4

Fina4114, 70 + 4

77

11%

Sb

lb

s

x 1.00 +
3 x 10 + 6

9

9

,

10

7.

s

lb

lb

Tu.

"
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16 .To firid the eum of 44 and. 25 ye cou1d1write.

117- Then, by using commutativity and asoociati
this becomes,

.

si(4 X D3) ( 4 + 5) s.

ty,

:18 \[(4 X 10)-+ (2 X 1.0)) + (4 + 5) may be

vri -AO

[ 4 X 10) +

Hence, A +.25 ( X. 3.0 + 9 6

69

s
I.

It; (2 )( 10)

20 To add 38 and 462 wits,
,

[ (3 x 1.0)'+ + [i ) +

21 Then, revrite this as
[ (3 X 10) .+ (4 X.3.0)) +
[(3 x 10) s+ (4.x io)) *

22 This slay be vrittlIn ElE1'

[(3 + )4.);x lb] + I( >( 10)
(+

4]

23 Or' as
[(3 + + 1) x 10) + imo

24 Thus; 38 + 46 x.10 -K4

Find the sum of . 276 "and 398 by vriting.
2.76. as (..2N ) + (7 X )

and 398 as ( x 100) + ( .40 10) +

26. Then, 276 +1'398 (2 x 100) + (7 x ) +
(3,x 100)+ ( x10) + (6 + 8).

27 Uaing the properties of mhole nuipbers, the.
above becsm4S

[ (2 3 ) X

7

+

(4 x 10) + 6

8 + §

106; 19

3 i 9; p

10

9.

10



'10

284 It now follows that 276 + 398 ta

x 100) + (16 X 10) (_ x 10) +

29 Thies becomes

WO) +.( (16 + 1) X 10) 4 N.

x 'WO) ( 10) + 4 .

30 This now is rewritteh, as
x 100) + [(TO + 7) X.10) +

(5 X 100) + (1 x ) + (7 X 10)] +
4 :

liencel, 276 + 358

.

4.

as

17

100

i( j X 100) +.(7 X 10) + it 674 (5 + 1)

'The sum ofh 2176 and 398 cOuld be written as

276.'

+ 398

And in adding, the sum ot 8

or 1 and 4 .

6 i

t

33 Add the f ten *to (7 + 9) tens whitch gives

17 'tens or (10 + ) tens.

6

34 10 tens is.tte same as bundred..

5 Add the 1 hundred Sto (2-1: 3 ) hundreds

which gives 6 hundreds.

Bence, 276
will give 11,h`e sb.m

.

14

ten or 10

674 .

36 To fit:1d the difference 57 -.22 .

p
lane 57 -:',22 as (50 + 7) - (20.+-' 2

t

(50 - 20) + ( 7 - ) 2 .

= 30 + 5

:_- 35

.4.

'A

fa
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37

38

39

Io

Writing 57 - 22 in vertiCa1 form as

50 + 7

.subtraet 20 + 2

it follows that 57 22

Consider the difference 52.111027

Write 52 as + 2

.and 27 as 20 + 7 .

In order to subtract 20 + 7 from 50 + 2

50 + 2 may be 'written as 40 + *2 .

Now 40 + 10 + 2

Subtract 20 + 7

&Ives + 2 = 25

1

S.

I.

87

i

30 +

85. *

50

10

20+3

"'



. CHAPTER 8

PROPERT/ES OP WHOLE laws
UNDER was OPERATION lurmaracamor

.

.8-1. Wition (Review)

. We have learned thatliition is a binary operation on Whole numbers.

Plor any two,whole numbers the operation of addition) Wined in terms of the

Union of disjoint sets, results in another Whole number.

If B, and C denote sets) then the 4b of

,B and C has as it elements thoseNelements

;which belong pp 6B or tci c or to both B

and C.
#

Since disjoint setecontain no elements in cOmmo 1

. .

their'"Lion*Contains ell oft& in each
0, q.............. .

of 'the se'ts.
. ,

The number property of

e 'V= (Jane, George, Bob, BilI)

if( 4; \

A numeral for thenumber properey,of \

,

p .1.(Ellenl'Ann, Albert)

is

Por the sets of"Prames ,3 and 44

.
. i .

its k

04
,

11

The number.property of BUC is .

N(C)
4 ,

I

Y C)

4 a

83. 88

,elements

a.

4 or four

3 -or three.

(Zane,Ellen,
!AnnrAlbert,Bob,
Biall,George)

seien or 7,.

four or 4

theee or 3

seven or 7
.



8 Since- B and' C have no elements in common, 4IFA

then B and C are sets. I disjoint

6.2. The Operati'OnTgiitiiiiation ,

14ltiplicationAm4LinAerined in terms of the 'union of disjoint

matching sets.

9 Given three 'disjoint. sets of trees to be planted

on the school ground:

(elm, oak, birch, hi:Awry)

B = (plum, apple, pear, peach)

Chackberry, maple,,chestnut,

'The total number, of trees may be found by

counting. The'nuMber of trees is 12

10 By one-to-one correspondence between thd elementé,

we find that' A B. t*. matches

11 likewise,. B matches C, and by ple transitive

property A matches . .

12 Since ,A; p and C are matching sets then they,

all halrethe same property.' nuither'

13 4 or'four

Addition and theassociative property may be used'

to find the number of treesAn Frame 12. Bence,':

12

15 ' The total number of trees inr A. B and C Is the t

of (kUB)kice property.

1.6 (AU B)U = IT( ) + N(c) =`,12.

lnumber

AU it

82

199

IN



17 The trees may be arran d in a rectangular array

of 3 rows with 4 Vees in each row as follows:

X, X X X
x x x.

X X X X

The 'above array illustrates the number Sentence

=

aa Arrange'the trees in...a rectangular array pf 4

rows with 3 treet ill each rOW.

T

Thq,above array llustrates the number sentence

3 + 3 3 4. 3'. 4 x = 12.

19 lillima-Cthe numbers 2 and 5. Mchibit a 2 by 5 %.*
. .

rectangular array of pbjects such that there are
., ........ . .

2 rows and 5 columns.

The array ilAstrates the number sentence

183

12

2 5o5 = 10

*Oh
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20 Tht of objects in the rectangular array,

of .Frame 19 is represent.ed by (2 ) . The

number of (2 )( 5) is called the product of the

,factors 2 and 5.

21 Arrange ten objects' in a rectangular ar,ray of

4

5 rows with 2 objects in each row.

,

.The' array illustrates the ribmber sentence

= 10 .

-
22 Since the number'of objects in the,rectangular

axay of,Frame,19'is the mite as the number,of

objects'in the rectangular array of Frame,21.

it follaws,that X

'.23 Let, m and n denote whole numbers. The%otal

number of objects in a rectangUlar way of

m rows and n columns is denoted by

-X ).The number (m X n) is called

the prodU"ct Of the factors m and an.

.
24 The total number of objects in a rectangular array

of n. rowa and m columns is denoted by the ,

-product 'x ) of the factors n. and- m. (ri'X m)

44e.

25 Since the number property for the total set of

*ajects.in the rectangular arrays for Frames 23

!Ind 2.1S is the same, mXn=nXm ank the

-whole numbers are undei.the operation of

multiplication.

9
,
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26. If% ,p and q are any Whole-numbers, then the

product Cp.x 0' can be expressed as a p by

(1,,rectingular array of objects. The number

property of,the p by q array of objects is

ittelf'a" a number.

27 Since the prod t Of two whole numbers is a

whole number,, that is, a Member of the set of

-whole nuMbers,, the set of whole numbers is

whole'

under the operation of multiplication. closed

\-

In this\sub-program the idea that multiplication of two whole numters is

basi.elally the union,of disjoint,sets, eaeh with the same number property, has

been considered. The product x'5) of the factor's 3 andn. 5 may be

assotiated,with the sum. [(5 5] and also may be thought:of'as the
..-

nuMber property of a reCiangular array of :three rows with five objects in

each'Fow. The 3 by .5 array is the setOf objects in

it

x x x x x
-

x x x x x

and Illustrates the number Sentence 3 x 5 . 15.

The preceding is amethod of associating a single Whole number with

product (m.xn) of two whole ruAbers m and n. Hence, the operation

multiiiiication is defined for any two numbers. The set of whole

numbers is closed under the operation of multiplicatiton.

for.any whole numbers m and ri, the oPeration of multiplication i

commutative.

the

of

Stnce mXn=nx

3 The Associative

Re-call that the

redpect to addition.

Property'under Multiplication

set of whole numbers has the associative property with
.4 111

Now the associative propeAy,Of the whole numbers with

respect to multiplicatfon will be considered.

t.

3.



28 Consider the product 3 x 4 x 2. The expression

(3 x 4) x 2 means that the product ( -1 (3 x 4)
is to be considered first, then,thiPproduct,

to be matiplied by 2.:

Since the operation of multi 1 qation is closed

'for whole numbers, the product of any two whole

numbers i a whole number%
S. a

30 In Frame 28, if ' (3 X 14.)' is replaced by 12,

lien the product (3 X X 2 becomes

x = 24.' 12 X 2

31 If the product 3 x 4 x 2 _As considered as

3 x (41-x 2), one obtains X = 24. 3 x 8

32, For the product 3 x 4 x 2 we may write

-(3 X.4)X 2 = x .3 x (4x2).24

33 Consider 'Eh product 2 X 5 x 3.
(2 x-5)x 3 ' equal to 2 X (5 ')c. 3 is

is, i not) '

iv

34 Tbe'product in Frame 33 and its solution is an

illustration of. the. property under associative

multiplication.

35 GiVen the three whole numbers 8, 4, 5.
Then, 8 x 4.x5 = (8 x 4) x

X

Hepcp, x 4) x 5 . 8 x 4 x 5) .

93

a.'

.816

a

(8 x 4) x 5

32 x 5

160

8 x x 5)

8 x 20

160



Let ii; bl c denote any tA.ple of *Ole nuMbers.
t

Vrite the associative property-unde multi,. .

plication.
+111.+,...10.11,11.1116 1IDTh

aX)Xc=aX(bxc)
is stat?ment

is:true for all
whole nunbers

b)-c.)

J.
The preceding sub-program presented the as ociatixe property of the set

of whole numbers under the operation of multiplication. This prowty

corresponds:to the associative propttr:ty of addition developed ea$ier. A
-

formal'statement of the associatiA pr6Perty is as follows:

If al b and c are any three whole nUmbers,

then '(a x b) X c . a X (b x c).

8 Beerrangement Using Commutativity and Associativity

The whole numbers are both commtative andassociative with respept to,
--

muItiilication. Nov consider using the commutative and associative properties

in-combina:tionifith each other in the rtarrsngement of the factors of a

product,

37. Consider the product 7 x 4 x 5. if 7 and 4

are associated together as (7 x 4)) then fly

the commutative Property uhder multiplication

we may write'

7 x 4 x5 . (7 x 4) N:5

=

X X

38 The use of the.commutative prOPerty in.0 series of

factors enables us to rearrange the factors.

Amother rearrangement of the three factdiVrh

Frame 37 is

7 x 4 x-5 = 7 x (4 x 5)

x ( )<

X X

(4 x 7) x 5

4 x 7 x 5

7 X (5 )< 4)

TX 5 X 4

"ft,



angementa on,thi order.of

the factors in.th product 2 X 4 x 3 X 5 by

use of the. &Mutative property.
N

- 2 X'3 X 5 =, A 2 X 3 x 4 x 5

2, ,4- x 3 X 5 = 4 x 3 x 2 N: 5
.4.4,444.447..=

r
: .

k .

By the.use of theecommutative and the associative-properties of multipirts

caIion, it is possible/to rearrange a set of factors in many different ways.
4 0'

8,5-. The Ro1es of 1 and ,0 it Matiplication

The number 1- plays, with resAt to mo.tfplication,'a role analogous
0

to that played"by 0 with respect to addition.

40

41

42

43

This array represents the

number sentence

This array represents the number

sentence

, 4

Since the number of elements in each of the above

arrays is the same, namely four; t number

sentence is written as

x 4 =

The number of objects ln a 1 bY n array

the same as the number of objects

(is, is not) ,

in an n by 1 'array. Hence,

1Xn=nX1 =n for any whole nuiber n.

1 X

1 = 14

In'the det of wfiole numbers the numlier 0, besides playing the.role of

the identity element for addition, also hL a rather special prolierty with. ,

0

'respect to multiplication.'

95 88



.
44 The set of elements in a.' 0 by -5 arrey

empty. 4
tis, is not) .

45 Hence,' 0 x 5, . ----.:"
46 The pet of elements in.a, 5. by 0 array is.

47 Hence, 5 x 0 .= __---- )
48 0 x 5 5 x 0.

o

empty

8

No.

a

49 0 X n = 0 for any whole .number

50 n X 6 = for any whole ribmber

51 Thug, for any* yhole number n;"

n X 0 P.= taX n

, 52.

0

:
The identiiy e1mnt or multiplication n -A set off Who e

A numbers is the number

10 (a) 0 o
52(a) "Inc:ret... 0 is the identity. element-11(0r

addition' in the set ofe whole num)ers, bilt is' not

the identity. element -for multipiication.y
.52(b)% Corre since- I X ms,= n X 1 = n for any whole

4.
number n.

52(c ): Incorrect . See .52 (b )

11),

8 6. The Distributive Prokeriy.

We have seen that multiplicaUon mAy be described as repeated addition.. ..,.
For example, 3 x 7-= J.+ 7 + 7 = 21. 'Another impoznant property that 4rilts

the two 'operat;ons addition and multiplication is the distributive propert

of multipliéatibil over addition. -

44.

89
96

-

-

1r?
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53

,

55

561

57

58

59

60

61

#

X X X X
x x

XXXX

This array represents the

prdduct :S ).

This array represents'

the product
X X X X
X X X X' X
X X X

The following artay represents the,p oduct

0 X ( + 5).

x x x xtx x X xx
.1x,x x )(Ix x4x x x

x x xLx x x

(3 x 4) (a x 5) 12 -1-

3 x (4 + 5) = 3 X

(3 x 4) + (3 x 5) -

x 5)A+ (7 x 2

= 49.

3 x (4 + 5).

7 (5 + 2) (7 x 5 )+(7 x

?)

\s,

Frames 53 - 61 suggest that

a X (h + c) = (a X b) + (

4

for any three whole num0ers a, b, c.

The sentence

1 a x (b c) = (a x b) + (a x c)

is called the distribUtive property of mult&plicatiork

over addition%

(3 x 4)

(3 )( 5)

15; 27

9; 27

s



aummary

In this chapter we have considered the binary operation of multipli-

cat4.on and its properties. These pro/3erties may besumbarized as-follows:

(1) For any whole numbers a and bl a X b'= ql

where nis a whole number.

(2) For any whole numbers a and bl

a 'X la, b 'X a.

(3) For any whole numbers a) b and c)

(a X b) X c = a x (b X 0.

(4) There is Eiwnique whole number 1 such that

n 1 =-1 x n = n fOr any whole number 'n.

() For any whole number .sn, .

'

.

n X 0 = 0 X n = 0. (mii*plication

i

property of 0)

(6) For any 14no1e numbers a) b and c)

a X (b + c) (a x'b)'-i- (a X c). (distributivity)

(cosure)

8

(commutativityl

(associativity)

. (identity element)

91



CHAP°TER 9

DIVISION

9-1. Division of Wole Numbers

In the preceding chapter a.rectangular array of a rows with b members

in each row was used'as a physical mxidel for the product (a X b). 'From this

and other models, the
properties-of.multiplication for whole numbers were

developed. The whole numbers under multiplication have the Properties of

closure, commutativity and associativity, and mUltiplication is distributive

over addition. .Also the numbers 1 'and 0 odere found to have special

properties, thatTis

1 x a = a

axl= a

0 x a = 0

a x 0 = 0

Division, thl subject of this chapter, is related to multiplication in

much the same way that subtraction is related to addition. First, we review

multiplication.as modeled by arrays and then, using the same model, devtlop

división.

The array 3

4 x x x

x x x

x x x.

x x x

illustrates the number sentence 4'x 3

The array 4

xxxx
x x x

illustrate6 the'number sentence_

The array 5

X X X XX
'xxxxx

llustrates the number sentence 2 x 4= 10, 5

12

4 . 12. 3

*P

V-

'93

99



,DraW an array which'

illustrates the nuMber

sentence 3 X 2 = 6.,

.Draw an array which

-illy.strates-the nUmber

sentence 2 -)Z = 6.

It should be observed that a notational convehtfon has been adopted in

writing theseIhrrayl. If the arrays do not agree exactly with the form of

the array as given in the responses to Frames 4 - 51 the reader should

r4vi61.7 tbp chaIter on multiplication (Chapter 8). The manner oftwriting

these arrays plays an important Ale in the d4elopment oi division.

-----7------Divition-play-be-Wialliekas finding the unknown faci;r in a multipli-

cation problem:when the product and one factor areAnown.

0

If ,a and b. are known whole numbers, then

'a b = nj, read "a divided by b equals nj"

fs a sentenCe which says the same thing number

as a = b X n.' .0
A

Acdordingly, if b AO, division of a by b

may be defined as follows: a + n if and

only if The number n is celled the- a =bxn
quotient.

12 3 = sincr 12 = 3 x 4. 4

Since 12 = 4

vt

4.

x



10

11

12

la

In terms of an array, the number sen ence

12 t 3 is repreked by

X X X X
.4.X X X X
X X

while the number sentence' 12 4- 4 =.3 is

represented by

Since 20 = 5 X 4 =

fr

SInce 20 . 1 X.5 2 20 = 5.-

Arrange the elements,of into

an array Which 'illust.rates 6 2 =

-01 r.

IV%



The .prd.e

answers

s-of utmost importancrand must be treserved: Be'

e.exactly With those given in the program before'
A

Arrange the elements of

(xlxxxxxXlx) into

an array irhich. illUstratl*

8 2 =" 4

-

Arrange the elements of

(x)x,x1Xx,x0,3jx) into

an array which illustrates

A

Your.attention is called to the order indioated in these atrays as used

f9r

sure that your

I.

continuing.

14

15

N

'Consider S = (x.xlxfm,xxlx). Wialch of the following is an array

-,11ustrate N(s) 3?,

p.

0 (a)1

X X
X X

(c)

0. (d) none of'these

16(a) Incorrect:

9 + 3 not

16(b)' Incorrect.

6 -:- 3, not

16(c)- Incorrect:

16(d) Correct.

This is an arrair

7 + 3. NIS) ='7.

This is an array, but

7 + 3. N(S) = 7.

This is n2t an array.

it illustrats

it illustrates

(See Chapter 8.)

132 96

S.



18

19

20

0

'In Pram* Alm considered several possibilities for tz to

represent 7 3, none of which worked. Which of the following

eiplains 14.11Y-'7 4.3 cannot be illustrated by a rectangular arreity?

1.
/ don't know.

3-x ti A 7 for any whole number n.

The set of whole numbers is not closed

-operate= o2 division.

under the

17(a) This possibly is correct, but we rant a better ,-

answer than this.

17(b) This responhe is corre,t. '.17(c) also is 'Correct.

17(c) This response 1.,s, correct. 17(b) also is corrects

A

Instead of looking for a number n siA that

7 . 3 X v ve cOnsider the number sentence

r 7'. (3 X.2) +. .

-....,

., ,....),
.

In -the nuMber sentence '7 ='(3 X 2) 1, the

number 2 .is called the ta and

number 1 is called:tele iemaindel-.

We naw illustrate the di:vision 3 by the

arrangement

X X

This is a rectangular array1 of three roweNith

two elemen:ts in each row indicating a t

of 2 .and a remainder,of- 1. :k^

*
97

93

quotienX

quotient

..41?



%he folIOwias five frames consiqt of various arrangements.' In each frame,

complete the number sentence or 14-rite the corrsponcling nUmber sentence, as

'appropriate.
14

12 = 12= (2x5):E 2

X XXX X
XXX XX
XXX XX
X X X x

98

I 04



-Arrangamentshelp us to visializ the number sentences.

frames, try to complete the sentenceawithout drawing the, a rangements.'

4 *

e neit few

2 .

.

13

4*. x 0) + 4

.1t-we.coniider the.twamumber.sentences 19 = (6 X 3) 4, 1 and
4

19-. (6 x 1) + 13, bot of 141,ich are true, Nire find that we prefer the first,

one apd say that it Is' IIthe "best form" according to common,practice.
6

33 1n-a'prpblem 4f division such as 19 -I- 6 we say tftet the sente4C

is in best form if the remainder is

0 (a) -a whole trautber less than-the divisor 6

o
A .

tb) aray whble number.
44'

33(e)

33(1))

This is correctlaince in considering an atrangement

the reSlainde/ cannot be distributed into another
A A

column in the rectangular_array-of.the arrangement.

This is incorrect, as it gives no basis for
,

determining "best' form" qtiall.

99;

4



34

3

Mhich of.the following number

C) (a) 19 = (6 X + 1

\ CD (b) 19 -.7 (6 x 2) 7

\s TO. := (6 _ 5

MV.

sentences is in .the best formi.

34(a) Thi's is in the best form since in the number

sentence n = (d X q) + r, the remainder r

is less than the divisor d. Thus, '

19 = (6 X 3) + 1 'is in best form since 1 < 6.

34(b) The sentence is true, but the remainder ienot

less than 6, hence it is not in the best form.

-34(c) The sentence is true, but this sentence'cannot

be represented by an arrangement4, an implied

condition for best form.

.36

37

38

r.1:1141bPr!Aentelice_15._(5 x 3
,

written more simply as 15 = ( X )-

,t

The nuMber Sentence 9 . (9 x 1) + 0 may

9 = ( x ).written as

)

Since 0 is the additivelidentity element in the

set of Who e numbers, the numbtr sentence

n (d x q) + 0' may be written as

n = ( x ).

From the above frames we conblude that if the

remainder is 0, it
1 (must, heed not)

written in the number sentence.

be k

Zero,isla very special number, ahd one

We have 4usttbserved that if the remainder

In the followingframes, we point out other

296 1,;0

(5 x 3)

(9 x 1)

(d )< q)

.

need not

must be.very careful in using it.

is zero we need not Wri-t5e it.

relationships involving zero.



39

ho

42

43

411.

40.

145

4.6

47

48

-If n'A 0, 'then n n = sinc'e n = n X 1.

.

Thisillustrates the mathematical factthat.any '

nonzero nuMber diVided by itself yields a

.of 1 (the Identity of matiplicaXion).

Therefore,
5

Sipce n = 1 X n,

!

In particular 7 1 11
In words the'preieding two frames state thiat any

_whole number n divided by 1 gives as a 44

.41 -

quotient the number-
.

If Is 0 then 0 n since = n x 0.

Frame 45 illustrates a fact vith which many
,

students have.trouble, that is, if zero is

divided by,any. number, the quotient is

zero'.

Fbr examPl.1100 111.

1

quotient

7

0

4 1
nonzero

Which of the folloifing number,sentences are true?

o x

(b) 0=0x1

r-rf(c) 0 = 0 X n,' where n is any whole nuMber .

%

4

A

1

Eadh is trio. These nuMber sentences illustrate the

fact that 0 0 is An ambiguous symbol. 'If there

were a unique number c such that 0 4. 0 ='c, then

0 =,0 x c would be'true only for this particular '

number c. But 48(c) shows us that 0 = 0 x n*for

am, whole nuMbel- n, dnd not fc-yust one particular'

one.

101 1
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it

'Which of t he following number :sent

O (44) 7 O.= 0

(b) 7 + 0.= 1

7 4. 0 = 7

7 0 is Undefined

niine of the above

es are true?

49(a) This response is inoorrect since 7 0 X 0.

IPfb) t reSponBe sis incorrect "since 7/0X I.

49(c )_is response is incorreot since 7 0 x 7

49(d ) This response is correct since the definition

of division states if b t 0, a 4 b =-c 'if

and only if a = b X c.

49(0' Incorrec Aee.49(d);

In the twcipteceding frames we observed thai 0 + 0" it an aMbiguous

symbol and that if a / 0, then a 0 does'not represent any whole nuMber

at all. We use these Observations as reinforcement to our aisertion that,

division by zero is not defined. .,

The nuMber sentence 30 + 6 = n, states that n is a whole niiMber such.

that (.6 X n) will be the saMe as ,30. Our knowledge of multiplication tells

us4that In'some' cases, however/ such as 7 4. 3 = n, one cannot find

a whole numb'r 411 such that 7 = 3 X n.- 'But 7 4- 3 canbe'accomodatekin

the set of whole nuMbers by representing 7 as (2 x 3) = 1. Thus one can

say, "7 diVided by 3 gives a quotient 2 and a remainder 1.n'

'RP

3_62 *
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Propeities of, Division

-

In studying the operations'of addition and multiplication, a num)*

properties vere Obsbrvadv In this.1::art of the program ve Consider.several

iSrpperties of division, some of which may prOve *ful in developing

domprloatiOnal'tedhniqles.

*

150

-

Since the-aumbr prodUct of tvo*-whole numbers

is-all/43;e a the pet-of whole'

"IluMbers is. closed under thelerations-of'-
.

-

,apitionand multtpliCatiqn.

*.The.set..of whole num6ers'is pbt closed under.

,

either division or ...o.4***.. V
s

whole number

a

subtraction --15'

The fact that division dOes not-have tfie closure property can be.
A

iltistrated by the following:

where n belongs to ;he set of whole
'0 (a) 6' + 3 .1 n

numbers.,

413 (b) 6 + 4 = 11 Where n,-.

'numbers.

4

belonga to the set 'of'r,hole

_.,
r

52(0 This reilionse is indorrect since

2 is a whole number.
.

52(b

6 4-

This response is correct since there is

number n auch.that 6 4 .-- n.

and

no whole

Amy binary operation vhich could be designated by the'symbol
/

said to be'commutative if' (e0i0 b) is the same as (b For our

purposes * eoula be addition, multipaicatiom:,:and so'f6i.th.

t53 ilatiplication is commutative in the set of

*hole-numbers since a x b

103

1 09

b X a

t.
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54 ,Addition'is comutative in the set of N!hole
4

55

I.

56

numbers since a b = +

$ince 1 1 = 1 + 1 and 5 4- 5 . 5 ve wclude

0 (a) .the operation of division is commutatilie.'

,0 (b) ..the operation of division is not commutative.

0 (c) not enough evidence is provided to decide whether or not

the operation of division, in general, is 'Uommutative.

* 0 (d) division of a number by itaelf'is c6mutative.
a

55 (a )

55(b)

5(c)

55 (d)

,

This response is incorrect. IV° numericalftxamples
4uri",

are.not sufficient,to conclude the.gener0.ity.

While the response is correct, the informa tion given

does'notlead to this,conchision.

'This response is correct on the evidence given.

This response is correct on the'basis of the'infor-,

nation given, but'you should have checked 55(c) also.

Since 4 4. 2 / 2 4- 4

O (a) Tbe operation of division is commutative.

o 40" The operation of .division is not commutative,

0 (c) Not enough evidence is given to decide whether the

'oPeration of division is oi'is not commuiative.

564a) This r;sponse is incorrect. A basic property of

division must be bue for all cases and it ii not

truesfor this case.

56(b ) This responseis correct. A basic property must be

true for all.Cases. Since 4 4. 2 / 2 4- 4, we' liavecne
%

-case for which it does not hold. Renee division

is not cemmutative:

56(c) This response is incorrect.. A basis property must

be true for all cases.ond.me have shown it not to

hold for at least one case.



59

62

63

64

66

.67

operatiOn

a * ,(b *

is kerid,to be'issociative if

'Since. 12 + (6 t 2)'= 4 441

4

and (12 + 6) + 2 it follors that

division .associative.
(is,.is not)

We observed subtraction to be an invirse operatiori

to addi.tion.* In 6: siMilar manner we- observe
. .

di/ision to be an inverse operation to.

That is (3 X 5 ) 5 =

(0 x 5)A- 5 =

(9 x 5) = 5

In general, f5.r..-an3p whole number b,

(b X 5) + 54

'We 'also observe that (n X 2 ) + 2 =

(a X 15) + 15 =,

r

In generall.for any whole numbers a and

(a X b ) b = provided b A 0.

Thus, division by b can be thought of as the

.of the operatton of ametiplication by 125

provided b O.

9

,

(a * b) * c

is not .

Multiplicatton.

a

inverse

A:word of caution must be inserted here. In whole numbers, (a b)

,may not even be defined. Hence (a b) X b also may not be defined. If

(a b) is defined, then (a b) X b is always a, .brovided b / 0.

M1111,441.

105
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(15 + 24) 39.+ 3 = 13

69 (15 + 3) + (24 3) = -=

4

'It f.olllyz that (15 + 24) 4.4 3 and.

(15 +.1). .+.(24-+ 3) are names fOrthe same,

riadher.* :" whole

ea

71 This.again generalizes: If a I= n and b n

are whole,numbers then

n) + = (

*Ta Since (a +.b) + n = (a'+ h) + (b + n),

dimision distr4utes over addition from the

provideld all'Iuptiants exist.

(left, right)

73 On the other hand, (2 + 1 ) 6 +

74 I (6 + 2) + (6' 1) =

A
,

15 6 + (2 + 1 ) and (6 2) + (6 + l) are-names
. .

. , .

for whole numbers. lifferent

(the same different)

1

76 It,follows that division does not'

. ti4Ibes, does not)
..,

+ b

right.'

6.+ 3 =2

diatribute OKer'additicfrom the left.

77 1 (15 6) + 3 = +,

78 Hence (15 - 6) + 3 and (15' + 3)1 (6 + 3) are

names for the same number. I whole

79 1 In'general if (a - b ) + nl a +,n, b n all

represent whole numbers, then (a b) + n 'names

the samh whole number as ( + ) ( .). (a + n) - (b +n)

+la

io6

4



, .
Hence division , * distribute over' does
, Idoes, does not)

/ .,

subtraction from. the right.
... ,

. . .

Division does ncre-distribute over subtraction from

the . 154s fact may tle demonstrated ' . left
(left, right)

as it.was for addition,

± %

4 . In thilelftier portionof tha program: same of the properties4p.diviiTion

have been consIddred. In summary we noe that order of p4.rforming.operati.onti,

.and hence of notation is extremely impartant? An awareness of.this now ean

minimize a great deal of confUsion later..

4

A
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CHAPTER 10

MULTIPLICATION TECHNIQUESk

A

Nbltiplication techniques use the commutative, issociative and distribu-

tive properties and the special propertiee of 0 and, 1. In this chapter,

no nei concepts are int2p.uced. * '

,*

4

Considerthe product 23.

2 x 23 = 2 x-((2 x 10)

4:st

the clistributive property this becomes
. .

I
2 X (2 x 10)] + (2 X ).

Using the. aw.ciative property

(2 X (2 x 10)] + (2 = x 2)'x

= (4 )( 10) 6

4

'Consider the product 6 xl4N

6 x x (]. x

[6 x (]. io)] x .4)

Hence, 6 x . (6 x 18)4 .+

(6 x lo) + 24 may be written as

(6 x io) 4:[(2'x ) 4.1

44

((6 x 16) + ( .x 10)) 4

Then 6 X 14 (6.+ 2)' x 10] + 4

x lo)

109

x 3)
;

3.

10

24

10

2

8

allN
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'10

11

A

1. A

Consider .6 x 14 as

Then 6, x 60 +.

Consiaer the produci 43 X 12.-

f3 x,12 = (40 * 3) X 12
4%.

(4Q 12) + (3 x

Write 1;12 in expanded; form andiuse the

distributive .propity to obtain:

[40 X (10 +.2)) [3 x (10 +,2)) =

[ (4 x 10.X 10) + (4 X 10 X 2)1, [ (3 X 10) ( ))

-

',And. use the commutative., ass'ociative and.

distrihttive properties to obtain

(4 X 100) + [(8 X 10) + (3 x 10)) +

x loo) + j (8 + 3) x

Then 43 x 12 = 400 + + 6

Tb find the product

43
X 12

one thinks (2 x ) and. (2 )<

which would give +

Then, (10 X ) + (10 X

givirag

It now follows that

12 )( 43 = 430 + 86

8e.

110

lak

(6*x 4)

24

12

(3 ) 2)

.6

10

110

516

41

3;, 46

6; 80

3; 40

30; 400;

516



CHAPTER 11

DitisION peplQuEs

In ghapter 9 it was observed that_aivision as an operation may or may

pot yield a7vh9le ntiMber. However) from a .1. bliwith a >b, one could
.

obtain a whole number quotient .s. and a remainder r where' r < b or r = O.,. / .
Th ui .qs a + b cfn be expressed in eqvlent form a,1(q ) b) + r where

r < b or :.x. = 0; provided b 12 O.
.. .

.. .' .

, t',.In this Chaptersno new concepts are introduced..

3

4

3 . (30 + 9) + 3

10 + 3 L

4

39 + 3 can be. written in the equivalent form

39 - ( X 3) + O.

40 + 3 is not a" whole number since 40 = 39 +

and.. (39 4 1) + 3 is not a whole number.

4

40 3 can be written in the equivalent form

40 + 3 yields a quotient of

remainder 'of 1.,

Using ihe form 40 = (q x 3 ) + r

=

4

imear..444.

t
,97f 4 written in the form. a = (g x b) + r iS

a

97 = ( ,) +

a

,

13'

1

a

(24 X 4) a



8 Consider the problem 575 + 23. This could be

'written as (230 + 230 + + 23

(20 23) +t (230-+ + (115 +

To divide 600 by 230 write

(230 + 230 + 115 +2 ) + 23 whicli would not

yield a vholp mmiberj This division yields

(230 + 23) ip (230,+123) + (115 + 23) + (25'

with a remainder' of

10 And 600 + 23 writtev. in a t a X b) + r

form would be 600 n26 X . ) + 22

11

13

15

600 + 23 could be' 1put in vertical form .3y nOting

<In the right the number of multiples of-the

23 )

divisor. Consider the fallowing:

23*/ 600

230
370

230

115
. I_

25

23

the quotient.

lism.0.01411,1=1i.

VINIIMMINN.100.

04+

'16 The! remainder is r--

A

115

2

10

5

26



Consider 15,119 13. Vkiting this in

vertical form 'would give

13 /717.51377-

17 13000

2119

18 1300

'819

19 650

169

130

39

21 39'

e quotient vould be

is

and the remailider

23 The. mathematical sentende equivalent to

-

1000

100

-50

tO

1163

15,219 +4.13 is 15,119 13) 4. 0: 1163

v

113

3/4r*.41"
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CHAPTER 12

SENTENCES, NUMBER LINE

4..

. .

.12-1. Introduction
I. .

Up to this point we have been Using mathematical symbolli.for numbers;
-..4 1Ib

r
. for,operations, a d for relations between numbers. One pupp9Ae 9f -ads

chapter 4 to cabine these symbols in certain wlys to,form nuMbeeserilences.
,

Formulas and equations are f9ins of nUmber senrences-*

= 2 is a

7 *- 5 = 9 also is a

7 - 3 + 5 = 0 a number sentence.
(is, Th not)

+ 5
is. is not

a number sentence.

numbè sentence

nuMber sentence

is not

Cons1d41. the syMbols: 7, 502, = . Indicate which of the f(5119Wing.

are nuMber sentences.

(4) 7 + 2 = 5

-Ad (b) 7 = + 5

if

0 (c) 3 + = 7

b (d) 7 + 5 + 2

5(a)- Correct. This is a nuMber sentence, even though

fif".1s mot true. Refer to 5(b).and 5(c).

5(b) Correctl-and also is a true number sentence.

Refer to 5(a) and 5(c).

5,(c) Correct, and also-is a true-number.sentence.-

Refer to 5(e) and 5(b).

5(d) Incorrect. Thissis'not a number sentence, but is

a number phrase. See 5(a), 5(1?).,,(c).



41.

6

7

lot

11

In the nUmber sentence 2 + 3 > 7, 'the symbol,

kta as a verb.
a

In the nuMber sntenc 2 +-3 < 7 the symbol'

<cts as a

(true, false.
nudber ntenqp.

7 + 2-= 10 is.a number sentence.

(true, false

7 +:2 awl, 5 + 4 are examples of number phrases.

What-sythhoi may be used as a verb to-form'a true

'number- seittenc4-from these, twophrases?

What symbol may be used as a verb to form a false

number sentence from the two.phrals of

Frame-10?

12-2. Open Humber Phrases and. Sentences

true ,

f alDer

or > or <

If a'number phrase has.a space not filled lily a numeral, it Ls usual to

fill that space by spme letter such as n or aa'.'For instance, n + 7. is

a nuMber phrase in -which a numeral is represented by n. This phrase is

'called an open number phrase since the numeral to replace n is open to

assignment. When one or more open number phrases are used in a number .

4sentence, the sentence is caned an open number sentence.

12n
33.6



12 Mhich of4he following adopen number sentencel?

(Check one or more.)

0 (a) 3 + n.2 n + 3

I.
0. (r) 5 > 2 + not

'0 (e) The 1,1i2...ox 8 slid 7 is 19.

12(4-- Correct. This number sentence iyrmade up-of

twocopen nuMber phrases; hence, itis an open

number sentence. Note that 12(c) and 12(d)

a1so are correct.

12(b) Incorrect. This is not an open number sentence.

HoWever, it is a true number sentence.

12( ) Correct. This number sentence is made up 9f

one open number 'phrase. Note that 12(a)

and 12(d) also 'are correct.

12(d) Correct. Thisenumber6sentence is made up of

one open nUMber phrase. Ibte that 12(a) and

' 12(c) also are correct.

12( ) Incorrect, Mit pumber sentence is a false,

tunbr'sentence, 'and it is nat open.
",11/

1 21



a

AIR

*

Which of the'eollowing number sentences are'true, falte-'

. and/or open? (check appropriatelansvers.
. . \

False

4%

o

a a

4(a)

n

=

( ) 4 A 10 -

.-

(0 4-8, = i6

13(a), Alse,and isJ4ot open.

.

S.

13(b),' Open and,True. This-number Sentence is made up

6f,two open,number Phrases;' hence'it,ii'an open

nuMber:sentence. And, n 4 4 = n is true

l'Or all whole numberp n.

13(c) False. This is not A true number sentenct aid
.

it is noi open.

1(d) True. This is a true sentence, and it is not open.

4
A

13(e) Open.14t.a4,no Nmi`pf telling Whether it is

true cr4al8SAA1S1.4e-resPone 13(b).

Ark

7

122
11 8

Toi
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-Solving Qpen Sentences

From A = ,(01, 1, 2, 2, 4) select...the subsets of A s!ach that each

Member of the subset selected Makes the number sentence true in the following

frames..

14

15

16

.11

&ch set selected above), providea it is a subset:of A and provided with

of its mebbers makes the corresponding sentence-true; is called the solution

set for the open sentence.

17

20

AnY member which makes an open seaence true is

called a s - n,of the open sentence.

1 the numbers, any4one of mhich makes an open

se ence true, form a 0 of solutions called%

the solution setcof the open sentence.

Write the solution, set of whO1e numbers for the

number sentence n 4 <5.

Nhen we lave found the set of all solutions of

'an open sentence, we say that we pave

the sehtence.

4

119

solution

tet

,4

(4, 5,6/ 7/ 8)

%.

614ed

4.



4

23.

1.

-Ute of Nathemtical Sentences

,

.Given the open sentence n ,4' 5 = 7. Which of the following

is:represented by this open number sentence? (Check one.)

0 (a)

(b)

What nuMber added tQ two equals. seven?

john has seven pennies. He has five in one hand.

How many does he heve ilithe,other hand2

0 (c) Bill has fiveAnimals.i.,He buys Reven more. How

many does he'have all tbgether?

21(a) Incorrect. 'Therein no relationshiplhetween this

atatement and the opennumber senence. This

statement=in rePresented-by-the number sentence

+ h

21(b) Correct.

21(4 Incorrect. An open number sentence to represent

this situation is 5 + 7

There are 22 children in a class. Ten of the children are boys.

'How many girls are theTe? Select the open sentences which express

the relatitnshlp between'the numbers.involVed', iCheck all correct .

responses.)

0 (a) 41.0 . 22

(0- 10 22 = n

0(c) 22 - n =.10

'0 (d) = 22 - 10

22(a) Correct. This number sentence mathematical4'

represents the problem which vas given in words.

22(0' Incorrect. This number sentence is false since

the set of girls hao already been included in

the 22 members of the class.

22(c) Correct. 'Readexplanation for-22(a).

22(4 Correct. Read explanation for 22(a)%

411.

144. 3.20

,
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Mhat is.the 'solution .of the problem

Frame 22? Am*

Solution Sets'on-thellumb4r Line
1

12 girls

Sorptimes a number line is used to reprsetit the solutioeset of a

number sentence such as 7 -.4 = n. See Figure 12.1 below.

2

27

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 121

dce on ithe number iiol.n& in Figure 1ga

indicates,th4olution of thpnumber sentence

is n

Using solid dots, indicate the solution set of the

number sentence n 4 = 7 on the number line

l. %

O I25 4 5 6 7

!'4
Using soliedots, indicate the solUtion set of

the number sentence' lin+ 4 < 7 on the number

'line below.

0' I 2 3 4 5 6 -7

Using elolid dots, indicate thesolution set of

the number sentence n 4 < 3 on the number

line below

AIIE
I I I I I

O 'I 2 3 4 5 6

121

3

4

4) 1,1 4 1 I I

0 1 *3 4 T

4 4 1 1 1.4
0 1 2 $ 4 IS T

411L-L"-.4--.4-4--11."
0 1 234 Of T



CHAPTER 13

.AN IIMODUCTION 10 MOM

POINTS, =ES AND PLANEe

13-1. Points-

In this chapter we discuss three basic ideas in geometry: points, lines

And planes. 'Pe cosi:snider some of the properties of theiie familiar ideas and

our diseusiións will not.set up any formal deductive'system. The.fi;st idea

discusse!d is*that of point. 'The term point,is undeifined in,the study of

geometry.

3

.0

syMbol s not &number tht ripresents .

a number

point.

In geometry, the symbol is not a point, bUt

nay be used to represent a

Select the better representation of a point: Read all responses.)

O

*

(a) Thetsharp end of a strai ht pin.'

o (by- The head of a straight. pin.

0 (c) The location where two adjacent Walls and the floor

'.of a roommeet.

'0 (d)' The eraser end of a pencil.

3(al If the pin is tonsidered stationaryr,this response

is correct. aIt is incorrect if the pin is thought

of asmoving.

3(b) This response includes many more points than the

example in 3(a). 'Hence., it is incorrect. .

3(e) This response is correct.

3(d) This response is incorrect. Even ii the pencil is

contidered stationary, the eraser end of a pencil

is a representation of many points. tr*..

123



Since me think of a,point as a single location,

does it pove?
(yes, nor

4

The tip of the pencil you are, usingwepresents

point. Nbve the pencil to yourother hand, then

the tip represents , point.
(the same, adifferent)

A

If a point P is represented by a small dot on

a sheet of paper ..and the paper is moyed, the

- does not move. Momever-the representation

of the, point does move.

4

no

a different

point

A dot on a sheet of paper can represent a point but actUaIly it

represents -61e folloming: (Check all correct,responses.)

C3 (it) zero points

0 (b) only one point

C3 (c) only two'points
A

C3 (d) many poin4:*);

7(a) This response is incorrect because any represen-
)

tation on paper covers many points.

r
7(b) This i'esponse is incorrect because any represen-

t
tation on paper covers*many points.

7 ( ) This reiponse in incorrect because any represen-,

tation on paper covers many points.

7(d) This resparise is correct because any representation

on paper covers manyipoints.'

.11.114=11
,

Although it is not accurate, me use a small dot on a sheet of paper as

a model.of 43.4oint. It is-a rePresentation of a poitnt not the actual point.

Points generally are labeled by caPital'letters quch as AL, Q

and so forth.

In this sub-programme have itressed the following: a point invlves

position only; a point may be representeciby a 4ot on paper, the eWof some

polnted object such as a needle or pencil, the,corner of a room, or'by a

caPital letter sUch as P. If the dot is erased or the needle is moved, the
1.



original poia remains, since it is,a position. Note that.nd form4 defini-

tion has ,been given for y point. The term point is undefined in the develop-

ment of geometx7

N.%

134. Sets of Points

lie think pf lines, curves and planes as sets of points, and, space its

the set of all points. If spate is the set of all pointi- (or locations),

we shall find that geometric figures .such as lines, curves, rays, angles,

triangles, and circles may be thought.of as subsets of the set of,all points

iri space;

10

Space is thought of as the set of all

Given points A and B below. Plaeesyour pencil

on point A .and., without lifting your pencil from

the paper, move-the pencil to point B.

The path tpu made represents a set of

Given points X and N below. Using a pencil

nake two 4ifferent iaths from M to N.

The paths represent
(the same, different)

of points.

p

sets

points pr
locations

points

m

differgnt



'

11 A curve is a 4' of points all of which are'

on aparlculat path,f?-om a given point A to

a,given point and including A and. B.

Frequently in ottier mathematical cOnsiderations

this definition is modified to include curvea .

which do not have endpoints. The ?_ine is er

special 'case of a curve without 'endpoints.

12

14

set

T he number of curves from given point A to given point 44,3 is:
4

O .(a) only one

0 (b) only. two

0 (0) any whole number
01,

12(a) This is incorrect. It is possible to draw more

than one.

12(b) This i incorrect. It is possible to draw more

than'two

4112(c) This is correct, . In fact, there is no limit to

the number which can be drawn.

The path fr6m C to D is Called:

0 (a)* a point

O (b) a curve

o (e) space

13(a) Incorrect. The path contains many points.

4, 13 (b) This is correct..

13(0
4

Incorrect. Space is the set of all points.

The number or curves from point P to point 44

is
infinkte)

129 126

infinite



-The set of points which nate up each turve
'

,

(finite, infinite)'
.

if'a patharom A tor'.B is made by =Mpg a

pencil al;ing a ruler or a straight-edge ve

.refer tothepath as a aegment.
4

17 itle \Ise the synbol cp, to represent the

line determined br.the points C4.N
and 13.- C vand D are called ,endpoints

1, 3
and are a part pf the line segment.

,18 NAme the line'segment (sometimes unnecessarily*,

calleda straigbt line segment) determined

by-the points- A -and

19 NN contains points M

20 If AB is extended in both directions so that

it does not gtop at any point, the result is,

a

21 Arrows are used to indicate that a line does

not atop. Thus Tr is used as a symbol for,

the line containing:the points and

22 The line segment AB islciubset of the liie

40-

,k

-1.27

130

infinite

line

segment

Itne

A

13

SAP.



V. '23 -Unichof the following represents a special:curve called a line',

!;) (a)

0 (b) . 0 (d)

2ga) Incorrect.: It represents a curve, not a line.

23(b) This iscorrect.

23(c) Incorrect. It,represents.a line segment, not

a line.

%

(223(d) Incorrect. The picture conksts of several

77) curves.

128
't



a

Mhich of the following is a model of 1r deterMined by the

points A and B?

0 (b).

0 (a)

24(a) This continues.in hotledirections through

and B. Corret.

24(0 This continues in only one direction through

B. Incorrect.

24(c) Zncorrect.,

24(0 Incorrect.

129

132



41.

Which of the following:: stitements are true concerning-th; trodi

below? .

e

Alm

every poillt on trl.s a pdintton lgr ana

conversely. Correct.

4

25(b) The p&nts on CB 'are not the sime as the points

on 'AC: Incorrect.

25(c ) EVeili point on n is a point dn 70: and

I. conversely. Zbrrectl

25(d) The pointf on n are not the same as the

points on lit AB is i part of Tit,

Incorrect. 1

`NA

Is

S.



Draw,e. model ,E4f the,line segment determined by

-Ep and F, the pair of points given below.

E

27 'EF in Frame 26 isthe set a' all poilts on

between E and F °and includes the boitts E

and

28 -Enaw a mod.,X of the line determined by the

points and B. Ea

A

29 .Draw representations of all possibletlines

'determined by the.points A, B and C.

A

30 Draw a model of all possible.line segments

determined by the points A, B and C.

A

.

131
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,

13

Benceforth we mill dispense mith a model' of" or "a repri?sentation of"

when you are asked to draw a model ,of a line or a line segment, with the 2

understanding that it is possible to draw the model of or the representation

of, but impossible to draw the line or line segment
4

-3r

33

34

Draw all possible linet' through all three

1
(points A

4
B and C.

A

Draw all possible lines through all three

points A, B ancl C.

The line in Frame 32 may be denotod by

4 or

or

or-

. or

or

A-E3

15tr

I.

ilr has the following number of endpoints: (Check bne.)

0 (a), zero

(b) on,

0 (c) tv.;

0 ti?..) many

34(a) Correct. A line extends indefinitely in both
4

k
dZiections. and has: endpoints.

3440 Incorrect'. A line)as no endpoints.

34(c)

34(d)

Incorrect.

Incorrect.

A line has no endpoints.
et,

A line has no, endpoints.

132
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.39

What As the greatest number of lines .tha*;can

be -drawn through .4 given point?

Drui all possible lines thrpUgh ,both A: and

Ea

Bow; many ,lines can be drawn through any two

different ,P6inti? -------

Ihe,figure below is a model of the La from A

'throujh B. The tair.is denoted by 'It

e

,

A

The figure below, is a model of a ray anctis'

lienoted by, *.

:Given points A and B. Draw a line OT portion

of a line deternined by A ,,and la and having

(a) no endpoints

(b) two endpoints

(e) one and only one

endpoint

A

133

136

S.

a.

4

a.

infinitely many

one and only pne
,

A

A

A or



41

'41 g41

A .t.sx is a portion of a line starting at a point

and including.that points and. extending in *,

direction(s).
(zero, one, two).

The tithire 'below is mod.el,of the ray with.

endpOint B nd. extending through A. The ray

1.i:denoted by

A

The figure hefow is a mod.el of a rei and is

denoted Irf

4

Consider the f011owing model:

one

:Four different rays are:'

3.

*

43' Er i.,as a set of points consisting of A and all

points of 71.' wYticti*are on the said side of A

, as the,point

ft

114 Ia the 'set e points Er the same as the set

of pointsVi
es, 'no)

e

4

3.

13h

I

or
These are the
same ray..

ritor Pit
These are the
same ray,.

nO

3.

v .



45 reference to the figure below, which of the foil:owing

Statements are-truer

*A

o (a) re=

0, (b)

D 13

0 (c).

.0 (a)

454) Both rayi cOnsist of the same pointS therefore

Alley ate equal. Correct.

45(4-**iiirrays consist' of the same points therefore

they are equal. Correc

-r

'45(c) These rays have the spine endpoints but are in

opposite directions.. They ate different rays,

and therefore are not equal. Incorrect.

45(d) these Pays have the same,direaions but have

different endpoints therefore they are not

equal. Incorrect.

In this sub-Program we have studied sets of points which are subsets of

the set of all possible points pi locations.. AnY path'from One point to

another point and including,thS tvo points is called a curve. We'have

devoted moit of our attention to line segMents and lines. A line segment'

is an infinite,set ofpoints,,,tvo'of which are.calledits endpoints. Asline
- ,

,is presented as the extension of a line segment extending continuously in

both directions. A-line also is an infinite set of points. Me usualIyuse

the symboli: XY and inr for the line segment and the line respectively,7-

determined by the point's X and Y. Alline is a spetial case-of a Curve.

A'ray-from B through C and extending continuously in the -direction of

C. is denoted by ger.

a

13

1 3



13-3. Planes,and the Relationships of Points, Lines and Planes

A plane is a subset of the points in space. rt is infinite in extent.

In this sa-program some relationships between pointallines tvo pldnes axe

illUstrated.

14.6

11.9

5

56

Think of you; desk top as 4 mogel of a plane.

:This is only a r n of a partof a plane,

. Suth.A-Model represelAS a set of In spa.ce.

If the desk were moved, the

would-not change.

of points

The,plane represented sby the desk top is the set

of alI points obtained by extending all line

with endpoints on the:desk top.

'Consider two points A and B on this model of

a plane. A and B determine, lines?

SI

- (how many)

4 -lk A and B are different points in space, there is

one and only one line passing through A and

Pr4erty I: Through Amy two, points in space

there is exactly one 31.136.

.

Consider two points A andSB whtch lie in,a model

of a plane. Tit lie in the plane. does
,4

represeniatton

points

set

S.

segments

one and only qne

different

(does, does not),

ropertv If two different points lie in a plane,
.1"4,

tile line determined ty the two points in lies

themplane.

Select another model of a plane holding it above the
-

desk. (This could be a small piece of cardboard.) The

plane' represented by the4desk top and the plane repre-

:sented byith4 cardboaremodel,,Are different-
lt (,the same, difTerent)

Rad the ,caxdb6ard m6del of a plane in one hand so

'that-your thukb-ts-at7p6Int"-B- and7your mILcLLe

fingeris ;Ft point A. Does lur lie on the-plihe?

(yes, no)

139

36

yes



5 The number of planes which pan be Tepresented br..the vardbOard

model holdihg points A Stationary is: (Chea one.)

rj (a) one 0 -(b) two (c) many ,

58

57(a) Incorrect. See 57(c)::

57031), Incorrect. See 57(E).

,

57(c) Correct. Ad a matter of fact, there are infinitely

pany different planes-centaining V. See the

Picture below.

1

Property 3:,1Through two points in space, and henoe

through al.ine in space there are *

(how many)

possible planes. All.of these planeS intersect in

in a line, that is, their intersection is a line.

140

infinitely many

Ik



,59 liov'ilany positions. ot :tile cardboard model 'aie possible

'holding points 4.' B%and. C stationary?

,

--60 Property 4: .Any three points not

determ4epone and only one

61 Consider iton another model of a plane.

Point WI lie on lit

on the siMe

(d.oes does not)
ts.

Place' your pencil point on X. pie poitnt

lies on the line rtpresented by the pencil.

63 X 'is 11 point lying' on both lar and the line

represented by the pencil-. M iiiscalled the
P ttto.

intersection of these two

line

one and..only,9ne

gene

does

X

.11,wwwwmn.**aip

64 Propert0: If two different lines in space

intersect, their intersection is one

lin!s

point

'65 If, two distinct lines in space /intersect, the number of pointp.in

the intersection is: ,.(Check one.)

0 (a) zero

p('3) one

tvo

ManY

(a)' Incorrect. If there are no points in the

intersecti!on, the two lines do not intersect.

65(b) Corxett.

65(c) Incorrect. If the intersection contains tvg

points, the two lines are_the same line and

their intersection contains many points.

65(d ) Incorrect. If the,intersection containg many

points, the two lines are the,same line and

their intersection contains 'many points.

1.

138



6 Lay your pencil on a model of a plane so that a

point of the pencil corresponds to pyint A in

the model and another point of 'the fencil corre-

sponds to point 'B in the model. Tdline
represented by the .penci1 is denoted 'by .

The intersection of and- the plane repre-

sented 'by :the model is .

68 Property 6: If a line and a plane intersect,

their intersection is either point or one

the entire line

For the following tiio frames, consider the pair of planes below,

derioted by Plane 1 and Plane 2.

Plane 1

- 139

14')..

Plane 2



70

Bad a model of eath plant so that points

ind D. are on bOth models and pant C is

on the model of Plane l but not on the model
pr plane 2. See figure below.

The intersection of the model of Plane 1 and

the model of Plane 2 is the line determined

by the points and
6,

F/operty 7: If two different planes intersect,

their intersection is a straight

.1%

*N.



, In this,sub-program me haVediscussed the meaning.of a plane and the

meanings of certain relationships betveen points, lines, and planes. Fran

these relationships me hamediscomered several properties of points,.iineS

'and planes.. These properties are identified4n the program.and are'rfacts

we need to knom-as Ve'continUe the study of-geomptry. The seven properties

k, are the following:',

efr

(1) Through any two different points it 'space there is exactly

(2)' If tmo different points lie in a plane, tile line determined,

by the points lies.in the plane.

(3) Through two poiftts in space, and hence through a line in

space, there axe many possible planes.

4

(4) Any three points not on the same line determine onp and

only one plane.

,

( ) If two different lines in space intersect, their inter ection

is one point.

.(6) IT i-line and a.planeA.ntersect, their intersection is

either dne point-or the en:tire line.
i

) If tmo different flanes intersectl.their intersection is

a line.

11...

,1



CHAPTER 14'

CLOSED CURVES, Toqam AND'ANGLES

allel Planes an 'Lines ,irmlimmor

If two-different planes-
lao, do-olot

intersecV,

then they.are parallel.

If twc;different lines in the same plane do

not'interseen they are

TUo different planes either OT are

If a line and a yaane do not intersect then
*

they are

14-2. The Separation Properties of 'Planes, ,yeineip and Points

Any plane n space separates, all points in

apace into three.subsets: the points on one

side of the plane, the points on the other

side of the plane, and the points in 'the

itielf-each form a spbset .

4

The set of p4nts on one'side of the p e Iaane

ao not

parallel

intersect

parallel

plane

is talled a half-space.

-

And the aet of points on the other side of the,

plane is called a

The_points Oh e separating plane do not lie

in either

'

. 143
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half-space



A` ,

1.4

t_

10

11

12

13

15

Any line in,a plane separates all points,of that

plane into three subsets: the points on one

side of the'linej t4e,points on the other side

of the line, and. the points in thee A

itself each form a inbelet.

'The set of points in a plane on one.side.or

the othei side of a 1 e in that plane is---_,-__
_

called a half-plane.

The set of,points on the.separating line does

&it Lie in either

A point.one line separates all points of that

line into three subsets:- the points on one side

.of the'pointo.the points on the other side of

the_point, and the itself each form a

subset.

The set of points on a line on one side.or the
.1

,other side of a p t on that line is called .

a half-line.

The point of separation does,not lie in either

In FrAlmes 5 - 13 Ile have considered the a
4

properties by points, lines and planes.

S. 1 6

It

144

line

r

hag-plane

point

Polzt

separation



'14-3. Ilene Curves.

16:

18

1

21

The set of all points which lie on a particular

'path from a given point Asto a given pCdnt

and including- A and 13- is called a -------

Frequently in other mathematical considerations

.this definitionis modified'toincludecurves

.which do,not hive endpoints. .The line is a
N

special case'of a curve having no endpoints.

e segment is a special tase of a

The points of a turve always lie in 'the same

plane.

.,

(true, false)

'If all the points of a curve lie in a plane,

N,
then the curve is called a plane .=IN11111

A curve is a set of points,which can be

replesented by a pencil drawing made witihout

lifting the'pencil off the paper.

Line segments are examples of curves.

145 117

curve

curve

false

curve

plane-

plane



,e

lIiIib Closed:Curves'

A 'closed curve is a plane curve whose representation can be drawn without

.

retracing-and with the pencil point stowing at the same point from Which it

'started. Some examples are:,

Closed Curves

22 If a closed curve intersect
75;77, does noNT

itself at any point, it is called,a,simRle'closed

Simple Closed Curves

curVe.

23 We could speak,Of gorng around!'s. simple

curve and, when 0 we pOs through eace

point,just'ontel.exqept the starting point.

(For thexemainder of this chapter, we consider

onlY simple closed curves in a plane.)

EVery simple closed curve in a plane separates the

plane into three subsets: the interior points

-of the eur.vel-the exterior-points -of the c4rve,

and the itself eacefgrm,a slibapt.

3.46

does not

closed

UrVe



25 Amy two points in the interiorof EC-simple closed
.

.curve be,joined by a portion of a can
0

(can, can,not)

curlie "which does not'interA,:ct*the original-
.,4

simple closed.curve.

A

The same is true for any two points in'the

exterior-of a simple closed curve. true

7

117;77FiliriaT

4

The interior of any simple closed curve, to-

gether with the s e .0 'd. cuxve is

called a ?..egion.

.The simple closed curve is called the bounliary,
0

of the''

Note tbat the boundary of a region is a part

of the

simple closed

1175. 'ftlygons o

30 Polyg?ns have special Dames aclirding to the

nAmber of line segments involved.' Atriangle

is a polygon with - line segments.

region

region

31 A quadrilateralis a simple closed curve made up

of' line segments. four.

(how manyl

32 pentagoll, pexagod, :octagon, awl-decagon are names

for having .5, 6, 8 and 10 sides

respectively.

33 if a simple closed curve in a planesis the union

of three or more line segments) it is called

polygons

polygon

*k. 149



a

34 Note that the definition. f paygon, specifies

'-...---- -- curve in a plane: .:06 other mOrds,
... ......

.

Alt curve cen be the union of threeWpore
-

segmentsl'and not be-a polygon. Polygons are
s

defined es pimple closea. planest.. Some

plane.cprvee are tot polygons. 0

Below are some plane curves which are not polygons.

simple closed

1416. Angles

,35 An angle is the union,of two rays which haye.a

3

. ,

commpn endpoint and parts of the
(are, are not)

same line. 4101

The common e .t df th; twdraye is

the vertex of the angle.

37 Note that in the figure below, S i point of the

angle (IPT since S is on M. Point W
(islis not)

a point dr the angle since it'is not either Rt. or

are not

endpoint

isnot

r

row



A.

a.. a
via r

lhe simbol for on '

3 Anengle. usually is denoted by. naming'three roints'
.,

of the angle: the first.a point tnot the vertex)"

on one ray,,the second, the 17E044/e:0i-rd.

a poInt (not the Vertex) on till other ray., .

'vertex

40 Correct names for the angle represented,hy th ;:igure below are:

(Check all.correct responses.)

to

0 (a) LCAB

O (D) angi

0 (c) 4Bikc.

o (co angle

.(0 LAB6

4

PAQ

(*P

if

4

40(a) Correct. See also '40(b), 40(c),.40(0.

.4o(b) Correct. See olso 40(d), 40c),' 40(d).

40(c) Corvct. Sep,siso' 40(a), 40(b)040(d).

40(d) Correct. See also 40(a),.40(b), 40(c).

IncOrrect, since the lertex A'-is written first.

In the treceding trame note thatit te correct to say
.-

L CAB = angle 'Mg.= angle -QAP since LOB, angle FAQ'

and angle QAP, .are different' for the same.

angle.

.

names

'

;Me have been concerned in Chapter 13 apd Chapter 3,4 vithyariouStr:1

geoMetric figurer and some of their properties. We now twill to a consider-
.

ation of theik-measures or sizes.

lr
#
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I t
4

%,cimPT.Fai

MIMIC y

In Chapters 13 andlk.we'cOnsidered segmintsl.rays and

Simile close4 plane curves. The ?otter included polygonswith Various nuMbers
.

of sides as well gta, figur'es bounded bY a'cUrved.line. Although we talked

-about-the set of 'points interiOr-to the-siipleTClosed Ourie'the set of points

ncaking up thi boundary ana the set of exterior pointt; we did not consider any,

of the ptoierties of geometric f44gures which isvolve'the idea-of size or

measure. We now consider,some geomettic figures to, determine-how the.concepts

"is more than" and "is less-than"' equal tW

Congruence.of Segments

2

ap134.

7 -.3 .% 81- ie a true statement be use, (7 3)

ana.'(8'- 4),-are different' . 'for the number 4. names

ConsitiSr'the figure below. AB . CD . AD . CB-

is a true stitement because AB, CD AD and
CB are different names for the', .

points, namely;the line segment.
1,

se4 of'

4e 4

Consider.the figure below. ,AB is not equal to

CD' because AB and SD'do not the same-

line segment.

A

same

represent

151
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400

40

In the figure.of Frame 3,

mir is tO
level) not equalj

In the iigure

4

.67 in'the figure below', CD

ment'clice XY and CD
4-

line seggents.'

is a, true Atate-

different
.4

Make a representation of the line segment ri-

ot Frame 6 by placing one'tiP of*the'compass

on X and adjusting it so the othertip falls.

on T. If the compass is npved, the,tips bf the

compass detel,.:pine a line segment vhich is called

a representatton of the line segment

I.

CoMpare the representation of ,-XY mith CD by

placing one pgint of 'the compass on. C and.

seeing if the other,point"bf the compass falls

on D. The other point of the cpmpass

.fall on.D.

(does, does not)

equal ',..

represent

does

8 Representations of line segments may be moved. Since
1

,a line segment is determine,d,bx its two endpoints and

these poplts represent:.positions. in space, thei Cannot.

be Moved. Hence, line segments be'moved. cannot

(can cannot)

1 53 152



.

9 Given the line segments n and 'CD. '

t

14 may ,compare them by making,a- representation

of AB, say with a compass. If cline point of

the compass is-placed on CI we.find that the

other point will fall

4

(between C and.") beyond D).,

-Hence we may say that AB Is CDs.

11 .WS often express the relation in Frame 10 by

using the'symbol < , Thus, AB CD.

12 If any two line segments are compared by using

representations of them, there are three

possibilities:

Either AB

or AB

or AB and CD are congruent.

13 In the thirdlasibility in Prame 12, namely,

that AB. and CD are congruent, we
(can, cannot),

aay AB = CD becaus'e AB and CD represent
4 .011.10a

different seta of points.

4011e,

ojy;wie.

1453
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between C and D

less than or
not as long.as

AB .5 CD

AB < CD

AB > CD

cannot



14 if one representation of a-l±ne segment is not,

more than'and not.Iess than the repiesentation

of another line segment; we use the word "congruent',"

denoted by the symhol , rather than the word

denoted.bi the symbol' In'the

figurebelow, NN PQ., 11-N .11 pig

In this sUb-vrOgramme have introduced the comparison'of two pr morZ

Iine segments. Thla is basic io the ida!of length to be 0i:3c-wised in ihe

-next chapter. In mathematics, since ihe word or syMb61 for "equal" is used

only when two phrases name the same object,,it is hot,possible to speak of

equal line segments unlash the$ do indeed represent exactly the same segment.

Again, since a line segment is determined by two fixed points in space, it

cannot be movdd.

liowever, we d6 Make a,representation of a line segment by using a

oompass, a stretched string, marks, or a tracing on a card or paper:tor:a

/

straightedge. These ,representations'of line segments (we usually use a

( compasi, if available, lecause it is handier) can be moved and for this

reason we can compare two or.more line segments. If we are given any two

line segments such as AB and CD, then by usirw representations of these

segments we may discover that one and only one ofthe following statements

is true:

AB >. CD

N

AB m CD .

,

, .
,..

0.1

NotIce n-the last ,tatement above we use vt, Ahe symbol for congruence to

indicat that AB is not more than and is not less than CD. The reason is
mik

that in the study.of mathematics we Want the word "equal" used if and Only if

'we hame different (or the same) name's forthe same thing. Note pat AB m AB
i

.

is a true statement.
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15

15-3, ttaparison of Angles

In comparing angles we use tracings qf the angles as we did in gomparing

segniar4s.

17

18

,1

In the figure below, 'am angles BAC and-DAE -

are

The reason we may use the qual symbol in Frame 16

is because angle BAC" d ,"angle, DAE" are
t

for tha Same of Points.

Giyan-the angles 'BAC and EDF below.
a

Mhkai tracing of PAC, call it tiON, and

place it over LPF so that 4) falls.on D

and lir falls on fr Rance, LBAC .

because sr falle DEDF. ,

1,0

155 a

156

acila or,

different names

< or is iess
than
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19 In a simiiar manner, compare with

I.

The result of the comparison i LEN LPIab

0

20 The three possibilities in comparing the angles.

MO and EST are:

131.ther ZOO LBSTi

or bFo'

Or blisi0 LEST

4

21 Consider points A, P and B on the line lar

such that P is between A and B.

F) Ei

Select a point Q not 1071r amd draw

By, looltirg at the figure or =lime a traing

representation of ZA1N6 w4, find.that

47

563

J ,
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7.

Use the figure below to comrre piioot an4 LOQ'

We find that LAPQ

If this is true, we call the sngles APQ 'and

'BPQ yight angles. Later, we learn that ihe

d4gree peitalle of each angle is 90°. Parther-

mol:e) P is a point on AB and Litq LBPQ,

14 say that FC. is, perpendiculv to Ilr

23 In the figure below, compare the two angles

Alc and BPQ.

J.

We find LAPQ LBPQ

24 It bill104b LpEQ and LpBQ >LABC, then it

...Atoll* that LMNO &BC.

In'this sub-gmgrem) we have developed sbme ideas analogous to those for

line segments. We may compare angles by using a representation of one of the

,angles, usually traced on paper, then placing the tracing over the other

ang/e. Given any two angles such as LABC and LpEF, then by.using

157.
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"

representations of them we may discover that one and only.one of the following
,

statements is true:.
*

LABc >

2ABC < ipEF'

LABC: 611F

Bight angles Wire discuised briefly and defined. They will be used nore

and nore'in sucOeeding chapters. One way to make a nodel of four right

angles is to use scitheet of paper; fold'and crease it once anywherel then

nake a second fold so the crease folds on itself. The result is a model of

foutr right angles..

-1,-4. ClassificatiOn.of Triangles and, Snadrilaterals'

25

26

.1n.the triangle AMC,
001 E3

use a compass to .

compare the line'

segmenis 'AC and

MU and thine

segments AM and

BC. 1t is,found that

and AB BC.

(

From 1he statements in the response

AC

4 /
three.sides of a triangle axe

to Frtne 25

tlien the triange is called an equilateral'

triangle.

.
.

.

. .

in the triangle BGF below, compare the sides

EG' and N and the sides liff atd 13(.

4
The results are

158
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AC a BC

ZE"
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B

congruent.
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oat.

29 From the statementillin the responee to Frame 28,

-GF EF.

30 In'the triangle EGE of Yrsme 28, EG and EF
1,'

'are '. . Sucha triangle is isosceles, that . 11., or congrue4%

As, iS:two sides'of a triangle,are congruent,,,then , A

., -
the triangle is called an isosceles triangle. :

31 In an isosceles triangle at lealst two sides

aie . or congruent

32 In an equilateral triaAgle.all three sides

are It or congrtlent

33 Triangle AMC in Frame 25 Is both equilaterai

isosceles.

In the triangle MNO

compare the side: MN

with the side MO, and

compare the side MO\

,w1th the side ON.' The

,results a:re MN-, MO

Hence,' MN <

and 'MO ON.

35 In the triangle MNO l&f,Frame 34, no two -

are congruent. Such a triangle is called a

scalene triangle.

36 .In a scalene triangle no two sides are .

37 -A triangle with all three sides congruent is

38 .Atriangle with at least two sides congruent

is

39 A triangle with no two sides congruent is

359

16 )

,

MN < MO; MO <ON

sides

or congruent

equilateral

isosceles

scalene

It
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40 .In the tiangle.A2C, AB isslerpendicular to

angle BAC ii a anig le.

A

righAl

J. A triangle which haq a angle is a right right

triangle.

IP
42 The triangle ABC in Frame 40 is'a

triangle.

,Compare the sides AB and Ar of triangle ABC

in Frame. 40. The result is AB AC.

. 44' From the answer in Frame 43, the triangle ABC
.

I's also

45 In the-triangle DEF belawi each of the angles is

smaller 'than a angle And each is called an

acute angle.

AB t-

1.
4sosce1es

v
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46 Since all: angles of the triangle DEF of

a

Frame 45 are angles; -the 4iriangle is acute
.

11ed an acute triangle.

In the triangle' MNO below,- the angle OMN. is

greater than a - angle

-obtuse angle.

48. The triangle HMO in Frame 47 is called an

triahgle:

'49 Mae a compass tO compare 'the sides pf the

quadrilatemal 4WD.' 4

A

obtuse

Each side is to every other stde. congruent or

50 quadrilateral with, all sides ip

equilateral. Such a quadri lateral also is

called a rhombus.

1

51 A- qVadri lateral with no pair Of sides

called a' scalene quadrilateral.

s

IS

congruent'-

congruent

A quadrilateral with all of its angles 'right

angles is called a rectangle.

162.
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. 53 A quadrilateral with each-paix of opposite,sidea

congruent and ,is called a prallelogram.

55

56

*

-A rectangWalso is a p. ,m.

An equilateral quadrilataral also is all' m.

parallel

ArtaralleIOgram-

parallelogram

A quadrilateral 'with each side. to every congruent

other side and all its angles right angles is
,

called a'square..

In this sub-program we,have discussed 'some of ie classifications of' if

triangles and.-quadrilaterals. These figures may'be aspified according to

properties of their sides Or according to proPerties their angles. Ilie

.moat important of these are summarized as'the following

- Triangles are If.

Equilateral all three sides are co ruen

Isosceles

Sealene

Rtght

Acute

Qbtuse

at least two sides are congry

no two sides are congruent.

one angle id a right angle.

each angle is.16qs than a right angle.

one aagle is an obtuse angle.

T1*se plassifications ovel:lap. An equilateralitriangle is.lalso isosceles

and acute. Right, aCute, And obtuse triangles may also be isosceles. An-

acute triangle. may be equilateralvisosceles, or sealene.

.Qmadrilaterals are If

Equilateral each side is co

Scalene no two sides are

Square each side is co o every other tide

and each angle is a right angle.

Rectangle all of its angles are right angles.

Parallelogram eac 'pair of opposite ?ides are congruent

and parallel.

ent to every other side,

nt.

162
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We now Shift our atteiltison to another simple climed curvej, the circle.
Thiaeurve bears certain relations to, polygons of napy sides.

Circles'

57.

IL

58

Given the figure below. Use a Comm to find
a representation of the line segment OA and

compare this eegment with OT3 and M. The

reeult is a

Select another point X on the simple closed.

curve in Frame 57 and compare. with OA...

Since Mt is to 5V, italso.is
'congruent to MI and-to

0A QB 7:1 OC

congruent

Definition: A circle is a simple closed curve having a point 0 in its

lonterior euch that) if A and B are any two points on tfie

curve) then a by. a and OB and all other line segments

'from 0' to points -on the closed curve are called radii of the

.circle; The point 0 is called the center of the circle,.

163
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5 Given the circle with center 0 and 'radius

,

a

,

.Select points till N, P in the interior of the

circleh '1.1;e a'Compass and compare OM, i and

OP withthe radius' OA. The results are:

om OA

OA

OP OA

\

\60 tpuch as M 'is in:the of the ci rcle

with4nter 0 .' and radius OA ,if OM k OA.

61 In another circle.select the poir4s X, Y1 1

the extvilk of the:circle.,and compare ZN% OY and

02 wit);* OA. The results are:

t.

P2.
A

#

6

_OM < OA

ON < OA

irAeri or

IS



or.

A point'such as X is insthe exterior,of the

circle ifb OX

63 A circle is a sinvle closed c1.4ve.s5 The interior

of a circle.with center 0 and raLlts

consists of all points M such Viet M . OM OA

64 The exterior of'a circle with center O. a*

radius OA consists of all points X, sUll'.,

that'
,

oar

Shade lightly the interior gf.the circle, center O.

.The union of the circle and'its inteApr

a circular

66 The

region

levelled the boundary of theA. ,
, I

circulars-region.

Acircular region,is the of a cirele and union

ite interior.

5.



68 a given circle) draw a radius OA and extend

OA. through 0 until i1 meetb the circle on the

is called a diameter of the circle.

69 Consider a circle ancl
points A end B 'on
the circ16. One

portion of' the circle

(an arc) is 'written'

AR. points A and B
separate the circle into arcs

.

7 . A single voiht P on 4 circle
(does, des not)

and'

4 -

separate the circle into two parts.

Giien a llne'segment A
A. Poini P betyeen

iA and B. separates
tile segment into

'parts or. line segments..
(how many)
4 '

7 2 TWO points. on a ciztle, separate the mircle into

'dilitinOt parts or arcs.
(how many)

AQB,.

does not

3.66

S 7
a



73 TV* ares Of a circle may or may not.beeongruent.

if the points A and B are endpoints of a

diameter, then the tijo parts of the circle are

areb. Eeeh of these arcs ie celled a

simi-cirele and AB is called the diameter of

the semi-cirele.

74 The union' Of a semi-circle'and its diameter and

ts interior points is called a semi-eircular

congruent

region

In this sa-program me have introduced the concept-of a circle as a

particulalisimple closed curve, one that has a point 0 in its interior such

that all line segments from 0 'to points on the CUSTe are congruent pegments.
040

A circle.separates the planeinto,thi-ee regiions: the interior of ,0e,eirele

the exterior Of :aft eirtle, end the circle itself. The union of the interior

of a circle and the circle itself,is called a circular ,region. Thus, the

word "circle" refers to the boundary between the Interior and the exterior

of a circle-. A circle ia a set of points and is an example-of a simple

closed curve. Later' we measure the length of a circle., bUt'the-"area of a

circle" has no meaning'. However, the "area of a circular regiOn" does have,

peening. When we talk about,areal we mean the area of a circular region.

15-6. Summary

In this chapter we have used metric properties of sets of points, but we

heve not done any measuring nor have we defined meourement. We re-emphasize

the fundamental
i

meaning of the word "equal" and the symbol = as used only

when we have two names for the same object. Vor line'segments as well as

other geometric figures, we try to obtain a representation of the line

segment, such as'the separation of the-points of a compass. These represen--

tations can be móved but the points and segments themselves cannot be moved.

In this ehapter,,by means of representations, we compare two line

'segments and all we are able to do is te say that one segment is shorter or

longer than the other or Aet they are congruent. Hence, given two lirie

segments AB and MN, we say that one and only one of the following state-

ments is true:

"At



AB < MN

AB >-MN-

AB 7, MN

With angles we do the Sane thing. By coMparison, we say that one and

only one of the following statements is tre:

PICA < blgt

LOIL LOR

LAOB m LOB

Tfiangles add quaaril t als art classified according to whether sided

are congruent or greater than r .less than.

A circle was discussed as a simple closed, plane curve with a center .and

equal radii. The set of points interior to A circle ihgether With the points

on the circle form set called .a circular region.

S.

Als

V
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CHAI=TER 16

LINEAR AND ANGULAR MPASInip

16-1. Introductiop

4ich of our previous efforts haye been directed to counting.the MeMbers

of a set and 4singthese numbers i arithmetical operations of addition,,,

subtraction!, multiplication and division. The concept of measure also

depends on counting.

If we wish tefind out how many books are on a

shelf, we ,the number of books there.

On the olper hand we

desk. 1

the length of:s.

count

measure

The act of measuring a line segmen inv,olves the selection of a sUitable

'unit and applYing,thisunit to the Line segment,-cpunting the approximate

number of times this unit fiti the line'segment. This number of units is the* -
length, or magnitude, of the line segment and is written as n uni ts,

4

In mmasuring a line segment, we the,

nuMber of times that theAnit is applied to

the line.

Two line segments are equal'if th.%consist of

the of points.

The measure of tmo equal line segments is

(the s fferent),

wk.

8punt

set

the same

,Our interest also lies in line segments which have the.same measure but

are not equal. Such line .segments are said to be congruent. If AB and CD

are congruent, we write AB 'I. CD.

169
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-If.tmb iinp segments are not congruent, then the measFe of one is less

thaipthe measure of the other and we write m(X) <:m(D) or 'm(CD) <m(AB)

where luat denotes the measure of AB and M(CD) denotes the measure

of CD.

6 The spnboI for ongruent is

sl CD means that the line segments AB and

CD leve the -Aeasure.

If

4,

tWo line segments are congruent, these line

segments:have the same

4:the same length.

0 and also have

same

measure

To determine whether or not two line segments are congruent, it is

necessary to compare their lengths. This can be done by'placing the ends

(tips) of a compass (or,dividers) on the endpoints of one line segment and

seeing Whether the tips of the cqmpass will coincide mith the endpoints of

the other lineeegment.

10

11

A

I

Set a compass to the length of AB, compare to

CD- by placing one'tip on C. Since,the second

tip falls on D the line segments are

Eby considdlanother line segRent_CE. Keeping the

compase set to the kength of Xiii place one tip of

the compass on C and compare CE to thellength -

of AB.: When the second tip falls between C and'

-E me say that the measure of AB is less than

the measnre of CE 'and write m(AB)

The measure of CE also is greater than the measure

of AB. This may be written

Si

170

congruent

m(M) > m(KE)



16-3 *

One speaks of n as less than CE ,if m(AB) <111(E). For notational

sinplicity, this relationship is symbolized by writing AB < CE. In subse-
..,

quent parts of this Pram ) this simplified notation is used.

16-2. Measvring a 1,ine Segment

Fundamentally) the measureMeht of line segments.is a process of comparing

one line segment to another one. If) however) the line segments are' not con-
.

gruent, it is not sufficientto determine Whether old4s greater than or Iess

than the other.

One needs to select a line segment) for example AB) to serve as a unit.

The unit selected is arbitraryl:and its measure is one.' Once a unit is

selected for.a giNA4Lprob1em) howeverl,it is the smallest length that Will

.,be accepted in measurements:of th4 probiei. One, may select as, a unii any

suitable length) for example one-third of-an inch) as the arbitrary unit.

12

.14

16

17

In comparing our unit AB to some line segment)

there are three possibilities:

the- line segment may'be to) greater thatv

or the unit A.

If CD = we'say that AB. and, CD have

. the

Since CD AB) -we Ray use either or

AB as a unit.

The number assigned to'the unit is

The exact length of the used in measure-

ment is arbitrary.

Any line segment which Is congruent to our unit

AB has a measure of

171.

congruent

less than

same 14ingth or
same m45ure

CD

1 or one

unit

1 or one



1.6

19

20

440 21

22

23

2

. 1411.it

Its

#To measure a ltne segment such as

example and using RS as a unit, proceed as

follows: set the c9mpass such that its points

are on R and S and strike off on n. a

unit length from A; tAe measure from A to

this point-is one -

From the endApint of the unit segment now marked

on AB, strike off another unit length. The

length from A to this second point is

On doing this a third time, if the final mark

is at B., the length of XE, is

In general, to Measure a line segment,,we first

choose asuitable and assign to it the

measure one or 1.

Then, with a compass, we strike off successive line

segments each, to. the unit.

It, on the last strike, the point of the compass

coincldes with the second endpoint of the line

Segmelitt,biing measured, we count the number of

units. :If the count is then the length.of
1

the lir* segment is said to be

Themeasureofthe-,line segment AB in Krames

18 - is ,

-172
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teilltrIr7'thetenigt7r6T.971TheEiegmeial ode
also =St specify the

a.

The length of:a,line segment AB used in

Frames 18 - 20 is

27 To, measure a line segment, the,number

of times the "sen unit is used to completely

cover the line segment.

28 if- n lan.tts are used to measure a line segment,
.

one says that the the line segment

is 4.1.1Iirlm=

29 The measure of the line segment in Frame 28

is

30 Instead of using a unit as measUred by a pompass,

select a Starting point at or near one end of a

straight-edge. Having selected a unit, mark off

a unit length from the starting point; The

meaiure of thia'segment is

3.1 FrOm this point mark off another unit. The

measurement frbm the starting point to this

second endpoint is . In a similar manner

additional units are marked off on the straight-

edge.

Unit

units

Count

n units%

one or 1

twO or 2

A ruler is formed by coUhting,and labeling the units along a straight-

edge.

The measure of a line segment
does, does- not

depend Upon the endpoint from vhich the units are

counted.

173
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16t3. The Approximate Nature'of Measure

B measured in terms of the unit BS of the last section has a length.

of 3 =its. We know, htlwever$ that other line segments will not necessarili

be measured evenly with a given unit.

33

34

The sentence$

"A line segment is 3 unite long;"

means that the measure of the line segment'is the,

number

Nhen we measure AB And MN using M as the

.;nit; we find that eacilis units long.

Bbwever$ AB emd MN are not

Thus,:to say that a lime segment is 3. units long

ans that its length is, closer to three units

than to units or to units. ;n

general, measurement of a line segment is approximate.

or three

3

congruent

4

Once, umit is selected,for a Oven problem, it'is:the smallest length

that will be accepted imthe Measurements'of that problem.

v
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37 When BS above is the unit, the measure of HJ lieS half-way

between 4 and 5. The line segment BJ should be assigned the

measure

Q(a) 0(c) 5.

37(a) This*response is incorrect. Once a unit is

'aelected, the length must be specified as a 'whole i

number of these units, and the measure is that

whole number.

37(b) This response is incorrect.- 37(c) is correct.'

BemeMber that at best, measurement is an approxi-

mation. Here we have a difficult situation. To

do better 'we would have to select a new unit, one

that may be smaller than .BS. However, by

convention, if a length is as much or more than

one-balf unit more than the smaller measure, we

use the larger measure.

37(c) This response istortect. Bead 37(b).

16-4. Standard Units

16

The actnal selection Of a unit is arbitrary. However,:to give measure-

ment meaning, it becomes necessary to-agree upon a unit to be used univelially.
,.. .

Such units are called standard unit

IA'

The standard unit is one accepted by

all concerned with its use so that measurement may be interpreted ai

another time and place.

Historically, there, have been many units. In the United States the

National Bureau of Standards is responsible for the establishment of our

standard units.

Today, there are two major sitems of units in use. The British-American
A

system has_as basic units the familiar inch, foot, yard and mile. The

particular unit depends upon the use to which the mni.lmrement will be applied.

The second system in common usage is the metric system with the meter as the

basic unit. In 1960, the meter was redefined, in terms of the wave length

of orange_light from krypton 86.

175
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16-5. Groupineof 'drifts4-- F.

The standa?d units

lengths. Poi exemple,

feet to the nile and so

specifying lengths.

8

39

1+1

1+2

43

ire frequently converted in reporting ordinary'

12 inches to the foot,. 3 feet tO the yard, 50280

forth. These equivalences are advantageous in

For example, 41 inehes,ney be written as

feet and: inches.

It also may be written as.

Whes.

yard and

If a line'Secment has a length of 36 inches,

it is inplieh that the unit is the inch and

its measure is closer to -than to 35

or to

By converting to feet the 36 inches become

feet.

But, if the unit is a foot, this implies that the'

length of the line segment is closer to 3 feet

than to feet or to 4 feet.

The assumed error in any quoted measure is at most

half a-unit. In Frame 42, si*inches is,the

implied error. Therefore, a length of 3 feet

inpliesthat its actual length lies between 30

inche inches.

This s atement tells us much less than the original

statement that the line segment has a length of 36*

inches. To correct this we can say that the line

segment is 3 feet, -0 inches long or 3 feet

long to the inch.

In a similar manner we could have said that the line

segment has a iength of yard to the rLirest

II

inch. k

177
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16-6. summa;Ir

In-measuring a line segment,

which is assigned the number one.

ment to be measured. Pinally the

to the unit, la determined as the

16

one first must select' t the length of,

The unit is then appli d to ftte lie seg-

nuMber supetS4tye segments, each grent

measure. If the last unit ends on the

terminal point of the line segment, ye,have a measurement that is exact (to

within experimental error). Usually it is necessary to determine thdlnumber
1114-

of units that most nearly approximates the 4.ength of the line segment.

ID

16-7. The'llaming'of Units

In the'British-limerican system of standard unitsl-the inch is frequentl*y

used. However, there are many occasions for which a smaller unit is desired.

46

'48

11.9

If a carpenter needs to determine the length of ai

board tothe nearest quarter (10 inchl, he

select as his unit the inch.
4

Technically, the length V the board will then be

stated in terms of a tequarter-

inch units.

-In practice be will probably

the board in terms of feet,

te the length of

hes and quarter-

inches. In measuring and cutting his board, he

must know that his unit is the inch.'

In a similar way, the machinist speciites a .

tolerance that Must be-met. This allowable

tolerance is thE of measurement that he

. must recognize and

quarter

whole nuMber '

quarter

unit

4

Even the cook is faced With the problem of using units of measurements.

Mien a cake recipe calls for one cup of flour; the flour must le measured to

within some specified limits or the cake does not come out right. Maybe the

cake making would be moreauccesSful iAthejinit of measurement were specified

more carefully. )

177
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t It 4'

tielsuremerit Angles,

N

-";

4

la

J.!

This sub-program brkef and what Is done Will
a 0

grim) of.the idea of measiJ,re of a line seiiment',,as discu

jsections nd on the definition of.an angle alAcussed in

56

I.

4

52

0*
,

*

a

*'

depend on ajirtd..

ad:an the prevrbui,
-

apter 14.

Basicalli,,,measvement consists of threethingt.
,

The first los .'to,seleet a which.will be

isslgnetha value of,

'Tie unit used td Measure.an angle:is an:angle.
J

Once the unit is selectei it is applied to'tHe

.angle, separating it.into a /lubber, of smaller
. .

parts, each df which is to the unit angle.

,

Ne cAint the '.0intot

which the angle is separat9d. ,This coOt it then
. .

measure of the angle.
!

A

untt:

,One or*

'Ns

'

'IlteGRagruenl.

t .

number of units

C4

a

;4 *

449}t **.sIn'the picture abov,, we see seAral angles any one'or which may

as-a wait, or can be meaved'once a unit

te t;he unit angle.
#

sel4Cted.

e

'Let the angle

(
0

be tised

ABc



5.

.57

I.

°

Consid.er the angle DBF. Using -LABC as the
unit angle, tli',angleDp. is separated into

pstrts each congruent to 'the unit .angle.

.

.4
67

lienCe, the ineatur. of Angle DV

Ists

0.4=4.404

,
New consider 'the angle GHK. It is not separated

.

in.to a whole number' of parts byjihe4se
.

of the unit angle ABC.

,IFtelaeasure of ..LGIE la mOre thai but

'less 'than -

6

Since the .measure of angle' alIK if nearer. 5
than ¼ unit angles, ye -say' that its measure

-is .
.6606444141444

,.
Measurement is: at best' an apfroAmatio ' The .

. . , -.measure of an angle can abe_deterinined only to'
v. ,

.

.witlain.half a unit. For both line segments and:-
a' ,t

angles the errors can accumulate glaring

different Valtes' for the*sumt of the Measures

and the neasure Of the suni.

-

16.

1

congruent -,

a.

, .(ks a convenience in measuring 'anaes a kind. of ruler Is needed.. For
4

ememplel the face .otthe clock mov serire as p. device for measuring angle's. ',.

Su'Cil a 'device li not 'called a ruler, .but ilis named a protracor... ,.. .
,The most femiliai standard -unit of angle measure is*the degrie. The

. .
a 4 ' 6 .

symbol
.

'' is used for .the d iegree. This tinit has been used longer and
. .

more consistently than any other'unit. Ot)ler angular units used today are
, ..: , vii-. , a - a S.

"the radian and the mil measure.
t

4.

4.

5.79 1.80,
II

a

1



4

1.6

-

. ... !t

By definition, theie are 360 degrees.in a,cirale. Consider the circle
a

T
center P below.

5 9

6o

4,

If.the angle ABC *ilreselested as the ylat

anglethen'it`separates 'the circle into

12 oparts.

Conaequently, the Alnitariae'contains-

degrees. *

The measure of an'angle I a aacurate'only to

'within the nearest , unit.

a

congruent

3

half .

.

'
.

In summarn.Ne Observe that the,measurement of an angle Is very similar
. . .

to ihe measurement.of a line'seitent. 'In both cases, a unit is selected:
, .

. and thfs unit is applied to the line segment or angle tohe measured: The
, 4.... . .

. .

measure is the gumber..of times
,

that th-e unit is Used.
.. .

.

%. . tt- 4'. . . t



CHAPTER

FACTORS MID PRIME

This chapter is concerned with whole nuMbers and some of the properties

of whole numbers useful in the study of fractions or rational numbers. Wile

it is'not an exercise in computation', it will involve a knowledge'bf tech-

4liques of compUtatipp previously presented. Throughout this chapter; "number"
,4

will mean "yhole number," that is, a member'of (0, 1, 21 3, 4, 5,
4f. 4

17-1. Products and Factors

a

7

4

A

-.The .plroduct.. ia

The product of 4 and 7 'is

,.

kn..tahe mathematical sentenCe, x 7

the nu*or 3; is the ; of 5 and' -7.

4.

is c'onsidered as a produc pf two wOole
* -

1

-numbers,,,the two'numbers are and

,7 is-a fac4or of 42 because...6 X 7 = -----__
a

also tA a . pf---42.
, v--.--Q---, t a

.

-'
Since 5 x 4 20, either the number

or:the nxiMber 1s a'factor of 20.

I.

Since 3 x 2 = 6 then both 3 and .2 are

of 6.

One also can say that 3 is a factor of 6

locause 6 3 is the whole number ..1b
I.

.12

product

42

factor

factors



10

14

, 16

Factors are involved in the followlng dperations:

0(e) addition

.0(b) division

(Check one or mote.)

OW multiplication

IO(d) subtraction
vig

10(a) Incorrect, Factors ate'used in

of multiplication end division4

10(b) Correct.
4. vir

10(c) Correct.

10(d) Incorrect IS;e'10(a).

the operations

8 is a factor f 24 'since 24

1 is a I of ,n 'since n 1 = n._t
n is a of n since n n = 1.

Definition: a is a factor of b provided
/

there is a wholé.number n such that

n

The set f fadtbrs of 28* is

factor

factor

(1,2 4 74 1? 4 28)

The setiof factors of 8 is: (Check one.)

'0(
1 ,c 1 h

-"", 8, n 4
14 0(c) N f q A 11

0611 31, 5, 6, 23 CIO). t2 4i

1.
Inborrect. 7;-'is not a whole number. Furthermore,.

,
). c

.

16 JA not a factor of. 8 since. 16 ie greater
s

I

than 8.

'1 .Incorrect. .qf these elements only. 2 divides 8.

1S(C) Corwect. Note why tbe other answers are incortegt.

16(d) 'Incorrget. 2 and .are factors of 8. Since a

and I also are fav ors of. 8, then (?, 4) is

not the set of fac rs o 8.

182

183

ISFS1



17 Select a set, A each member

.0( ) A = (6, 12; 21)

N. D(b) A 7 (12, 36, 72)

k= (1, 213, '6)

of whic has 6 as a factor:

17(a) There Vino Whole number n such that

63( n 1. ntis teSponse Is incOrrect-...;

17(b) Correct. 6 X 2 = 12, 6 x 36, 6 X 12 = 72.

Therefore, 6 is a factor'bf'each member of

(121 36, 72),.

17(c) Since there'is no Whole numher n .such,th:at

6 . 1, . n X 6 . or 6 x n 3, then 6
,

s is not a factor of 1, 2, ik Hence, this is

not a correct response.
,

"et

,rProduct6has been usedefoie as*

are multiplied. 'hetor 1nvoI4es the

multiplied to obtain a product, each

17

anOther wrd for the ansmer NI* numbers

4.nverse ea;:when two whole numbers are.

of the number's used in the multiplication

is called a factor of the nuiaber whiph is the producte
ea

We sal that 2? is e:factor.of 14, Ipeause we-are ab/e to, find

whOe number, namely 7 ch multipliedlby 2 gives 14, that is
e
7,X P = 14. Given a number such as

all of its factors 'includingl 1 and, 36., The fact9rt of 36 are 1,20,

41 61 5, 12, 16,36i

alother

36, one cap often, by inspection, write

')
17-2. Prime Numbers'

8

9

20

wat

The'faCtors of 17!

The set of factors of 13

s

The sot of factors of 7 other than 47

is

and 1
4

4r

4.

,

'10

' 4 -



17

4.

21 ,The4set of whOle'numbers less than 10 each

menier.of Which has exactly two diffeent factors

is . The Members of thia set are called

the prime dumbers less than 10.

2,

'Definition: Any whole number which: h*as exactly ildo different factors

is called A-prime number. The only factor Of a prime

number are the number Itself and :1.

22

23

24

25

27

, 28

.29

30

The number one
s 'no

a prime number.

The number 1 is not..a prime,because it does not .

nave exactly two different .

The next prime number greater than IQ is

Thp first two xime numbers greater than 18

are and ,

3 0 = 0 and 4

and 0 are all of zero.

.

0 is not'a prime number because it does not have

exactly different factors.

The set of factoprtt 6 is

penumber 6 is not A .number because it

has move.thlp two diffeeent fRctors.

e

4

*

1S5

A

p.
A

not

factors

11

a9;_

facteirs,

tvo

2, 3 6)

prime

4



Which. of the following sets have only prime numbers as members?

(ChecX the correct responses.)

(.3(al (0, 2, 11, 7)

ti, 3, 5, 7)

Mc) 43, 5, 71 9)

0(d) (2, 3, 7, 5) .

51(a) ln °A .. Zero is not prime.i
31(b) Incorrect. One is not a prime since it does not

have two, different factors.

31(c) ,,Incorrect. 1 and 9 are all factors of, 9'.

lienie, 9 is not prime.

31(d) -This the correct response.

Definition:

32

33

I.

'Any whole number, other than 0 and 1; which is tot a .0
prime number is called a composite number. A compositel *

numlier has at least one factor in addition to itself and -1.

The nUMber 15 has the faetors--15
, and thus ia a 1111ber.

..The set of comp osite numbers less than- 12

is

&

34 All 'even hustlers greater than 2 are

numbers, because each has more than twe..different

a.

36

- 37

factors..

, . V
All numbers in decimal) notation which end in 5

,.

or 0, other than 5.' and 0)

4

are

.

k.
J.

. .

S a 3 is a 4 of 6, we say that '6 is

numbers.

a mu iplp of, 3.

a fahtor.of

s a multipleof

and as-a consequence,

cOmnipite

6,8,9 10)

compobite

'composite

gfactor



a

.
' 38

.
Every *whole number is a factor of 01 and 0 ..

,
, ,ta .is a , of every Whole numbel;*

,....4
;

.39 Every whole number is a' mhitiple of 1, arid 1

a of every 'who,le .numbe r.
- 7.

t

4.0

4.

6

multiple

factor

-

If A is a set of composite numbers, then A could equa l:
...

Cp(a) Tql 9, 10j

0 (b) (21. 81 12) :

1:)(er (4', 6, 1.5)

0(d) (6, 9, 21) ,

4... t
Incorrect. 0 is "ptcluded from the list of'

-.1composite whabers by definition.
. .

39(b), Inporrect. Bitch member of the fet is..4mulgple
of 2, Alt, 2 ih , prinie number. . 4

*
4

39(c) -t Corrects, . , ' ;
., . i -.

. 39(d) Correct.. ,

,

this' sub-programpe.,notion. of prime .number has been introduced as .a
whole number'which has exactly two di;ffetent fac'tors,' the nitmber itself.

4.

and 1. Poi exartge., since 2 = 2 x 1,6 3 = 3 X'3., 3.3 13 Xl, then 2,
3, 13 ',are ,primey lumbers. The number is excluded frorn the set of' Primes
becauie has 'many fc:ctors, ibat'is' 0 1 X 0, 0 = X 0, 0 = n X O.

.

z 'The amber I also is, excluded since it doss not have tyo distinct *t.rhole
- , ., ,..

4111% 'numb,er faaors.: . . , .
v a - .. ... .., . .

a., Ali wbole. numkers, .other than 0, 12 and the .prime numbers 'are clled4 ,
t . 4

'composite numbers; To toe composite., 4 number 'rapt have at least one facto&
&them than' 1 and .itself.,; Some "*composite number.siOre eaty, to recognize,' as

. .

* fdr example, all multiples tsf e . greater then 2.. ; . , ...,
.

. .,. - . - . ''-.
a

ac..
* .

pactdring and Prime FECC tr1zatibn
4---. ,. -

. 'It is -frequently desarable.teifactor a numbe'r' into more than two factors.-.
4

. . ' 4
a

.
1 # ,11,

... Poi example,. 36 = 6 .)? 5*, bti-E 6 may be factored as (2 )< 3). Hence, ye
,...

; ilky 'Writ, '30 6 x 5 . (2 x-3) x 5 = 2 x43 ..x 5 wilere each o'f`..tlore factors
,. . ...-. 2, 3, 5 -is a prime. ,

,

.

... - ..: \ ,,,.. i. ....7 . :. %

.. ,9

11...,



The nuMbee 42 may be exprereedea 6 x 7.

EXpress 42 as alooduct of:primes:

X ).

42 If 42 is expressed as 42 = 3 x 14, then .as

iroduct of palates 42 = 3 x ( ).

43 Note that the prine factors of 42 are Always

the same except for the in which they are

written. The writing of a number as a product of

pfinea is called the seine, factorization of

that number.

44 Each of the,final' factors found in,Yrames 411
4

42 and 43 are primenumbers or factors,.

45 The prime factorization.of 30

6 The order 1 iXportent but it.is

(is is not)

6ften desirable towrite the prtne factors it

ilicreasing order.

47 5 x 11 x 3 x 7 the prime of 1155

48 The-number 90 my be factored and written as

90 = 30 x 3 or 90 . 2 X 45. In each case the
,

prime factorization of 90 is

49 Some numbers nay be expressed as a product of

composite nuMbers. -For example) 90 . 6 x 15.

FAc4oring these composite factors gives the

prime factoriiation .

50 Each prime fArorization of, 90 a the and

is independentof hvit is likteined except\for the

order in which the pri:me factdrs appear in the

product.

187

17

2 X (3 X 7)

,ordex~,

prime

2X3X5
(in any order)

not

vs.

factokizatiln

x rx 5

2 x 3 x 3 x 5

same



17

5 2 X 2X 2X3 X X5 X5 istheprime
of 1800,

. . 1
2 Every compoaite number.can be factored as a product

of 'in exactly,one way except-for the order

in which the fa*C'Ibrs appear in thelproduct.

factorization

primes

We haVe developed an idea which is fundamental in the study of numbers.

That is, any composite numlier can be factored completely in only one way.

Thus, if the prime factors of any number are fOund, the '14ault wilq. be the:

same factors, except possiblifor order.' This has been stated formaIli in

name ,52, andallows us, to speak of the prime factorization a number..

The statement in li+ame 52 is called the Unique Factorization Theorem'

a14' 7undanienta1 Theorem of Arithmetic. Only's. composite number has a priale

factorization; a prime number dbes not have a prime factorizatibn.

Now let UB consider a way of finding the prime factorization of large

composfte numbers.

.53 To test-rife prime number such as 3 is a factor

o4101 giverinumbersuch as 312, divide the number

by 3, 'that is, 312 3 .

number..

54 Since, 312 = X it follows that
-

3 is a factor of 312.

.55 Since 1Q4 is-an even number, it has the prime
. .

factor 21 that is x = 104. 2 X 52

56 52 + 2 = . 26

57 52 = x 2X26

58 26 . , x 13

X.104

59- Hence, in Writinethe priihe facti*i/ation,of 1041'

ve must use the prime factor 2 times.
Chow many)

188

1 29
a.

three



60 The prime factorizaltion of 312 is .

In practice it may be convenient to start testing

vith the smallest pilme numbers..

3X2X2X2X13

The prime factorization of 714 is: (Select the correct responses.)

0(a) 6 x 7 x

0(b) 3X17x2X7
0(c) 34,x 3 x 7

0 (d) gx3x7x
0 (e) lx2x3x7x

61(a) kcorrect: The number 6 is composite.

61(b) Correct. 61(d) 'also is correct. plit

61(c) Incorrect. 34 = 2 X-17.

61(d) Correct. 61(b) also is correct.

61(e) 'Incorrect stneethl-number '1 is not a prlpe.

4
.The.prime factorization of '1485 is: (Select the correct responses.

446 0(a) 9 x 3 x 5 x 3.1*

0(b) 5 x 3 x 9y<
0(c) 3 x 3 x3 x..n. x 5

1X3X3 X3X5 X 11

62(a") Incorrett. 9 = 3 x 3.

62(b) Incorrect. The nuber 9 f's composite.

,62(c) Cbrrect. 62(d) also is correct._

62(d) 'Correct. 62(c) also is correct.

6(e) Incorrect.since the number 1 is not a prime.

``
--1024010.

In this sub-program ve observedthat a compOsite number may be factored

into primes in only one vv. Ldfferent approaches to finding the factor's may

,give different orders of the faetorsp*but these are not considered different

factorfzations.



17-4. The Greatest Common Pactpr of Two NUMbers

_

:766 The selLgiall.factors of 72 is

e

64 The set of all factor's of 30 id

The set (4 flctors common to both 72 and 30

is

66 The largest single factor 'which appears in both

72 and 30 is . We call 6 the

greatest common factor ,I(debreviated g.c.fe)

of .T? and 30.

-67 The prime factorizations of 30 .and 72 are

30 ='2 X 3 x

72 = 2 x 2,X 2 X 3 x 3 "4
0

Let us pair factors from their prime factorizations)

30 = (2 x 3) x 5

72 = 2 x 2 x,(2 X43) x 3

The greatest common factor is

x

-68 The.pkime factorizations of 72 and 54 are:

72 = 2 X'2 X 2 X 3 x 3 = (2 x 3 x 3) x 2 X 2

= 2 x '34x 3?( 3 = (2 x 3 x 3) x 3

The g.c.f.' is found to be

x .

69 The set of ell factors of 8 is 1

and the set"bf all factors of 9 is
r

The, g.c.f. of 8 .faid 9 is

190

1 9/

(1,2,4,8,3,6,
1.2,24,18,36,72)

.(1,2,3506,10,
15 )30)

(1,2;3,6)

6

2 X 3 k 6

"ft

2 X 3v 3 ,= 18

6
1 al

..111,244,8)

(1,3,9) '



71. lehe,prime factorization'of ,sand

the prime factorizationiif.,9. is 4

Note that tbe greatest common factor of 8% and'

9 caaxt beobtained by tatang peArO Of:fectors

'from the, prime factorizatlon.

***.
a 4 ,1

, 72 The set-tlf.allIkfac ors of 7 is

- '`

The set of all factoAS of 49 is

7, -The g.c.f. of 7 and 49

4

'4444.

The prime tatoriaàt1on tif.

76 ance 7 is a number, it does not have a

prime,factorizati A.e'.f. of 7

and 4 cannot be obtained by taking pairs of

feAsrs em the prime faCtorizallOn.

-77 The set of lpfactors of 5 is-
._ .....111.1.1

78 Thet of all factors of 7 is..

\

79
,a

The. g.c.f of 5 and 7

80 Neithe nor have p me factorizations

sinct tiley both ate

81 amea - 80 indicate theiree instances in

-Silich the greatest common factor of. tmp'numbers

cannot be obtldned by taking pairs of factors

from the prime

,82 These cases occur vhen,the greateat common factor

is "10 ',or when at 1east one number is a Ifrime.

The glc.f. _of 5..1anc025, is: . e 7he. g.c.f.

dot .5 and 25 canniA be 4ta4.neeirom-the prime

frvtOrization because 5 Ia a primillgiV'

4

17

,

factbrization

4.
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4

83 The g.c.-f. of' 10 and 21 is_

84 Although 10 and -121 are composite numbers,

the g.c.f. could not be obtained-from the

prime. factorization

Since .7 and 11 are primes, the g.F.f. cannot

be obtained from the,

It should'be noted) however, that When the prime

factorization of two numbers does not yield the

g.c.f.,4 then the g.c.f. is eiiher or

one of the two numbers.-

The greatest common factor

lowest form.

prime factoriza-
ticfn

be.used in reducing a fraction to the

17-5. The Least.Common Multiple: of Two Numbers

The notion of the least common multiple of -WO or more numbers appears

'as the lowest common denominator in addition and.subtraction of fractions.
.

87 ,If one considers a number. huch as 5 apd uilti-

plie, it euccessively by the,members of the-set

of whole,numbersl-the resuli.of this multipli-

catioA is the set

The set of multiples.lof 3 is

89 The set of multiples"of * is

90 12, 24 and 36 are common of 3 and '4.

111

192

1 03

(005,10015,20
25, ...)

15, ...)

(0,4,8,12,16,

200 ..)

multiples
,



2 91

92

.9

94

.The smallest common matiple of 3 and 4. (ceawr
4* '
than zero) of.the sets of multiples of 3 'and

. The nuniber 12 is called the

lea:A comon Multiple (abbreviathd 1.c.m.) 6f°

3 and 4.

*

The set ,of-multiples of" 15 is

(0, 15, 30, 45, 66,, 75, 90; ..

The set ofnultiples of 6 is
(0, 6, 121 18, 24, 30, 36,

The

. )

least com4On multiple of 15 and 6 ia

The set of multiples of*. 2 is

,(0). 2, 4, 6, 8; 10, "..)
,.

and the set of multiples of 3 iB

(0, 3, '6, 9, .12,

6 is the

A

pf 2 and

/A

30

1e840 common
muatilae

The least common multiple of *IS end 10' is:
*

0(c). 9
0(d) 20

,4?). 60

C3(1;) 30

94(a) Incorrect. Wile' 60 is a coAilon multiple of
* . -

poth numbers, it is not the

94(b) Correct.''' This is the least Dumber (other than,

zero) mhich is common to both seti of multiples

of 6 and 10.

94(c) incorrect. (5 is a common multiple of both 6

. t. and 10, biat the p4inition iftlires a cbmmon

multiple to be greater than zera.
'.

:94(d) Incorrect Gime 20 is*not a multiple of
.

193

194
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a

95 1 Writing the sets of multiples to obtain the 1.c.m.

is sometimes less economical thad employing prime'

factorization. The palme factorizatiou of
oeand 6 a:re:-

15 = 3 X-

6 = 2 x 3

Any iulti/de of 15 must contain the factors 3

and 5 aria any multilile of 6 must contain the

factors 2 and 3.. Hence, apy common multiple

of 15 and 6 must containthe*Tactors 5, 2

96 Some possiile pioducts containing the factors of

6. and 15 .are:

3 x5x2x2 = 6o .

3 x 5 x-2 x 3 = 90

3 x 5 x 2 4-- 30

3 X5 X 2 x0 w0

3 X 5 x 2 .x 7 = 210.

All of these are multipleg of% 6 and 15. common

97 J The least common multiple of 6 and 15

is 30

98 The prime,factorization of 198 is 2 x 3 x 3 x 11 and the prime

factorizati6'of 14-2 is 2.X 3 x 7.'

Find the least common multiple of 148 and 42 bi'laiting the

prime factorization of 198 and multiply it by'the part of the

prime factorization of 42 not included in 4at of 198. -The

Prime factorization of the least common multiple of 198 ani 42

(Check,all correct esponses.)

ga) 2 x 3 x 3 11 x 2 x 3 x 7

0(b) 2x3X1ix7

0(c) ,a'x.3 x.3 x 11 x 7

0(d) 2 X 3.'X'7 X 3 x 13!

N.



98(a) Incorrect. The prime factoriTation oi 198

includes the 2-X.3 fYbom ihe prime'factórization

of 42. The only factor of the prime-factorization

. of 42 not included inNtheprime faCtorization of

98(b)

98(c)

98(d)

198 ,is 7. Co

Incorrect. 'The 'factor 3 must apiamextmice

since it'iappears twice in one of the palm

factorizations of one of the numbers.

Correct'. See 98(d).

Correct, fAit in this prdering of factors, tbe

1,.c.m. is more difficult tO'recognize.'

To Zind the least common multiPle of two numbers, first

faAorization of one of the nuMbers, then multiply it ey the

prime factorization of the'other number not included in that
40,

99

100

101

192-

find the prime

part of the

of the first.

.Since both 7 and 17 -Are prime nuMbers, the

1.c.m. of 7 and 17 IA

The 1.c.m. of' 12- and 12 is

The prime factorization of the of 7

and 42 is since 7 is prime and the

prime factorization of 42 is 2 x 3 x 7.

The prime factorization of the. 1.c.m. of 7
A

and 62 is

\
If one or both of two numbersare primes, these are used as factors ib

the palm factorization of the 1.c.m.

119

12

7 x 3 X2

7 >c 2 x 31

MultiPles of numbers can be found by multiplying the nudber by 0, by

by 2, by 3, et Cetera. MU1-4p/es of 8 are 0, 8, 16,'24, 32, 40, -

48, ... and multiples of 9 are 0, 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, The-leist

common multiple can be found by this method, but nay require wiqting down

many terms of each sequence before a common one is found. '

Because of the tedious,ness of writing these terms, the use of prime'

factorization for finding the 1.c.m. is more convenient.

S' a

195

1 q6
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17-6. phapter Summary

'The notions developed

numbers. We have considere

of finding'a number if we

this chaRter have been based or\factors of whole

ing the factork of a given number and, also )

ow the factors. A factor of a number implies a

multiplication and we say that a* is a factor of' b provided -there is a

-w4ole-114.1mapar -4n--such that n X a =.1). We also neY determine whether or not
V.

a is a Xactcr of b by dividing b by a. If the result is a whole number
).

n then we know that nxa=b and a isafactoiof b.

A prime number is definod as any

different factors'. This eicludes 0

than two factors. This enables us to

whole number which has exact* tvo

and 1 and all numbers vhi6h have more

write the set of primes as falows:

(2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17.19,

All other whole numbers, exceVt 0 and 1, form the set of composite 1-limbers

vhich.may be written as:

(4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 1.4, 15, 16, 18,

For a consideration of the varioui factors of comp9site numbers, onet

arrives at t conclusiorrcalled The Filndamental Theorem of Arithemtic. This

theorem is stated as f011ows;

EVery composite number can 110.1actored as-a prodUct

of primes in'exactly one way ekcept for the order in

which the prime factors appear in the product.

'.This statement slso is known as the Uniqle Factorization Theorem.

Trlus, we are able to consider any composite number and write its'prime

factorization. For example,

90 . 2x3X3X5 and 10P 2X2X3X7x1.3

The fact tha$, each composite number.has a unique prime factorization is

usefUl in a number 6f places in arithmetic and algebra. In this chapter we

used this fact to find the greatest common factor.of two'numbers and. to find

the least common multiple of two or more numbers. The greatest cannon factor

is tound us'eful,in the simplification of fractions. The leasecommon multiple
k

of two or more numbers is uded in addition and subtraction of fractions..

ki
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INTRZICING RATIONAL NUMBERS.

/ ..._

.

I All our wqrk with nuMbers Up to this.point has been with the
-
set of whole .

,
.

.

hudbers. lie heye-p7tendea'as if they eve the only numbers which exist. .1,k
... .

hate .contidered tile -operation&ofaddition.and multiplication in he set Of"- ---7------
. .

.. ". .

'whole numbers and.have studied properties of these Operations.

18-1. Introducing Rational Thimbers

6

8

0

5 4. 2 =

5 4. 2 represents 6 member of the set of

whole

-

The sum of two..:whtile numbers is aliiays

number.

Since the,um of two AhoIe numbers is a.whole.*
.*

number, .the set of whole nudhers is uvder

the'pperation.of additiori:4e

*.

5 x 2 =

.

5rx 2 represents a member of the set of

numbers..

The product of two whole numbers is always al

Since the product of two whole numbers is 4 whole
.

number,4the set of whole numbers is

under the operation of multiplication.

41.
4

numbers

*.

I.
197
a'
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whole

whole, numbe
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..

a il

A )
k r

. Recall from Chapter 9 a definition of the operation division. Let a
0

And n, represent whcile numbers, where b is not zero. Division_may be

.defined in.:terms Of multiplidtVion as follows:
,

Definition: a b, n if and.only if a = b x n.

10

-11

12'

1

For example 8 2 = ¼ since 8 = 2 X

12 +4 = since 12 . 4 x 3.

144 = 2k since 144 = 6 x

17

(Whole numbe

)4,

The quotient of two whole nuMbers

always a whole nuMber.
(is) is not

The set o 1*.iho1e humbers'is not under the

operation of division.

124

Ttlere is no

-yholejiumber
n such that
17=6xn.

is not

closed

-tight pieces of candy,are tote divided equaliY among four boys.

Each boy will receive:.

0-(a) pieces

c3 (b) 2 pieces fl

4

) 1 piece

) cannot be done .

15(a), This response is incorreCt since 4 x 3 = 12,

not 8.
ft

.15(b) This respohse is correct since 4 x 2 = 8.

15(c) This response is incorrect since 4 x 1 = 4
t,-

n6t 8.

15(d)" 4 x 2 = 8 and therefore 14(b) is the correct

response.
. 1

198 9(
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a

18

Seven pieces of candy are to be divided equally among three girls.

each girl will repeive:

0 (a) 3' pieces

0 (b) 2 pieces

., 0 (c) 0 pieces\

CD (d) Cannot be done

16(a) This response is incorrect since, 3 x 3 =

hot 7.
.

16(b) This response is incorrect since 3 x 2 . e

'not T.

16(c) This response is incorrect since 3 x 0 = 0,

not 7. BUt if the girls..wait until this

pToblell is so1v4d. in the set of whole'numbers,

de

N16(d. ) This response is correct since there ts no

whble number n such-that 3 x n = 7.

this response might be correct.

If 5 2 = n, then n is a member of. theset of:

(One & the two responses-is correct.)

CD (a) whole numbers

C3 (b) rational numbers

use

.-

Az,

17(e) This response is incorrect since 2,x n / 5

if n is a whole number.
A

417(b) This response is correct. 2 xi- = 5 and

"five-halves," wrdtten is.a rational

nuriber representing five klivided'by two.

Me have now used v e nUers such as a and b, with b not zero,

in ihe form Te: = a 4 b. numbeY in this form is called a fractionoand is

one way of indicating a rational number.

The rational nudber representing 7 if

written in the torn 11.

b,

199

0 )

7
3
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31,8

" 19

20

8
fp'

The number represented by is a member .of the set of:
5

, 0 ( a) '4cOunting numbers

0 (b) whole numbers,

) rational nuMbers

,

..19(a) Incorrect. The silt of counting numbers is .

denoted by' (1., .11. ,...) and- does
5

not belong tc; this set.

.19(b) Inconrect. The set of whole- numbers is
8

denote8. ,by4 (0, 1, 2, 3, and does

not belong'to..this set:

C19 0 ect since 8' repres9r4s a rational.
,

8
number and = 8 + 5.

If n represents a whole number and

'then 0 n = 0 'since. n 0 =

200

2 0 1

0

a
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18

The number sentence Olift- b 0 it true if% b is any element of
4

the follOving set: (Check eql correct responses.)
.1 .

(3, 6v 9) g 05) co, 2; 4) 0 (Q (1, 2, 3)

.21(a) .Correct.since b can be any vholeIlumber except

0. 21(c) alSo is correct. .1

21(b) Incoriect since b cannOt be 0. Recall tat

division by 0, is undefined.

21(c) Córrect since can be any vhole number except

0. 21(a) also is cdrrect.

4.

h of the follovig is-a set of4ratlonal numbers1N ,

i; .141:1 d(b) (2 (4)

22(h) Tncorrect: 0
does not represent a rational

number since 0 is undeAned.

22(b) Correct. Each member of the set is a number

of the ;orm
'

where a .and b are whole,
b

numberi and'I b L 1D. t,

If a beiongs to A, and b be ongs to B, then s represents

a rationallnumber vhen:

0 (a) A (1, 8) .

c3 (b) A 7 (oI 6)

c3 (c) A (5,-7)

and B .,(4, 3)

and 13.. (2, 30)

and B (04 4)

1 1 8 8
23(a) Correct. 4A11 the fractions Ts. and

represent ra:tional numbexs: 23(b) also Is correct.

23(b) Correct. All the fraction" -
'

and
2' 30 2 30

represent rational numbers'. 23(a) also is correct,.

23(c) Incorrect. 2- and I do r;Ot represent rational
0 0

numbers, Since b cannot be 0 according to our

.definition of divisions

201
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Mbdelb for Rational Nbabers

In setting lip.physical models for r,ationai nuMbers we usually begip by

fixing some "batic unit," foxexample, a segment, a rectangular'region, a
4

circular region, or a collection of identical things. This unit is then

separated into a certain hudher of'"congruent" parts. :Mese parts, compared'

to the 'unit, give us the ba4is For a model for rational numbers:

A 0

In the model below, if the "basic unit" is the

square region, then the part shhed represents

one of the 1 congruent parts?
Thow manyT

2
I
In the model below, the part Shaded represents

one of the congruent parts of the basic

unl.t, the circular'region.

n the model below.; the part shadedrrepresents
. -

of the four congruerk paret,

.202

2 93

or rfour

2 or two



a .

The rational hudber'3 is Used to. represent tafl

df the ''bn congrupnt parts of soe'beeic
2

Thus rep"resents .2 of the oongruent
5 A

partl.

0
The rational nuiber '2 represents 5 ef the

2

pongruent parts. '(It is'apparent that

the'basio unit is used svera1 times.)

2

;

The ratiOnarnudber 1 repres ents of :7
7

.
.

the 7/congruent partsN.
v .

0
'The rational number represents.' 0

3
the '3 .congruent parts.

0'
31 Does the rational number IT. represent nothine

lyes no

A.

32' The part o idle in the.pan is p a pie.

t 0 1' 0
The moderbplov.reArisents of a pie. Th'?

. mean there is &thing in the pan. does not,

... 0
WO. repre- 4 .
*4
sentsAnoneof
4.conruent
parts.' '1

4,4

(does, does not)

203
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A

4 la the model below, the shaded region can be

repilese61ed by the rattonal 1;tuniber *.
4

.

35
,

NhIth of the fqllow ng amodll for
V.

region:

35(a)

35(b)

35(c)

Incorrect. There are 5 congruent regions, but
1

each region is n?t .4. of a circular region.

:Correct. There are p congruent regions, and
1 ,

each is, of'a circular region.' Note why

35(a) and 35(c) are incorrect;

,Incorrect. 'Each region, is t'o 'e circular

region, but there,are only 4 of tw, not 5.

204'



The'square regioAo the right

-represents the.ftbasic unit in

Frames 36 40.

4

36 Shade a region (or regions) which would'.
1

rexesent the rational number

, 37' -Shad414 regionjor regions) which would

represent the ratiOcal nuMber

38 Shade a region (or regions) which would

represent the rational number

at

\ A
Y\ e;*\

N,, °o\/ 'Y
.0I N. .!

/

,

Shade male 1 of

the rectangular
regions, 'but

both/. For
exa

Shade any 5 6f
the smaller
square regions.
For example:

Shade-any 3 of
,the triangular
regions. For
example:

N



39' Shade a region (or regions) which woUld
2 -

represent the rational number
3*

Ir
Shade a region (orTiegions ) which'would

.represent.the rational,number so that

2

Shade ano, 2 of *
the square
regions. Rol.

example:

LI

Sha4e*any 2 of..\
the triangular
regions: tr

. example:

The nunbers for which our regions are models are called rational muMbers.

The ;articular numeral form in which they are often expressed is called a

'fraction. In general the "fractional form" -II reg;sents a "rationalnumber"

provided: a is a'wh4e nuMber and b is some whole number other than zero,

that is a counting number.'

Referring to'our models', we see that b
1

the-denominator, always'46.

designates.the nuMber of congruent parte into which the basic unit has been

partitioned; while a, the numerator, indicates how many of these congruent

parts are to be consldered.

4

20 7
t
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)

Considey the segment AC below.

The segment AB is congruent to the segment'

.,BC0 written at; AB BC., Hence, the measure.

of Segment fAB issthe same 4i the meEisure of,

segment BC; Andsthe measure of segment AB
.1

is -f the measure of segment
.

,

A

Cond1dér7the segment Amr below.

4.

A

If AB "4 BC 74 CD:4 DE, then the measure of

AE the me4sp.re of AD.

m(A

maii)

AC

*18

In Figure 18.1 belowAthe segment.IWhose endpoints A and B are labeled
-

zero and one has beedpartitioned into twelve congruentisegments.

.

Figure 18.1

451 The rational number
12

is associated with the

point'

7-

207
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. -,..
. .,

'46 The rational nUmber is'aspociated with the

, ,point .
. , --,=--v

47 The rational ilumber, -5.1.is associated with the

point .

12
48 The rational number may be associated with the

12 -

49 The rational`muMber
lltaY

be0
12 -

point

ssociated with the
f

In the modelfbelow, label the indicated points B1, C and D with

appropriate'rationaloumberi'for ftames 50 53.

53

0
mala

1

a

Point A is labeled with the rational

nuMber

Point 'B is labeled with tue rational

number

Poiht C is labeled with the, rational

number

POInt D is labeled with the rational
,

number

2 9 208
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Consider the owing of a nuMber line forltame 54 - 63.

\A
33 Q. ,e .

'0

'0 2

55

57

8

59

6o

-61

0

If AP g PB, then point, may be labeled

with thefraction

If segment AB is partitioned into 4 congruent

segments, the fraation -4 may be used_tá lapel

b.e paint. P. I

A

ir segmefit AB is par;bitioned into b congruent

segments, the fraation may baused to label
,

the point P.

If 'segment AB is parti ed into 8 congruent

segMents, the fractio um/ be used to label

the poiat P.

Write the set of all.fractions Any 'one of *which

may,be used to label the point P:
0 r

1 rs' '73, ...)

If point Q is such 'that , BA g Qe7-, AP, then

point Q may be .labeleli with 27 *

If segments AB and B0 arepartitIoned into 4

Congruent segments each,:the,fraction

be used to label the Point C. t
-

4 f segments AB and BC Are pailitioned into 6

congruent segments each, the fraction -6- may te

.used to label the point Q.

1

209
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If segMents ,AB and BC are partitioned iiito 8
4

12
congruent zegments each, the ftaction may.

IT
ft

be Used tti label the point Q.. -

3 Write the set of all fractions, any one of Which

may be used to label the point Q:

t$ 13$ IT) T-2-, (Ili2) ) Pir),10)

18
12'

Comr3ider the falowing model of a Audber line for Frames 64 - 74.

1

64 The point labeled with the whole nuMber 0
0 -

may belabeled vit1 the'fraction since
1

0+1 =
*4

65 The point labeled with the whole nuMber 0 may be

labeled with the fraction 3. since 0.i = 0.

, ThOD e point labeleaiwith th'e whole number 0 may,

be labeled with the fraction .

0 + 3 = 0.

since

67 In general, if k is any counting number, the

point labeled with the 'whole nuMber 0 may bd
0

labeled with the fraction
.

since

= 0.

.4

68 Write the set of all fractions, any one of which may

be used to label,Ihe point labeled with the whole

number 0:

210

A.

3

0 + k 0

0 0 0'0-E r



69

)73

75

There are
(a finite number 04 infinitely many)

fractions.in the set in Frame 68 since there is no
,

last counting,nudber k.

*

Theepoint labeled with the Whole number. 1 maY
1

,be labeled with thefraction since

x"

.
,

.... 1,,
\

The point labeled with the whole'nuriber I may
. 2 .-'

'be labeled with the 'fractign =- since.
. . , e

2 4 2-=
4

The point labeled with the whole nUmber 1 may .

be labeled with'the fraction ' Since

3,4- 3' 1.

4
May the fraction be used ui labei'the point

'labeled with the whole number 11%

.(Yes, no)

,.. '

In general, if n is.any counting number, then

the point labeled 1 may be labeled with the

fraction Li since +
. n

18

infinitely many

1

Yes, since.,
4 4 4 . 1

Consider the following model of a nuMber line for Framesv/ 7

tio"

The point labeled with the whae nuMbet nay
2

be labeled with the fraCtiod since

21i

I.

80.

,

a



18'

76-

.77

79

80

Write the set of all izaactions, any one of

which may be used to label the ,Roint labeled

with the whole number 2.

(1,

The point labeled 17 th t4e whole number

'he labeled vith the'fraction I since'

The point labeled with the whole

be labelea wit,h the fraction

+ 1 ..4.

3

number 4 may

vince

The point labeled withth'e whole number 5 may

be 4abeled with the! fraction 2 since

+.

IA' general, ifri is any whole number, the point

labeled with ,rt may be labeled with the fraction

n. since
1

212
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CHAPTER '19

EQUIVALRIT ACTIONS

--

Me have developed models for Tational nmnberi from two different points

of view, namelyl-unit regions and the nunber"line. It have noted that
.
a,

fractions of the form r name such nudbers, with the eapnting number b
,u

designating how many congruent parts the unit region or segment pa itioned

intoen'd, the whole number a designating holepany of.these conguent parts

.are being considered.

19-1. Eq.utvalent Fractions

1
.ModelC

I.

Mo el B

.Model D

.

In the following frames, Model A represents the unit region.

In Mbdel B the unit region has been paltitioned

into 3 congruent parts and of these

parts are shaded.

Hence, Mbdel B is a model.for the rational

,nukber

In Mbdel C the Unit region has been partitioned

into . congruent parts and, 4 of theve

warts are shaded.

*213

21.
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Bence, Mbdel C is a Model for the rational

number

In Mddel'Intlip unit region has been partitioned-

into congruent parts and .of these

parts are shaded.

".

Hppe, Mbdel D is a model forthe rational

nuMber

Since the shade4'portions in Models B C and D are

congruent'and have the same measures, the numbers

representing themare the same.i.

2 4 ' 6
'Hence, .6 and .§- are different names for

the rational number.

6 #

9

sa e
4

4

6

,

In the Models below, the segments AB, CD -and EP are ccmgruent and,.

each has the measure 1.

4 *4

AB is partitioned'intb ,3 congruent segments;
4t-

CD litioartiWkw:471.1x1.0..._/9 congruent segments; and

EP Is partitiOned into 18 congruent segments.

Since segment AP is 2 of the

of segment AB, the measure of'

measure of AB and the fraction

with pbint

3 congruent parts

AP is 3. tile

2 3
-5, is t.issociated

214



,

Since segment CQ is of the 9, congruerit
6

parts of segment *CD,' the measure of CQ iv -
9

the meastire of .CD and-the fraction is

associated with point Q.

10. Since segment ER .is of the 18, con-

gruent partp of segment EF, the measuxe of

ER is -the measure of, EF and the
12

fraction 1.71 is associated with the point .

'4

'6.'".. 144

11 ance AI! = cg . ER, the measures oS these segments
2 .6 12

are ther same- Hence, the'fractims, -3, -g, and Ts
ifare differen'names for thesame number. rational

12

12

12 Each Member of
4 6! 8 12,

3/ / 12/ !Ogi is 1. ). different

name for the ratio* 'number. same

2 2 x 2 4
13 If

3 x n
then

,is another name for 6.

1i 2 x n 6
14 3 x 3 then n

8 4 x2 .n
15 L 12 = ,6 7T

then n

10' 2 x,n
I' =

= 2
f - then n =

17 I If'
4 x 2

77T then n =

4 2 x 2 2
18 = -n then n

since 3 >C2

2 2x5
7.7, and are different names for i'he same

9 x 5

215 21
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19

20 (2 and -9:11( ar diffsr;nt names ±or the same

rational number.

2

214

are . 6
(the same, different)

sane rational numb.r.

r

name for the Aifier4nt

a a x k
The sez-it."24 -.17) is true k bel9ngs totthe set of':

counting numbers b who1e numbers *'

22(a) :This response is eorTect since k 'can be any

,

Member of the set (1, 21-3, 4, ...)

22(b) .This response is incorrect; .Since 0 belongs

to the set of *whole numbers, x 0 ancl

division by 0 is undefined.

5
20

is another name for the rations number:

0(a) .0(b) (:)( a) '?

23(a) This response is incorrect since 5 x 7 .

'but 3'x 7 / 20.

2b3(b) 'This response is correct since

23,(c)

'32'x 5 20

This response is incorrect since 5 x*4 . 20,

but 9x35.

.x k
-The'fractional form

173 x k
is called a higher

form of the fraction where k is a

counting,number greater than 1.

216

13'



26

27

28

29

The highest f2rm of the fraction

2

3 o(c) 71-2s

0(d) non-valktenf

vr"
25(a) "Inco ect .siftee the ct on

#

W.. 0 ,

25(b)ncorre'ct sirice the friction

t 2a
,25( c ) Incorredt ...since 'the fraction Jo- is:a highelphm....

agher pqm.*
12
yg Is a higher fórd.

' .

+. 4

25(0 11111.8 response is -coFrtct;since = rind

there is no greatestcOunting:number I(' -since
*

1

+ 1 is greater than .k- for any counting

ber 4t

4.0

`*

4110

a X k
The fraCtional fOrm where k > I

b X k
called a hi:Idler ,form of the fraction

A highest forM of the iraction

exist.
does, does not)

Two lower forms of the fraction 12 ire the
50

fractions . and

The lowest form of the

fraction wi.,,11

raction 'iS the
50

217
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e

c3(,)

0(b) Lek

'The lowest femof tbe fraction
..3046

,C3(e)

0(4) none of these

30 IncorTect sinc e

lowest form of

a lower form but not the

30 Incorrect since -TT is4a lower form but not the
.10

llovest form ,Sep.30(d).
72

30(c) Incorrect' since 32 is a lover form but not the
52

lowest form of
46

, See 300),

30(d) This response' is.correct sidce is the lowest

form Of the fraction
46

In this snb-program we have developed the idea that any rational nuMber

can be represented by different fractiOns whichArs said'to be equivalent.'
, -

Any.fraction can be changed to an equivalent fraction "in higher terms" by

multiplying.both numerOor and denominator by the same,counting number k

' where k >1. Since - - for any counting puiber k there is ncr
b b

highest form of the rational,number r) since there is no greatest counting

nuMber k.

1972. 'Egu ialent Fractions1n Lower Terms

31 Since 1 =15, .15 4- 3 . 5, 15 4- 5 .'3 and

15 16 = 1, any. member of. (1, 3, 5, 15) is a

factor of the number 15



19

32 -:1" n is a whole number:provided.1 n is a,

of the number- 15.

.33 The set of all factors of IO is

34 The set of numbers Ôommon to (I, 3, 5, 15) arid-

5, 10) is'

,35 (1, 5) is the set of all fac$otsof

15 and 10. .,

factor

(1,2,5,10)

f1,5)

common

36 Since.-(1, .p) is the set'of common factors4of

15 and 10 the greatest'bommon factor Of

15 and .10 is

0.

37' The greatest common factor of two non-zero whole

.11mmbers ,n and nr is the greatest num r ln the-
-

set of 411. of n 'and m. common factors

38

A

The lowest form of the fraction

0(a) 31 since

0(h) II s3nce

ac) ,163

ad)

1§, 12 x 3
48 =16 X 34

since -
it 6.x 6

8 x 6

since
x 12
x 12

38(E)

38(b),

38(e)

38(d)

This response in

This response is

This response is

incorrect. Cee'38(d).

incorrect. See .13(a).

incorrect. See 38(d).

.This response is correct. ,Hote that 2, 31,6
v-

end 12 are common factoes of 38 hnO: 48 and

tlipt 12 is the greatest commoefector of 36

and, 48. Hence is the lowest form'of the

6.
fraction

219
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19

39

40

41

,
44'

46

.47

48

,49

- the lowest formis called of the fraction 4;T;...3 ,,--
pince 7 ,is the common factor of 14 and 21.

1-

The set of all cganmón factors of 8

'The greatest nuraber (11 2, 4) is

Hence, the lowegt fOrm of 119-. is

0 20 ip

The set of all common factom of 18 ,and

is

The greatest common faotor of 18: and 24 is,
,

18
Hence, the lowest tom of -§E

Wite the set of all common'factors of

and 42. ( )

28

The,greatest commari factor of 28 Ind 42

is

Hence,
42

is the lowest ferm of

greatest

(1,2,4)

4

2
'2

(1,?,3,6)

.

(102,7,14)

1-

14

a
2

a X ka lower form of p=t if k 1- ansi k 'belongs to the set of

0(a) A11 factors of (a x k).

0(1.)An. factors of (b x

0(e) All common -factors of ('a x k) and (IvX k).

49(d). This response is incorrect. See 49(c).

49(b) This response imincorrect. See 49(c).

49(c) This response is correct.

a < (e N:k) and b < (b
a x klover forta of - lb
b X k'
8

lower Afprm of a ince

If it,/ 1, then

Thus 1-1,. is a

exaip1e:
4

J.s a

4 x 2-6-;7 and k 2.

220
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k
is the IdWest form of the traction 2"---

is a medberof the set of common factors of (a Xk)

and (b X k) and k is the greatest

*ember in the set.
(least, greatest)

4

2he set of)ommon factors of 9, and,: 20

jori (I)

The lowest sform of a is20 20

53' s in lowest form provided the counting nuiber

'is the,only common factor of a 4:1,nd,1 1.

.419

A

r ro this sub-program, we have discovered thai some fractions can be

changed to equivalent fractions-"in lower,terms." If a fraction has no
41,

common factors ia its nUmerator and denominator otheAthan 1, 'it is said.'

.to ipe "in lowest'terms" or "in lowest form." Any given fraction can be

expressed in -limiest form.

.39-3. Order and Equivalence for Ratioaal Budbers

Recalling bur work with whole numbers, we see thaf there are essentially

three relationebetween any two aumerals m and n; either they are

equivalent, that ist, they name the same number; or the number n. "is

greater thae the nudber .m; or the number n "is smaller thaa" the

number m. Thus, if ,n and mi denote members ofthe set of whole numbers,

then one and only one of the following statements is true:

n

n > m

n < m

221

222
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4

c
A similar statement can be made about two fractions. Given fractions

a
and -fri, one and only one of the following statements must be true:

(1) 2." = that is they are eauivaldnt tVictions;b
(2) that is the rationell number named by the iraction

is greater than the rational number 'named by the fraction ti;

(3) triat is, the rational number n4)..ed by ;the fraction

is smaller than the rational number named by the frp_t9tion

5.

55

57,

58

59

6o

61

63

b bxn if n=

c b
d d x n

a x d cXn
then -dxb provided

r

x d FT-CV ,

(a x d) = ( X

Thus, ra) if andlonly if (a x a)

sl.nce (6 x

since (9 x 3
12 3

2 8 ,
= -2- b ut

8
> sive 9 >

(, )
(

since X 3)

wa

a=axd.'' c cxb a c

b x d
and -

d x b
If > d, then

b d

aX(Lcxb'
andbxd--dxb (a x d) > ( x ).

222

2°3

(c X b) or
(b X 5)

(c b) or
(b c)

(8 X 3) or
(3'x 8)

(12 2) or
x

(2 x I2)

x b) tor
(S x c)



66

67

68

0

72

(4,X:2) or
(2 x 4)

'(12 X 2)
(2 X 12)

12

8

(OX b) or
(b X c)

(7 X 3) or
(3'x 7)

3.9,

aGiven fractions IF; and Then:

0(a)

0(b)

a c
b d

if and only if aXd=bx c.

a > -9- if and only 'ifb d
Xd>b X e.

0(a) 1- if and on* if a X d<b x C.

A11 resTonses are correct but only onq is true for
a guticular pal.r of fractions. Thus,

2 4= .6 since 2 xt6 3. x 4;

> -1 since 3 x 3 > 4 2;

< since 3X2<7xl.7 2

223
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4

Property ofliumbets
,

In ihe set of yhole numbers, (n + 1) e called the sUccess6r or jn
and (n 1) is called the predecessor of n.

73

74

'75

76

77

78

79

80

82

For emmmple,.in the set of-mhole numbers, the

successoi Jof 4 is

The suocessor of 19 is

The-successor.of 215 is

if n represents any whole number, then thl

succeisor of n may be represented by -

The.predecessor of 8 is:

The wedeessor of 25 is

If n represents any mbole nudber, then ple

wedscessor of n may be represented by

There are
(how many

whole numbers betmeen 5 and 8?

Compute: (8 - 5) - 1 .

There are mhole nuMbersbetween 12
.(how many)

and 7?

Compute: (12 - 7) 1

Howmany mbole riuMbers atethere between 17

arid 18? ,

Compute (18 - )7) 1 .

224'

225

' aril%

20

216

214.

two

'four

zero

0



I`

Given whae numbers a and b such tkidt

If'we compete (b - a).- I, we have answered the

_question, "How many,whoIe numbers are tbpre

between ,and ?"

The e dre
(a finite.pumber of, infinitely merlY)

whole numbers between tio given,whole numbers
4'a mid b.

'The number of whole numbers between

ti)
"

7 is the

4tnd 7

of 7 tin the set of whole numbers, .*
4

6f 6 the set of whole numbers.

91

MINN

.

a finite nudber
'of

predecessor'*

succeasor

If a and b' are whole ntmbere such tha a ). b and

then:

Cp(a) a\ is the successor of b.

C3(b) b is the preaecessor of a.

0(c) t is the successor-of a.

91(a) Correct, a is greater than b and there is no

whole number betteen a and b.

91(b). Correct. b is smaller than a ant there is no

whole number between a and b.

91(c) Incorrect. The sUccessor is always greater,

and b 02.

1 = 0

Since 7 is 1the successor of 6 there is no whole number between,6

-and 7, and we say that, 7 is ':just after" 6. Since 6 is the predecessor

of 7 there is no'whole'number between 7 and 6, and we say that 6 fa

"just before" 7. We say also that 6 and 7 are "next to" each other.

:1

225
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r

then there are no whole numbers between a 'and b We say thata is "jut

a;ter" that b is "just before". a, and that a and b are "next to" :

:

.In generall,if whole 'number a is the successor of whole number 15

. each other. .

In tne folloWing frames, we consider a question concerning rational
,a.

numbers: Given-a rational number
/

does it have a successor in tle set
b.

of ratiOnill nilMbers, and,does it have
/

a predecessor in the set of rational

numbers?

1 In the, followink frames, Monsiagr the:two

fractions 2c and g
-

92

93

911.

95

97

96

99

1
'The rational number ripresente!lby .E has mg114(

names such as4 it 3 4-
anu

-EL ;Iltie.1*.-
BO 3.0 12

2
The rational nudber represented by has many

2 4 6 n 3
names sumh as z, 5 and u.where

n =

6
,

1
Using the name for the fraction 7 and)

8 sLL t 2
the name for the fraction

'
ye know that

12 3 N
6 8
IT is smaller than 5.-2- since.

N" ,765 <

1 2, 1 n
Hence < since = where n

2 12 2 12

Also <A
12

since
/2

2 '2
Hence .< siftce =

12 3 3

Since
2

< 12 < *S''
is between

where n

we say that the fraction

'and
2

226

< 8
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.100

102

103

104

In Frames 100 - 1054 refer to Figure19.1 above.

Point A , is- lebeled vith the. numbe

A. nay be labeled also with'the nuMber

where n

Point B is labeled with the nuMber
.

A S n -

B may be labeled:aiso with the nmmber 12

Where n g .

6
Since -k 7,7is greater than , thefpoizyt C

`associated with the number -1-12 will be to the

of the point A in Fikure 19.1.
'(right, left)

,

61

8
Since. I-12 .is smaller-than Ip %he point' C

associated with the number Ili*. vill be to the

of the point B in Figure 19.1..
,(right, left)

pa Figure 19.2 below if point C represents, the

2nunber
1

draw C in As iiroper,plaCe:
12

B

Figure 19.2

227

228

1

2
3

.right

left

ACB

41i)-1141-66.-12 3
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107 Since point C'

in "Figure 19,2,

the nuMbers

'N.

is betwfen points A,' and: B

We say the number h is

2
and

108 -1- is between nI d -?
12

1
rational number 'between

1
109 Another name for

There
(is, is'not)

d r

a

where n

.110 I Another name for 1 is n
12 U/ where n =

1 n
111 < <I i n

112 I Hence, is between

a .

and 1-2 if n

113 It possible to continuS' this

(is, is not) -

.to find ,a number between f ,and a1

-

ocesk

:

1 n
Ill.i. Another name for is z where n =

. 2
. .

115 Another name f.p,r is 4-s where n
2

116
n 1

2 < < n limmadlitaatim

228

229

between

is

If you .responded
"is? to this
frame, go imiedi-
ately.to Frame_
111. 1:f you
responded "is
'not" continue to .
the next frame,.

lii

13

13

is

If you responded
."is" to this
frame, go immedi-
ately to Frame
116. If you
responded

'not" continw to
ihdlheext frame.

24N

26

25

1.4



1 1
117 Hence, 4.-g 4s ber.tveen -g and 11 =

118 It is possible to continue th s process to find'
,

number betwee4 and

119 4 name-for the rational, nuMber anbetween 1 d
.

a is
'

where n =
n .

, 7. .
0 Thus, there ire

(a finite number of, infinitely many)

ra iona1 numbers between and

121

122

'

19 --..

rational

infinitely many

In the set of rationaI numbers the successor of is:

4

0(a), 3

lab) ti
C3()

10(d) does not haie a'suceessor

in the set of rational numbers.

121 Incorrect. is between 1 and

See 121(d).

121(b) andIncorrect. a_ is beiween 2 9
See 121(d).

121(c)
1 2.

Incorrect. and are differelA.nameS for
1 2

the same rational number since .5-,=

See 121(d).

121(d ) Correct.' .1 does not have a sucCeseor in the
2

set of rational numbers.

Since 13 has no sutcessr in the sets'ofrational
a

nutibers,,forany rational number 9- different'

a g
from r) there a rational nuMber

(is, is not)
a

between 17 and

2 3 0

,



19 .

123 Since there a rational =amber'

(is, lp not)
4

between any two different rational nunbers, the

rAtional nunbers ii said to be dense.

-124 Any set or nudbers which has infinitely many

meMbers between.two given members is sPid to
,

be

325 If a set ofnumbeTs,has two members dUch that

there is no member between them, the set is

not dense'

dense

6 The set of whole numbers .dense. .is not

The following sets are dense:
0

0(a) the counting numbers

O(b) the whole nudbers

ac)- the rational numbers.

127(a) Incorrect. 6,and 7 are counting numbers,

but there it no counting number between them.'

'127(b) Incorrect. '29 is a Whole number, but 29

,

does bave a whole nudber successor.

127(c) COrrect. Between any two different rational
a

nudbers s and .7d. thete ip at leasi,one other

rational number and hence there are infinitely many.

In this sub-program, we hav,e developed a new prolerty of nunbers. Me

have shown that between any two different rational numbers, no matter how

cIose,there ardmany other rational nunbers. Among other things this means

th*st, unlike the whole nuniters, one cannot identify-the nudbei that comes .

"just,before",.or "just 'after" a given rational number.

239

231



'Chapter 20

ADDITION AND SOBTRACTION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

4

20-A.A 'Addition of Rational Nutbers

Addition of vhole numbers is defined in terms of Union of disjoint sets.

N(A) * N(B) N(Ati B) if and,on1y if A and B atellisjoint sets.

s We use4these same ideasto motivate tbm definition:of addition of ration*al

nuMbers.

The Basic Unit

111

=2_ ___7---____:=

20.1 above ,the region shaded

horizoadlly is 1 of congruent parts

of the basic unit..

A.

Figure 201

The fraction .may be used to represent the
,

region shaded horisontalIY.P

In Figure 2p141 the region dhaded vertically is

1 of congruInt parts of the basic unit.

The fraction may be used to represent the

region shaded. vertically'.

441..

In Figure 20.1. the union of the., shaded rigions

is . of the At .congruent regions of ihe

badij-unit.

231

s

.40

".



The. fraction

'unlon of the shaded regions.

,...may be used. to represent the

Since: the shaded regions represent disjoint sets,

their union is repregented by 1; 'end also 'can be:-
1

represented by +

Figure 20.2 ii si model for

at'

=

am 1

Mb Ile in MI

1

Azure 20.2

Since 6 = 12

6

4+2)

From these examples we can motivate the definition of addition of. .
' rational numbere..as follows .:,, The union of* a of the b 0=v-dent parts of .... _

a unit region and. a of the b congruent parts of the unit region is the
. I ,

:4ame as (a + W of the, b4 congruent parts of the unit region, when the two, *. , ,.
'subregions are disjoint.

Thus, let us make the following definition of addi.-&on of -a pair of

rational numbers having the Same' d.enominatod:

refinition: Given two fractions s and
T:7°

Then + =

:maw

11 : 22
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20

5
4.17. is the ame as

(a) 43 o (b) (c) (d)
+ 5,

4

10(a)

10(b)

10

incorrect -since

Correct since

are correct.

Correct sInce 3

3

+ '5

5

.

=

3

8;

8

mks° are cortect

5 p, not

10(c), and 10(d) also

4
and 10fbi and 10(d)

2

10(d) Correct by tbe'datnition for addition of rational

nuMbers. 10(b) and 10(c) also are correct.

20-2. Properties of Addition of Rational.NUMbers

We.ihouid now.check to-see whether or not addition of rational nuMbers

as'we have defined it.has the properties characteriitit of addition of vhole

numbers. These properties are (l) closure; (2) commutattvity; '(3)

iativity; (4) a'aitive identitY..

12

13

14

15

*A *

-1 a and c are whole numbers, tMn (a 4e)
_-

a number.

Hencel'the iet of wtiolc nuA is

.oieration of Iddition.

under the

.if a b and e are Whole numbers.and b / 01

a 4. c
then ----- . a rational nuMber.

(is, Is not)

a c .a
Since +134

th6n

a rational number.
(i, Ic not)

c
Thus, 13 i; is alwais a,ratiOnal nuMber and the-

.

set of rational numbers is under the opeim-

tion of addi ion.

233

2:3 4

whole

closed

is

is

closed

44%
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*20 I

, We have seen that the set of rational numbers with the &sane

is closed. under the operation of addition.

We now turn to ttzko:thr property of the whole numbers to see

also to the rational numbers.

17

'18

21

2
equal to

(1.4g;is not) 5 5.

(equal, not equal)

The,order of the addends in the sum of tWo rational

nleers give different,results.
. ,

(does, does,not)

The addition'of two rational nuMbers is independent
,

Of the in whiCh they are a4ded.

4
.Thevtwo examples given in Frames 16 and 17 suggest

the conclusion:that addition of-rational numbers

has tlie property.

A:finite number of exampleb sufficient
/is, is.not)

..to draw a general conclusion.

denominators

if it applies

does not

order

commutative

is nat

A finite nuMber of exampleacan give an iniu.tive justification for a

generaliption, but the following theorem and proof furnish 6ondlusive

evidace4that the rational nuMbers are commutative'under addition.

Theorem:

r t t r
+ if.

El 13 13 B

Proof:
'

r t r + t
.22 + = by the definition of of ity addition

s s s )4

are rational'numbers.
_

andlis
^

rational numbers.

2314



r + t + r
a

4.8

eince add1tion of whole nuMbers

t + r r+ by the definition of addition of
' s

nUMbers.'

25 Therefore,
rttr

= isB 5. 85
any pair og ;rational numbers.

(true', not true)

20'

commutative

rational

for true

- We have seen that the sum of two nuMbers is independent of the'order of

the addends, for both rational numbers and. whole nuMbers. That isl addition.

in the set of rational nuMbers has the commutative property.' * .

4
Lat us see if the nesult of performing two or more successive-additions is'

.independent of the order in which the additions are performed.
a

.

;
7

27

2-71

7 7

28 + 2
7 7

(=, 1) 77

The three preceding frames seem to indicate that the

sum of.three rational nuMbers independent is

(isi is not)
,

of the order of performing the additions.

30 + ) _ ( + :13) c+ by the definition of

nuMbers.addition of

Sa + b) c + b) +
1 by the definition of

of rational nuMbers.

+ b) + c a + (b + c) -

_ by.the property associatiVe
d . d- . -------

of-whole nuMbers..

rational

addition

235
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33
+:(b + o) S.1.2-21.= + a by the definitibn of

addition of numbers, At rational

(b c), a b c
+ + by the 'definition

of rational numbers.

35 Therefore,

.=

The statement (1+ +

addition bf rational nudbers,haa

0 ( ) the closure property

addition

A)
+-shoms symbolically that

4 -

the commutative property

ke associative property

36( ,Incorrect.. While aAdition in the set of rational

nutbers has the tlbsurePropeaty the statement

is a symbolic representation of the assoc4tile-

property.

36.(b) Incorrectle:addition in the set of rational

numbers has the commutative property, the state-

ment is a symboliC representatibn of the-asSoCia-

tive property.

36(c) I Correct. The statement

d d

indicates that the result of perfol:ming two

successive additions is independent of their

order.

2 3 7
236
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We have seen:that the result of performing two successive additions iS

independent of the ordertn-yhich the additions are performed. Thails

addition-in the set'of rational nuMbers has the associative property. 'It is
--

1)0ssib1e,to verify.that the result of performing any flnite mother of suc-

,cessive additions is independent of the order in 14hich the additions are

performed.

Zero is the identitydlement for addition in the-set of wholemudbers.

That is 0 = n t 0 = n ,for anY vhole number n.

The set-of rational nuMbers
(does does not)

an i&entity element for addition.

have

38

does

The iderity for addition in the set of rational numbers is:

(a) t 0 (b) 154
0 (c)

38(a)' Incorrect.
7

does not represent a rationannudber..

38(b) ,Correct, provided n is a counting number.

Proceed to Frame 42.

038(c)- Incorrect. -6- does mot represent a rational

number.

a 0 a + 0
42 If + by the definition of

of rational nudbers.

237,.

addition

3

4
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lf b 0
0 sance Aa + a ,

a 0
Rence3

identiti for

0
and

,
where b 0, is the

b
of rational numbers.

a

addition

ye hau defined addition of ;ractions 'for the case where the denomina-
c +

tors are the . That is, .
c- - provided d 0. If the

denominators are not the same, we use the idea of equivalent fractions (as

discussed in Chapter 19)' to arrive at a suitable definition for addition of

'rational numbers..
ta

The sum of and
1

is
2

44

45(a) ,Correct.,
i-

1 1 3 2 3 +6 2

Y'rr.612
1 ...1! /1+1

45(b) Incorrect. Vr."Er 2--773" .

1
115( c ) Incorrect. r is, the product. (or Ithe difference

of .g and. 1, 'not the sum.' liI

'See 45(a).

a a X d. c c X b
Sine e 7: and .a c17-7C '

c a 4it d ( X )

V.W=bXd. d.Xb

238
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20-3. SUbtraction of Ratiemal lidgbers

In the set of whole nuMbers, SUbtractien may be defined as follow

Lefinition: c = n if and only if n = a.

We lash to define subtraction in the set of rational nuMbers in an

analogous manner, as follows:

a c n n e a
1?efinition: -d- = if and only if a. + =

5 since +2

7 7 7 7.-

, --- --5- since li + i .-56
1

n -.'-e

57
c

by the d

rational nuMbers.

..r

2 4

2110

of addition



then d d

n + C a
70. then. n CL at

a

60 n + c a; then n =.a a - c

s.

61 Thus, if c .11

d then n

E -61' then c n

wnererore, -

n = a c.

a c

64

65

a x d sc X f4,--

b x d. T71-

axd cxb (axd)-(
Er( a d b b d.

66 ence.

67

68

69

(14. x 7)
7 5 x 7.

Bence, 5

.bXd

x
7 5

28 -

28, 15
35 35'

so

(b c) or (c xb)

'(axd.) (bxc

(3?(5)'or (5)(3)

2i1.2 = --

tom& *IN
1 8 -
L7 10

-r
1===.

241'
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207 troperties of Sibtraction

73 But- - 5

number.,

(does, does ncit

:.

represent a whole

74 Hence, eUbtraction-of rational numbers

have the ClOsure property.

(does, does.not)

76 Hence, the set of rational nuMbers Under the.opera-

tion of subtraction oommutative.
(is, is not)

7
9 2

7 7.

-
411111111.111i

79 Hence 4-2 i - -'.3) and. the.rational7 2
7 7 7 7

nuMbers have the associative property
(do, do not)

under the operation of pubtraction.
4

8o

82

83

3 ,3 3 3

a a_a- a
47

=
b

7 0 7 - 0
=

a c.:1

S 7 S.

242

doeq not

does Rot

is not

do not

0

0

't



a

"c7 -c by-the definition of

of rational Duitibep.
1-7 S*, .

aq

a e (a + c) c

b b
by' subtraction of

numbers. ,

addition

rat Ona.b'

8 a c)

Bence, c

89
10 IA 5
13 13'

*

C.

numbers.

a
A

10

subtractio4*of

rational

c a - c) c
by the definitiop fpr

of rational.nabers.

93 Hence, -

7 7

7 7-

addition

a

a

9

a c

;6
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Chapter 21

MULTIPLtCATION OF RATIONAL =MRS

Multiplication of,Rational Numbers

.
In the last'chapter me defined addition for rational numbera in a may

that used only prOperties of whole,numbers. We showed that this-addition has

-suoh properties as closure., commutativity and associativity that are character-

latic of addition of whole numbers. We found. that the binary operation addi-
.

ion in the seta rational numbers inNolves taking tmo nuMbers and associating

mith theme third nutber called their "sum."

Our,taaks for multiplication of rational nuMbers are'clearly of the same

.sort. With each pair of rational numbers me wan'tto'associate %third. number

called their "product." 44e want ways of doitg this that involve onty pre-

viously learned operations and concepts. We would.Aikethe properties of such

multiplication to be.pretty much the same as those of,the now familiar multi-

plication of whole nulthers. Furthermore, in order to be consikent 'with our

efforts so far, we want to findphysical mbdels mhich justify and give content

-' to the procedures madevelop.

We,define multiplication Of rational numbers as l'ollows:,

%
. c a

Definition: Given two rational numbers and Thenb d
Et,X°c

b X d

This definition gives a Omputational procedure that,depends.on4 on

multiplication of mholesnumbers; As mith whole numbers, we call M. the,
product of the two factors and

216

alb
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0

Thetfollowing fTamei attempt'to*exhibit some models illustrating tbe

-product of two,rational nuAbers.

Consider the,figUre below. The shaded-regioh is a

Model for the rational nuMber

'
Consider the figure below. The ishaded region iS a

model for the ratiohal number

,

141.

4 -.A

246
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'4 I.

CO titat! 'e* .:
is a model for tA ratippal number. '.z.,or

,.

11 Consider the figure belov. The shaded region-rep-
= 6 ,-reserlts the ratippa1 number 1.7 or \ .

12 Consider the no** belTe. °The shaded region

rfpresents the rational number or

x

, rim item INre

au. 71.

r.
I *

L -----
1

2117

2 7

2 x' 2

3 2.EX3

6
20

21,

t



u

S.-

4**

ag.

+IF

21

13 Which of t e fo14owing Is a ne1 for
respooses.)-

0 (a)

',

(Check all, correct

.**

13"(a). Correct. 2 -§- See 1S(c).4 x 5 .20

13(b) Iirorrect. x .34

.2 2 3 6
( el Correct. 4 75r*5 20 See 13(a).

i
248
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''r4.operties'ofMilltiplication,efltational NuMbers

We shouldnabw chedk to,see whether or'nct, multiplication of rational
4111

, 'numbers as tm have. defined:it las the properties characteristic of yaultiplica-
.

tion of whOle numbers.' These properties are: (1) closure; (2) commu4tivity;
,

(3)' associativity; (4) pultiplicative identity.

16

18

and' b 'are whole numbers, 'then x b)

is a number.

Beace, the sei of'whole nuMbers is underthe

operation of multiplication.

If ,a, b c and d are whole nuMbers b / 0 and
,

d Oi then, a rational nuMber.
is not)

a x c a c a c
.8ince = X thenbxd b s- x

rational nuMber.

is not)
a

.Thua, if b / 0 and d / 01 then irX is always

a.rational nuMber and the set of rational numbers

is under the operation of multiplication.

whole
*

closed

is

closed .

We have seen that the set Of rational nuMbers re closed under the opera-
'.

tion of multiplication.

We now turn to another Property of the,whole numbers to see if it applies

also to multiplication of rational nuMbers.

(equal, not eqUal

249

2 9

is

equal
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21 The orderof the factors in,the product br,two

rational nusibera give dirferent
(dbes, does not)

results..

' 22 The:multiplication of two rational nuMbers is inde-

pendent 'of the, in which they are multi*ied. order

23 The two examples given iiltames 19 and 20 suggest

the conclusion that multiplication-of rational,numbers

has the' property.

ea 'mot

. ,

24 A finite number of exaiples suff dent is not
is not) '

to diaw a general conclusion*

commutative

.;

kftflTte number of examples can give an intuitive justification for a

generalization) but the following theoraim and proof furnish conclusive,

evidence that the rational nuMbers are commutative ynder multiplication.

25

26

27

28

4.

Theorem:
...----'rxt=tx_

.ii 1-: and .7;t are rational
s v v a s ..,

. ,

numbers.

Proof: iv*
r t tr

by the definitton of Pfs,v sxv
rational nuMbers.

rxt ixr
since multiplication 'of whole

numbers is

x r t
by the definttion of multiplication

x s v s

of numbers .

r t
Therefore X x isosvvs
any pair of rational numbers.

true, not true)
for

250

2 5 9

multiplication

commutative

rational

AN

true.
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V*
We have peen that the product 9f.two nutbers is independent of the order

of the factors for both rational numbera-'and whole numbers., That it, nult1.-

paication in the set'of-rational nutbers has the comwtative property.

'Let up see if the result of perfOrming two or,tore successive multiplica-

tions is independent-of the otder in whiCh the nultiplications are performed.

4a,

30

32

33

311.

35

36

137

38

) .

A

kt-tr

The t eshree preceding fram seem to indicate thwat the
, . .

product of three 'rational nutbers
.

.(is, is not)

independent of the order oi performing the multipli-

cations.

tii. e (a X 1 e
X by the definition of ma-

(b X d r
tiplication of numbers.

e a x 0' X e by the definition of .

of rational nutbers.
4

a X c) x e c X e) by the propertybxd xf-bX dxf
of multiplication of whole nutbers.

b x X f
X

ql X
a by the definition of

multiplication of nuMbers.

a (c X e) a?EX -d- X..f by the definition-of

of rational nutbers.

Therefore, X I)

251
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A

rational

multiplication
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rational
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39

414

4tatenent ( X --= --`x --X
f b d

plication of rational nuMbers has

0 (a) the closure property

,(b)- the camautative propeasty
6,

C3 (c) the associdtive. property

shows syMbolicaly that multi-,

Incorrect, While multiplication in the set of rational

nudi.iers has the closure property, the statement is a

sydbolic representation of theassociative property.
P A:

39(b) Incorrect. While multiplication in the set of rational

nudbers has the commutative property, the statement is a

sydbolic repiesentation of the associative property.
6

39(c)

/111.11-

Correct. 'The statement

(fx: S) X 2. = x xd r d f

-indicates that'the result ofiperforming.two successtyé

multiplications is independent of theii,order.

k,

We have seen that the regult of perfOrming two successive multiplications

is independent of the order in which the multiplications are performed. That

is, multiplication in the set

It is possible to verify:that

successive muAiplications Is

cations are performed.

of rational huMberd-has the associative property.

the result or performing any finite nudber of
, 4

independent of the order in which the multipli-

One is the identity eledent for multiplication in the set or;whole number

That is, 1 X n = n, X 1 = n for any whole nuMber

252

6
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40

41

42

43

45

4,7

7,

49

V.

Theidentity for,MatipIication in the set of rational nudbers is

represented by the fraction.:

0 (b) (

0
40(4 Incorrect. is the identity for additiod

n.

pot multiplication.

'40(b) Correct, provided n 0. Proceed to Frame 45.
i

40(c)- Correct.

p,roceed to Frame 45.

1
is another name,tfo

n
Seet,40.(b) and

#

where . n,=
10

a where n

2Xn_
5 n 5 X n 7 5

axn_aXn
bXn by definition`of ofn-

rational nualbers.

4

a X n a
But bX equivalent to 3 .

kis, is not)

a n
Hence, 17) X 71. = / Provided In A 0.

a n
Since ' = the identity for.

b n
n 1

rational nuMbers is =
n 1.

The set of rational nl:mibers have an.

(does, does not)

element which is the identity for multifalcation."

) 253

253

2

2

multiplication

multiplication
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-Recall that mUltiplicati is distributive aver addition in the set of

whole nudbers. That is, a X'(O + c) '4a2-X.b) + (a X,;).'
-%

Let us tee ifmultiplication isoiistributive over addition in-the set of

rational nuMbers.

Theorem

X10

a
if are rational nudbers.

1,,

Proof:

by the definition ofdd b.d
of rational numb'ers and d 0.

(c + a) a X (c + e) by the difinition of
d bXd
of rationalnumbers.

a-X c + e Ca X c) +(a X e) by the
b X b d

property. of .multiplication over addition in the
t

set of whole. numbers.

(a X c) + (a X e) (a X c) +(a X e)
th e

b Rd b X d: 10(d
definition of addition-of tudbers.

(a ) Cc) 4.,(a X e) (a ) by the
bXd bXd d- bd
definition of multiplicttion of nuibers.

Therefare, X (-ed- + ,(1-1' X + (?; x

(true, not trde)

far any three rational nudbers.
.

56 Hance, in the set of rational nudbers, multiplica-

tion is r 'over addition.

254
254

,1111.11.111111Mta

addition

multiplication
.

diatribUtive

rational

ratianal

true

distributive



A more gesieral representation of the distributive p the statement:

83

,A1

8

In the set of whole =fliers and ratitinal ntrabers the identity element'

fo,r edditph, denoted by 0, has =the following multiplication, property

0 X n X 0 0 fot any whole number 'n.

255
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64

65

66

67

68

69.

o X
3 8 x' 3 .17

L.'

a axo
1-3- X 7 1-77--n by the defini on of .

rational =fibers.

a X 0
b X n sincel:a X 0 =

Hence, X 2 = 12 0 ands the product of TE,I)- and
. b

the identity for addition in 'rational.numbers is

equal to

:2X3 n
3 X 2

Nh ere n =

p.

where n =

axb n 1
x where'

a

b a b
The nudbers 1-; and are multiplicative inverses

a *

or reciprocals since their product is the idemtity

element for

73 'The.reciprocal of t is the nnthber
a

The reePracat of is

75 The reciprocal of I is
pat 2

ak

256
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multiplication

or 0

5

(a x b) or any
coukting nuiber

'multiplication
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77

The reciprocal of

Ihe reciprocal of 2

.1.1111101...11111

78

#

The reciprocal of

0 (a) is
0

a (b) is 26-

0 (c) &Ns not exist.

78(a) Incorrect. 2 not . See 78(c). ,

1

78(b) Incorrect, E does not represent a rational number.

See 78(e).

78(c) Correct. The :raimber T. has no reciprocal' since it is .
0

impossible to find a number such that the product of this

number and* is the identity for multiplication.

1.1
257
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OHAiTER 22

:Dr:rifai5N O RATIONAII NUMBS

We'have defined spectfiejialy for rational limbers three of the four

standard binary oPeratione on numbers. In each case we have observed that

iatiOnal rnmtbers certainly' involve different situations than wholelnumbers.

That is, "addition" ior whole hymbers is by no means exactly the same as

"addition' for ratiohal timbers, nor is "multiplication" t'or whole numbers

the same as "multiplication" for rational numbers'. laut the properties of the

sat of rational numbers-under the operations of addition and multiplicatioh
4 4' 444'...

are the same as for the aet /of whole nImibers.'
. Thejefiattions of the operations have been farmulated in such a way that

such standard propertieaiis commutativity, associativity, distributivity, and

,

special properties of the itiehtity elements foi.'addition and multiplication

afiply.
The pattern we .will 'follow in discussing "division" for rational !unbent

. by now, be a familiar one. As before, we want to preserve, as. far as

'possible, the speci4 definitions and praperties that apply to division of

3.71-iole numbers. Aultiplication will cane into the ;natter, as you woUld expect.-

These considerationsei*d us to a, definition of the operation of division of .

rational numbers.

pivision of Rational Numbers

The definition of division of whole numbers is a 4 b n if and only'

if a = b Xn. Thus, the' definition of flivision of rational numbers is:

a c
Definition: f and only if S

'
b 0, d 0,

b d n

2 2 1 2 2
since .

2

0 5
since

259

259
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2
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is equal to:

(a)

4

0 (o) No correct answer given.

#

2
3 (a) Incorrect. You found the product of and ,r

5
Choose a different response.

3 16 18 2 X 24
3(b) Correct. 4 '30 120 TWW, See 3(

3(c) Incorrect. 3(b) is the oorr' ect. repons, but it is
16

rather difficult to arrive tat . 35. as t1ç quotient
2 + The following theorem'provides a nvenient

algorithm for finding a fraction which rep esents the

quotient of two 'given rational numbei-s.

Theorem:

if bQ, c i 0 and d740.

Proof:
. .

a a
IT = 1 since the two fractions .

identical.
(are, are !AA)

b X. d b c X di
a Cc Xixe .

since
d

represents the

of rational numbers.identi,ty element for

1
X

X by the property of multi
b dc
plication "of whole numbers.

are

multiplication

commutative

aX ) X by the definition of of .multipli cationn`d c b
rational numbers.

x (ac X t) by :the property of multi- associative

plication of rational numbers.

260



-S X .( 1.4y the* property of commutative
d b c Z

multiplication of rational nnabers.

22

, IQ by the definition of div on
,

PT, numbers

'4

-s

18

1+2.2x2.
9 9 9 5 14,

222 0 'erties of Division of-Rational ,NuMbers

4

5 -I- 2 a whole 'number.
(is, is not)

16 The ithole numbers
Care, are cot

operation (4 division.*

closed under the

If b b, cO, djO, then +
b d

as the result of a theorem.

a

L ,

110

a3.x

X is Orations' nutab'br) since multiplication

of rational numbers has the property.

A

jgince a + c -a `A3=3x and

nuber;
(is, is not)

a d
is a rational

b c

;rational number.

261
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rat onal

6

45

*

is not

are not

closure
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a c
-Thns, re;+ is 'always a.rational number if. b l 0,

'40. aid 4 f 0; and division of 'rational nvmbers

has property."
21

23 Thus Y+ + I and division of ,rational
cnumbers'doeS not h.ave the property. comptative

closure

`

'r(

.
26 Proi.''Frames 24 and 25,

. one tan *say that division' of ".,
- ,..

rattnal numbers do'es: not belie the property..
,

, .

.% .
Doeb division in the pet of Ational. numbers distribute over .aa,

froaLthe rIght but'not over addition from the left?'

associative

0.

,



4

28 Alpo, if + + is diitrillutive; then

(a). 5 2

(b)

ermt4- 4 4:

N
ddition frail the..rtght. 41.stribuit1ve

31 J If' division were distributive over 'addition from, the
left; then the result wou1d3be as follows:

a

T 12
120 + 90 .

72 ; 72 I
ft. a ,

32 Since / Frames 28 and 29 show4hat..in the2 r 72
set of rational ninnbers diTletion 4oes not distribute
over addi tion from the

(left; right)

263
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CHAPTER 23

LOCIMAiS

In thel.ast few charters we'have considered the rational numbers named

a
as fiactions in the form T.,, -with a a Whole number and b a counting

.number, and we havediscussed ways of computiqg with such numbersy'chiefly

by manipulation of their fractional forms.

Another common way of naming rational numbers, as you know, is by

decimals, sometimes called decimal fractions. This Chapter considers'this

way of naming rational numbers, the Operations using these numerals, and the

justification of "rules" that are eimmonly stated for.doing such operations.

Several issues rai y -011s way of writing numbers also are discussed.

Xecimal actions coyce themselves oq the attentiop of youngiters very

early bed se Of their use in,,ourmonetary system. Mbre important is ihe

fast th the'decimal notation is used in virtually all technibal, scientific

and butiness computing for both the English'systeM and Metric system of

measurements. And, as will be Aiscussed in Chapter 3121, decimalS provide the

gmay convenient.peans we have of dealing with certain numbers that.cannot be

a'
namedwith a fraction in the form 1.;.

For the moment, howeVer, we willsregard our decimals as naming numbers

which could just as.well be naMed by whole-numberd, frtictions, or mixed

numbers.. Moseof ()lir discussion will deal.w1th "terminating decimals" and

0 21
,

and so on,
dT lootheir fraction equivalents,,for example, 7 P '7"

Near the end of.the chapter.we will discuss some lepeating decimals" and

1
their fraction equivalents for example, = .33333 :*

23-1. Introduction

.'1 In'the decimal .0132. the 3 represents .

1

'three . of one.

4..
fh the decimal .517, the. 5 represents five

of One.

In the decimal .27 the 2 represents tmo tenths

or twenty

a 265

11.

thousandths

tenths

hundredth's



3

23

8

In the decimal .15, the 5 'repreeents five

hundredths, or five tenths of one

If you ansvered all four of the preceding

frames correctly, proceed to Frame 24.

tenth

npoSolloying is a representation Of the wholanumber 3105, in

tpaneed nopition:

310, X 1000 (1 X 100) + (0 X10) + (5 X 1)

Figure 23.1

In the whole.number 3105, the 3- represenis

three and is in the thousands place.

In the whole number 3105, the 0 .represents

tens and is in the tens place.

In the' whole number 3105, the 5 representS

five and is in the last or ones place.

In the whole number. 3105, the 1 is in the

4 place.'

thousands

zero

ones

hundredS

In our base ten place value pystem each d2fit represents a certain number

according tO its place1 ne,central idea of the base ten pldbe value notation

is that the value of each place Amediately to the left of a given place is

ten times the value of the given place, and the value of a place iMmediately,

to the right of a given place'is ohe tenth the value of the given place.

9

10

,

In the whole number 37, the 3 Is in the tens

place and represents ones.

In, the whole number '105, the 5 le in the ones

place and represents five of ten.

266

thirty or
3 x 10

tenths



11 In the whole number 512, the 1 represents

pne ten or one I
of one hUndred, tenth,

12 In the whole number 5203, -the 2 represents

two

3 In the whole member 5203, the 2 represents

two tenthe of one

hundreds

A thousand

, 14 ThIN in any whole number, 1 in the hundreds place

may be thought of as of one thousand. one :tenth

To make our,place yalue system serve, for naming rational \numbers as'well

as 61.e numbers, we simply extend this idea of place.value by saying that

there are places to the right of the ones place and that the value attached

,to each will be, ss in wholg nuMbers, one tenth of the place..immediately to
e.

its left.

15 The digit It is in the ones place in the following.numbers:

340 0 (b) 24.6 0 (c) 30.4 0 (d) 04.3'

AMID

15(a) Incorrect. The 0 is in the ones place, while

the 4 is ift the tens place. See 15(b) and

15(d).

15(b) Correct. The period or dot, called a deamal

point, is used to indicate that'the place on its

immediate left is the ones place.

15(c) Incorrect. The ones place is Occupied by the \CI

and the 4 is'in the tenthslplace. See 15(b)

and 15(d).

15(d) Correct. The 4 is in ihe ones place. Note

that the 3 is in the place designated 'las the

tenths place. See 15(b). at

11.

267



16

17

18

-

19

20

21

.22

23

In the decimal 3:40 thW 4 rApresents four

tenths of the place on the keft whkch is the'

place.

ID the dec mal 0.250 the 2 repre ents two

-

,The tenihi iaace in the decimal 0:05 ii eccupied .

by the digit

In the decimal ..320 the 2 represents two tenths

of one

2 1
2Since

,
tw:tenths of one tenth'is

10 --T5 54«
.two

trims In the decimal .32, the 2 rePresents

two
/MP 1 I Of

1 .11.Since ---
100 X r6 l000l

will be one . . .

one tenth of one hundredth

Thus, the 3 .in the decimal 0.123 represents

thousandths%
WM 11.1

32_ al +
100 100 100,- 10 10Q

..--%'1Figure 23.2 S.

ones

tenths

'0

tenth

hundredths

hundredths

thousandth

three

number sentence in Figure 23.2 written 'In

ecimal notation would be

.35 = .30 + .05 . .3 +

.52 + .02

.7 + .o3 .002 .

268
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*
4

'ar! The decimap; 3 is /ead as fift three
,

hundredlf a d .72 .would-ee read.as

hundredths.

The nuMber undred six thousandths would te
.- a

written as the decimal

Five hundredths would be written as theodecimal

AO
0 The decimal 2.01 is read as two and one hundredths.

The decimal point is represented by tbe word

in reading the decimal.
-5

I.

Twenty-one and sixteen hundredths wculd be written

as the decimal

In the diagram belowmthelletters under the dashes

represent names of the place values in"the decimal .

system of notation. Fill in the names of the

Taace values which are not already labeled.

23

t

seventy-two

.106

.05

and

21.16

TaT TbT I ) (d) (e) 7-Er

(a)

(b) tens

hundreds

(c) ones

(d) tenths

,(e) hundredths

(r)
%.

thousandths

DeciMals can te eXpreseed in expanded notatIon In much the samalmy as
, . I N 1

whole numbers. For example, 1.32 = (1 x 1) + (3 X .-r-) k 2 x 1756
10

269



33

34

35

36

Write 10.3 in expanded notation.

10.3ft

The decimal .014 written in expanded notation

would be:

(8 x 10) (3 X 1) X (0 X A) :1- (1 X
)

is

the expanded notation for the decimal

(ixio) + (oxt)

(34)

(o)(1-1.6) t(1)*
oov2___

83.01

Four hundred and !bur tentha could be writtensas

1:3 (a) 40.4

O (b) 400.4

O (c) )i + (0 x + (o x I) + x.73:5)

0 (a) (4 x 10) + o x + (4 .x -15)

36(a ) Incorryt. Recall that tkie word "and" represents

tbpdecimal point in reading a decimal. See

36(b) and 36(c).

36(b) Correct. This is the decimal form for the

nuMber. See 36(c).

36(c) Correct. This is the expanded notation form

for the number. See 36(b).

36(d) Incorrect. Recallthat the word '?:.e.nd" represents

'the decimal point in reading a decimal. See

36(b) a4d 36(c).

s
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37

38

39

112

)43

The dee mal 3 rePresents oi

The decimal represents -3- Or
10 1000

The decimal .3 is the same as,thmee hundred.,

thOusandths-written as the decimal . I

Thus - 3
4

.?does, does not)

equal .300. 1.

In a given decimal, the affixing of zeros to the

right of the last digit on the right
does, does no

thange the value of the given decimal.

The decimal .172000 equal -.172.
(does, does not)

Mius, the deletion of

from the right end of

affect its value;

one or,more.successivelzeros

a decimal
(will,' will not)

30

300

.300,

does

'does not

.

does

will. not

Si ce.it is possible to affix or delete'zeros at the right end of a

decima it is possible to represent any pair' of decimals so that they0poth

have the same nuMber of decimal places to the right of the decimal point.--
.

115

The two decimals .213 and .17 expressed7ai

thousandths Would-be .213 and

respectively.

The two decimals .098 and
;

tea tholisandths wOuld be

respectively.

expressed as

and

271
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23

The fact that any pair of declal& can be expressed so that each has the

same nutOper of decimal places to the right of the decimal point may be psed

to compare the tvo decibals.

47

48

.32 and .27 are read as ,thirty-two hundredths
-

and twenty-seven hundredtbS respectively.

.32 > .27 pince the tvo decimals are expressed

in,the samp parts of the basit ubit, namely

'hundredths, and for the number of parts,

32 27.

,182 >,.030 sine& the parts of the basic unit

are and 182 > 30. thousandths

To compare .12 and .138, the parts of the'basic unit vould

probably be:

0 (a) tenths

o (b) hundredths

(c) thousandths

o (d) ten thousandtAls
/

48(a ) Incorrect. .12 and .138 do not differ in the

tenths place vtich gives no basis for com-

;orison. See 48(c).

.48(b) Incorrect. ,.12 and .138 do differ in the

hundredths place vhich might afford a batis for

comparison, but 'additional explanation would be

required. See 48(e).

48(0 Correct. .12 = .120 and .120 < .138 since

120 < 138: The decimals are expressed in the

same parts .0 the basic unit, namely thousandths.

48(4) incorrect. .12 = .1200 and, .138.= .1380 and

1380 > 1200. A:comparison can be made using ten

thousandths. Howeverl-it is not economical in

that it,involves affixing more zeros than are

necessary. See 48(c).

272



50

Thus,' .32

And .09

(<,
.315 since 320 > 315.

.101 since < 101.

->

Tb'tell vhethek one of a pair of decimals is "less than," SI equivalent to,"

.or "greater than" the other, each is expressed in terms of the same part:of

" the besic unit. :The4 the order is determined by'the nuAber otparts,

expressed as 'whole numbers.

I 2 -4. Operations Alailecimals

:adhtime ve have introduced a new set of numbers, or a'new way

writing familiar\nuldhers ve have develoied vays of dealing withequivalence,

leas than or greiiter than relations, and we have defined ways of doing

'standard operation's. Equivalence and order for decimals,have just beer

-dealt

lb begin a diacussion of operations, let us iemind ourselves that any

sunh discussions shOuld'provtde both conceptual,moaels for the process at

hand and efficient,computational procedures. The conceptual aipect of he

. operations uslipg terminating desimals can be very quickly disposed of

.remarking that since they are only different 'ways of vriting rational nuaihers,

.exactAy the same models that were used for fractions auffice to give meaning

to the operations vith decimals. That is to say that for Tach such decimal
a

used in an operation there is an exactly equivalent fraction of the form
)3'

where b is some power of 10, so that using these equivalent fractions,

the models and concepts previously discussecrwill apply. For that matter,

any operation could be done merely, by changing the decimals to fractions and

using the computational...procedures already discussed. It is convenient,

however, to have vays of dealing 21sectly.with decimals via the usual

operations.

We cannot dispose of these computational wocedures very easily. Although

ve have fairly-simple rules of thumb to tell us how to get ansvers, these

rules are seldom we),±,understood arid are often incorrectly applied. This is

especially true for thelpperation of division,

"N
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In the following svb-programs of this chapter we consider addition,

subtraction, 'multiplication and division on,decimale., In most cases the

.procedure amounts to first a computation with whole nuMbers then some rule

to place properly the decima).,;oint,in the answr.

51

52'

53.

511.

55

1. .

-23.051 + 3,10721%

.03142 - .001934 =

*01024 -I- .128 =

t'26.15821

.022486

,.5203

.08,4

[.4 + (3-x .02)1 + 2.3 =

0 (a) 2

0 (D) .438 approximately

Incorrect.

,(.4c+ .06)

1.4 + (3 X .02)1

+2.3 ='.46 + 2.3

+

= .2.

, Continue to Frame 56.

55(b) Incorrect'. See 55(a).

55(c) Correct. If you answered Frames 510 520 53

' and,54 cortly go to Frame 122,

If you missed any of the preceding frames,
*

proCeed to Frame 56.

23-

56

57

ddition of Decimals

1.5

47

.32

Then

.15 =1t

-2- +
100. 100

-757-

100

274



Andi
'100

in declimal form is'

59 1 4ance .32 + 42

.033 r.29
1000 1000

11 IF-Co + 512ot 7661:7*

62
_216

And,
3.000

in decimal form is

P4*.

Hence,, .03

6 (2.04 + .79) + .115

for n -------

2040 M-- 2.2a

s

65 Apn, (2C(40
790) 135 (2040 + 720) 4

1000 1000

'2830 + 11566 ,And
1000 1m 1000

Thus, (2.04 + .79) + .,115 as a decimal is

.47

.47

590

.623

115

2945

68
J

.035 + .117 as a fraction is 2-2 if n = 1000

69 7hue .035 +.117 as a decimal is .152

70 I .0072 + .015 a fraction is

, 71
J
Thus, .0072 + .015 as a decimal is

222
10000

01/22

.23 expressed in a decim4 representing

thousandths 'Would be %230

expressed ina decimal representing thousandths

would be

275
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23

7

76

11

re

-Then, the sum of .23 and .3 expressed in

thousandths would be

-And, the sum'of -23, and .3 express:Win

hundredths would be 11....=1Ulm,

.530

.53

1.43-4 .23) 4. .0979 =

Q (a) 1.609

1.-V(b) 2.45'

.0 (c). 1:66790

76(a) Correct. 76(c)salso is correct.

76(b) Incorrect. In t4is example,.the decimals, 1.43

and .23 must be changed to agree in the'number

of decimal places with .0079.

Por example: ,

1.4300 + .2300) .0079 = 1.6679.
6

RetuAl to Pram 56 gnd continue.therefrom.

76(c ) Co;rect. 76( ) also i 'correct.

Summary
4

Tb add two or more decimals, annex zeros:on the right of those decimals

for which it ilknecessary so that all of them have the same nuMber of decimal

places to the right of the decimal point. Disregard the' decimal points and.
.4

proceed as ip addition of.vhole nunibers.- Then place the decimal point so

thatthe resUlting sum has the same number of decimal places as each GP the
4

addends.

23-4. Subtraction of Decimals

1

77 :35 "15
4

a

'78 Then,
100 31.160 = 100

2 6

3-5

.20



79
, PO -
--. inlecimal 'ffpna Is
100

80 -Hance .35 - .15 = *.

- .0 1000

'Then, 29° -211 ..
qxxxcL 'cub- *

-32-low in decimal form is

-.357

S.
A

- .20

33

357

mice, .399 -.0 3

(2.04.779) 7 .115 4.9212 122 111
,11 n

for n =

115

4 23..

:41

, -..

:

'r

86 .

- 790 ( 2040 - 790)
. The.%

10000 1000 1000

1250 115
/000 iboo

.88 ','ThUs. (2.04 - .791 .115 as a decimal is .

"

.117 - .035

A

.82- 2as a fraction is if n . 00

4135

1.155

417 -":11035 asa,decimal is

4915 --.0072 'as a fraction is

93.

.94

AP
,

- .0072 as a deciial is,. .

A

,

expressed 11.4.a decimal representing thousandths

wolvId. he iMirlin1,,
"r4

4. .

exOessed in a decimal representing-thousandths

rvAik be 1116

41$b° 4

2., 5.

78
10000

.0078

.500



23

S.

,95 Then,' the difference .5 :-. expresvd

thCusandths would be
.

And, the afference - .32 eXpressectin

hundredths wonld be
, .18

(1.,43 7 .23) s.0.079,..

o (a) 1.1921

O (b)

(c) 1..19210

Ti(a) Correct. Otc) also is Correct.

.97(b) Incorrect, In the examp45 the decimals 1.43

and .23 must be cthatoagree in nuMber

of decimp

For example:

797(0

(1.4300 - .2300) - .0079 = 1.1921 :

Return to Frame 77 and continue -therefrom.

Gorrect. 97(a) also is correct.

Summary'

'To pub:bract two given decimals; annex zeroaon the right a those

decimals for which it is necessary so that all of them have the'same nukber

of decimal places to the right of the decimal pOint. Aidregard ihe decimal
.

points and proceed as in sUbtraetron of whole nuMbers. Then place'the

.decimal point so the resulting difference has the same number of deciMal

places aseach of the giften decimals.-

To Use subtrabtion with:three or More decimalsl'the order of performing

the subtractions must be indicated since rational nuMbers are not associative.

under the operation or,pbtraction.

/
s.

4.
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23-5. Multiplication oi Decimals

100

101

102-

193

3.04

1 8

109

5 .15 x

The%

And, 370 in decimal form is

Hence, .5 x .15 =.

03 1/4:01170 112

40
Tb", 100.x 1000 ' lox=

And, 3.,..66-
120

6-0. decimal °form is

110
`IL"? 100000

in debits' for% is

r0 X 1001 100 100a . 1
,

Hence, (.2 X .03),X .25 =

110
`IL"? 100000

in debits' for% is

;

lowmmemilwaiT

so

75

.075

120

.00120

.00120

.00150

Hence, (.2 X .03),X .25 =

lowmmemilwaiT

279279

.00150

,



V 110 1.25X .A3) X1;0 =

0 60 '750._

O (b.) 75 :065

0 ( c ) ,00750'

O .0750

4
-

110(a) Incorreat. See 110(c) then return tp FI:ame 98#
A

'110(b) Incorrect. See,110(e) then return,to Frame 98.
, - o

110(c) Correct.' (25 X 3) X 10 = 750 and there are

(2.st 2) + 1 decimal places in thelproduct.

Henc?; (.25 X-.03) X 1.0
A

110(d) -Incorrect. See 110(c)then return to Frame 98,

Ty

Tcvmmltiply two br more decimals; disregard the decimal point in each .

*

'of the factors; 'then Proceed a4 in multiplication of vhole numbers.

',Determine the numberiof deciMal paacep in eatch factor; find the sum of these
.

0 -".nuMbers; then place the clecimal point so that the produgt has this many

decimal plgices.

there are not,enough digits in the product to aCiCtinodate -the required

nuMber of decfmal placeslsupply zeros between the decimal point and eft
,

digit of the.whOle'number produat.

23-6. Division of Decimals
.

. 0

Definition: a + b if and only it' a . b."( n vhere b ahd n

belonA to the same set of nuMbers oa IF is not the'additive

identity.

The above definition is generally the7one.used fo

of nuMbers. _Just as it is used in division of vhole-n

numbers; it will bit.eused in division of decimals.
1

4

#

ivision,vith a set

rs and' Tational



111

117

aa.8

119'

,;

415 . .03 X

Thus, ,415 + .03 n if n

.032 .,.08 X

Thus, ,032.+ 208.

.4?0. .5 X 7'

Thus), .45o 4. .5 = A if n = .

if n

.45 + .5 n if n

.18 +, 6:= n if n =

1,0+2=n if n =

.90

.90

.9

23

1.5 + 2 =

0 (a) 7.5 (c ) .07

120(a) IncorrecV. 2 X 7.5 15.0 TA 1,5. If you,

replace 1,5 with 1.50, then. 2- X .75 = 1.50

arid .75 is the correct response.

120(b ) Correct. 1,5 + 2 . 1.50 + 2 = .75/

2 2H,75 =s1.50 . 1.5.. 1

a

since

Incodect. 2 ,X .075, .150 not 1.5. If you

replace 1.5 itith..1.50 then 2 x .75 = 1.50

Egid' .75 is the correct response.

t

281
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121 1.50 t .002 *2

, (4) 7,5 (b) 750 (c) ..75O

121 iheorreei. .002 N:75 . .150 not 1.50.

See 121(b),

121(b) Correct. 1.50 .002 =1.500 4- .002 =-750,

j
s since .002\>:750 1.500 1.50.'

121(0' Incorrect. '402 X .70'. .001500 not 1.50.

See 121(b).

.16

In the preceding frames the teehnAque or finding the missing factor vas

used tq obtain tile quotientof two decimals. Since the sane deSinitibh

divItion is used for both whole numbelt and decimals, vhole number division

may beused as aj6art of's. different technique for division of decimals.

1.11bis technique ve disregard the Aecimal point and proteed as in

wholesnumbet

122

123

124*

Tisregarding the.decimal point, the division

*

50 /7:55- gives the whole number -

, \
1

Diqregarding the decimal point, Ihe division

03
u

R.- gives the'iihole nUmhP-
V A

v
S.

pisregardingue decimal,point the divisiorr

- 50 v750-6- gives the vhclie riumbeY se'

'' ,

4.

After performi4 the whole nkuliber'diiision; the next *step is to place
4

properly the decimal pant in the whole numberluottent to obtain the

,quotient of the two decimals.

In mmltiplication -of a pair of.decimaial the nudber of decimal places

in.the*yroduct is equal to the-sum of the numbers of.decimal 44aces ie the

'two' fabtors. c

s-1

I 282
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The divisor and quotient correspond to the two factors 1111161tip1ication.

r-
Thus, the nudber of decimal places in tile dividend 'must equal the sum of the

ilumber of decimal places in'the.divisor and the quotient.

125

a,

For .5 .17i-20 the decimal quotient% would
71.

0 (b) .11 0 (c) .04 0 (d) .004.

125(a) Incorrect. The number or decimal places in this

response is, 0. The nuMber of detimal places in

the divisor .5 is 1, but 0 1 3, the

nunber of de4imil places'in the dividend .020.

t

1.25(b) Incorrect. -The number of decimal places in this

response is 1. The nuMber of decimal places in

the divisor .5 is .11 but 1 i 3, the

,number of decimal places in the dividend .020.

125(c) Correct. The nuMber of decimal'places in this

response is 2. The nuiber of decimal places in

thedivisor °°.5 is 1; l'aud 2 1 = 3, the

number .of decimal plates in the dividend .020.

125(d) Incorrect. The nunber of decimal places in thiS

response is 'a. The nUnber.of decimal plitces it'

the divisor.,S.5, is 1;. but 3 +0. 3, the

nunber of decigal plaqes in-the dividend .020:

Using the principle thatthe sum of the nunber of decimal places it

tlie divisor and tfii quotient equals the number of decimal Faeces in the

dividend, place properly the.decimal point-in the quotient for each' Ithe
AATM,

. A

following:
?

326

127,

5
8 / .o4o

4

50 /7.755--;

a 3

4



128

129

5
/ .20

,>

'5>

>05.

Sometimes a deal* division arises-in which whole nutber division is.

Ampossible without some adjustment in the dividend. For example, in ..3 4- 6,

3 is not divisible by 6 in whole numbers, However,. .31= .30. and, 30

.is divisible by -6 in Whole numbers.- Thus, we adjust the dividend by

affixing zeros.on the right SQ that whole number division is possible.,

4

130

131

132

Before the diviion 50 Fr ca e performed using whole.numbers,

the dividend 2'would probably be expressed as:

2. 0 (b) 2.0 ) 2.00 0 (d) P.=

1 0(04 Incorrect. In who)..e umbers 2 is not
...

\-\divisible by '50.
a t

3.30(b) %i correct.' qin:Whple'numbers 20 is not

divisibleby '.50.
4-. 0.

130( c ) 'Correct . in wliole; numbers 200 is divisible

*by 50.

130(d) Incorreci. In whole numbe-rs althagh 2000

divisihle by 50 thib is dealing with a

larger nutber than necessary and probablT

would not be the ,one usek. See 130(c).'

4111.

Before whole'number #ivision can be used,in 8d ;04

the aividend .04' should le ekpressed as

4

In the division 30 /775- th divpicul
a

before whole numbershould be expressed.as

diviSipn can be used.

1.50

Othet decimsrl division problemkaride in which he nutber of debital,,
N.,..1

.

places in the dividend is less than the'number of de imal places in the 4.

divisor, ini.these cases, it is impossible to find whole nutber whict when

284 a.



added to the number of decimal places in the divisor ;will 'Aive the number

'of decimal places in the .dividend.

These cases require the same type ofvdjustment as those in wh ph

\whole number division is'not possible.

A

Ra,

,14 the division .0005 rar which of *the following representations

of the .dividend should be used in order to 'place properly 'the

decimal-point in the quotient: (Read all four responses.

O.(a)...15 '0 6) .159: 0 {c.Y 1500 d (A) .15000

.13301 Incorrect., There ,are :4' decimal places .in the,

divisor bt only 2 decimal placeS .in th4' reSponie

4.15. Since there is no whole nuMber which when

added to 4 Oyes 2 an adjustment in the

divip.elid is nscessary.,

133(b) Incorrect: There are 4 4eatma1 placed in the

divisor but 'only. 3 deilmal places in the ,*

.reSponse .150. Since there is no -whole number
. . .

which when, added.,to 4 gives 34 an adjustment

in the dividend is_ necessary.

133 ( Correct. There .411:131 4' Aepitia places4in the

divisor and 4 decimal places in Vie, response

.1500. "And there is a whole iv:umber, namely 0. .

. which when added to 4 gives 44 the number

of decimal placet in the dividend adjusted to
4

'15°°'

133(dl, Correct. Ttiere are 4 decimal Places in the

divisor and, 5 decimal

.15000. And thep is a

which when added to 4
,

of decimal places in th

to 45000...

places in ihe response

wpSle nmber, irely 1

gives 51 the number

edi-vidend adjusied

a.

2 S3

420



N 134

\

Place properly the decifial point in ,the qu6tiecrt:'

2
/ 8.0

Place pvoperly the decimal soiilt in the catictientl-

136

.137

.075 rd-5

Place properly the decimal point'in the quotient:

4

.0012 / 4.8

'20..

c

30.

4000.

The Tiotient for .0025171

b (a) (b) 1g? (c,)

137( Incorrect. 'itau did not place pFoperli the

decimal poiht. Return to Ii.ame 130 and ihe

discussion preceding it; then continue

therefrom.

157(b) Correct. Two zeros must be affixed to the

dividend'to affect whole nuMber
4

0,But at least .three zeros must be affixed so

that the number of'decimal places in the dividend

iz at least 4, the nuMber of decimal places

41,
In the, divisor.

137(c) Incorrect. /budid not place properly the

decimal point. Return to. Frame 130 and the

discussion preceding it; then continue

therefrom.

286



138

1.

'140

3.41

142

Find the qUotient,

0 (a) ;2 -

irt\ 3 5 /Ter
)

0 (b) 2

23.

-0 (c) .02

136(a) Incorrect.: lou did .nOt 'adju4 tte divicInd so

that-whole nuniber division was ,possible., Return

'1366

to the-'discussion-preceding Frame 10 and

.continne therefrom:

Incorreat. You did adjust the dividend so that

:whore number. division vas possible, but you did

not Place properly the decimal poini. Return to,

Frame 130 and the discussion pieceding At.*

i1-13(c) Correct, Proceed to next frame.

1 27: +,0023

.0595 3.5 .

.496

28.42 +.6200 .

4906.

.20700.

'140.

, From the chapters on division of whole numbers, recall that the !lumber

sentence r (a x q) r web used to ,xpress the division' n d. Also,

recall the techniques Used -in -division of whole.'numbers.

143

144,

145

Thus, the above division written as a number sentence

es 3642 (14 +

281
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700

10

910.
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23

'We will use the slme tec

use the same method to!plate'

149.

150

151

152

153

151s

155

a.

2 1 43513

.1058

.0920

.01315

que 'in division of decimals. We also will
0

perly the decimal point in,the quotient.

.0005

remainder 0

Thusl the tibove division written as a number
--

sentence is .3358 = (23 x ) +

In the following division properly place all

decimal points:

.31-F157553

15 500

00 093

60 0

560

0 503

the.division'wTitten as a nuilier sentence.

is 15.593 . 1.31

.2p0

.0040

.0115

.0091 .

.

.0146;

.31/17,57M

15.500 50.0

00.093

00.0

50..3; 0

5 .3

Often in physicalsituations we wish to determine a quotient hexing a

prescribed number of si'inii?atht

In the following division, we want to find-a quotient of 2 significant

'digits:

2,96 2"



156'

157

158

159

160

.111.=.
.

remainder

t.

Thus, the abovediVision written as slumber

sentente is .866 ..(4.2 X

:10

05

.04 11

(quotient) .

23,

..420

.210

' 008; 19

.19; .068

23-7., Chaqing Fraction Names to Decimal Names

. ,

Recall fib's Chapter 9 ttiet a division represented:in the form V

, n = x q) r is in beat farm prollided 0 < r-< d. Thus, in whoA nuMber.'

division, thg set of poisible remainders for division,by any non-sero;wtole
,

.

nuMber d is (0, 1, 2, 3, ..., td - 1)) ifthe dpision iS in,best form."

161

67 :s-, t
this one. .

4.

4

!

163

#

The set of possible remainders fOr-obest fórle

+I Vision by 3 mould.bej

(0,,1, 2; 3, 41) 42), would-be the set of

possible remainders for division by

6

The,set of posSible remainders fpr division by-a,

given ,hon-zero Whole nuMber is
(finite, infizAte)

S.

43

finkte

# .

Iriwhole nuniker division, whell the divis ion is in *best Ibra" the

operation is completed. Fbr example:

anti 7 = (3 x 2) + 1

0

289
# 111.
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23

e,

14

lic4ever, by using de

\

blem could be exPressed.

(31 X 2..3

.3

3_66

1.6

168

and

1.0

.03' ,1

)

2.33

.11,1/rame 164, he set pf possible wemaindeh ia
A-

(01-12) 'or each:of theremainadrs 'will correspond,

to the.P6ssible remainder

Itthe division,in,Frame 164.is continued, the next

remaiproduced 'will corrpppond to the remainder

e, nett digit in the quotient.vill correspond to,

l

If the division process is pontinued, the digits in

the quotient cdntinue tn. be

290

2.33
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16

*

170

171

17

' 173

a

s

IYINIMIP

23

211e, reason'that the digits in th:quotieni repeat or are periodic

is:'

#.....

u

Li (a) The :Aber of voseible remainders is:finite.
, . . t

0 (b) A'rsing1e possible remainder mecurs more than once.
. .

0 (c) The quotient repeats becaUee tilt remainder repeats:.
%

. t

1

-

All responses'are correct and are baslcal y equivalent.

Any rational 'number which has a repeating decimal
.

expanioxi is

The d4cima1 :1450 can be ponsidered tol?be

,repeating by adding,

If .13 = .13131313 ...) thqp .213213213 =,

41.mmmll .TMINYM.
.

periodic

zeros

. 213

'Since in .113 the parte repeat, tile nuMber is periodic and

1
the period is:

one

two

three

4

173(a) Incorrect. The-period is determineti by the

number of digits in the repeating poi-tion.

173(0,)

.173 ( c )

Incorrect. See 173(

ZtaTect. See 173(a).

)

-

2
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. 174

.4

laThe fractIon represented as a repeattng decimal is:
99

/ 13.o
9.9 .1

3.1 = 3.10

4
same possible remainder. .13 = ..130

:0

same possible remainder .0
4

) 4313 4

:03

04 .131

174(a) Correct. When the 13 appears -wide: period

and periodicity are determined.

171,(b) Correct. The 13 appearP*tvice bifore the

31 appears twice and response 174(a) is

174

preferred.

Incorrect. The next digit'is a three.

a

4
We have seen how to find by division the decimal expansion of a given

rational number. But: suppose we have the opposite.situition: that isl me

are given a periodic decimal. Does sucti a decimal repiese nt a rational

number?' The answer is that and we show this in the following

paragraphs. The demoni-4rati is a bit tricky: however: and invaves some

algebraic techniques that vay not be familiar* S.

The problenuay be approached -by considering an.exampIe.yIet up mrite

the number 0:2424 ... and name it n so that n = 0,-A. The periodic

block of digits is 24. If ve multiply by AO: we obtain the rIlation:

, Then: si!hce

'and

subtractingyields

so that

or: in simplest form

100 x n 100 x .242424 .. = 24.2424 ...

292

100 x n = 24.2424

n

99'x n eh.*

24$
n §§-

8
n



We find by this process 'that A
33

. The example above illust i'eses.general prOCedure developed by mathe-*

maticians for.showing that 24aTeriodic, decimal renresente a rational number. ,

We see, therefore, that there is a one-to-one correspondence ,between the set

of rational nuMbers and RAI set Ofveriodie decimals. It would be poi;Sible

then for us tq define the ratipnal numbers as nulbers represented by all

auch periodic decimals.

Bow a question naturally arises about non-periodic'decimals. What, are

tagy? Certainly not rational avaibers# The fact that such 'nOn.Akriodic

decimals eiist should suggest that there itre nunbers which are not rational

nuMbers. These non-rational nnOers are,called irratiohal aad will be

discuased,in Chipter 30

ComputatiSa Nith non-terminating decimals Presents many paxibltms as
#

.

can easily be veTifiecf by attempting to find the product

(.333 ... X .2727 ...)
4

293,

a
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CAAPTER a

RATIO,'IRATE, PERCit

A

.
In the study.of:vholentipbers and of rationaVnumbers, one usually

considers a physical situation, first j.00king at its characteristic qughties

or* tries to extriAand properties. Prot:this look at the physical world,
, .. . v.

-ft.ideaS ana'properties of iluAers which are basic to the stxidiof.mtirphi...,

matics.
;

4 4

The way in Je/hih certain:sets of objects are alike mah used to develop
. .

sthe concept od' whole nUthbers. A set of 5 apples and aset of' 5 leiters
.

...

of the alphabet can be put In 11
rone-to-one correspondence* These sets have -

soaething_in common. The fundamental

tiveness, .denotelby the'nUmeral 5.

of sets, physical models for the idea
.

property of interest ilithat of

By considering,joins of sets and 'arrays

s pf apition ind'multiplication were
. %

exhibited.

Consider the following sets:

111

41 t 41
Set B

, 4

-Set A have more elements than'

(does, does not)

Set B.

Compare the number bf @lements i* Set A wlth the
\N,,

umber of Se.t B in Frame 1. One may say that

Set A have = elements and Set B has k
,

, elements.

Also, compare the nuqber of elements in the sets by

saying Set A,has more element, than Set_B. onelor

does

3

295

.
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Set A has been compared with Set B by

(division Subtraction)
,a

%

Also., compare Set A with Set B.by ytating the

elements. 3

Ia

subtraction

relation as elements to

Tb &mare Set A with Set B IDy division,one pUld

write elements elements,. (In

applAcition, vhen.Ihese elements are of the same

unitsl*the name may be Omitted.)
A

Bow coMpare Set B,to Set' A by division.
I.

When.sitliare covered by division the word

can be,uped for the syMbol +.

40 40 40

40 10 410

Set C

40 40

Set D 11)
'e

Tb compare Set C 'kith Set D by subtraction one writes,
,

2

3' +11.

t o

6 -

am,

0 This meins that Set C his more elements
.

.
,

than Set D. .

1.1 To'compare Set with. Set B bi divAsion, one

writes

= 3.

12 This means Set 0 has

as Set D.

Mb.

.`

times sz'many elements

296
96,3

ti



Thus, one can co4are the nUmber of elements in

'Set C with,the number tf elements in Set D by

t.either or

Since the word rto" can be*Oe a. for the division

symbol, the number of elemeAts in Set C may be

compared with the number of elements in Set D
, -

by writing to 2.

1 3 + means the..sa4 As to

and either exi5ressi8n Is cal ed a ratio.

Theratio 6 to 5 can be writ en as 6 5

and the ratio 5 to 6 can be wrttten as 5 + 6

subtraction;
division

6

3 to 4 .

lb

6 -1-,5 also may be written as a fraction

57+ 6 written as raction is .

18 Write 6 + using the word "to."

6

19 I The colon : may be,used instead of the word

"to." Thus 6 : 5 can be written as

20
.

xressions using one and only one of the symbOls

+4 or the word "to" are called

l

21 Match4the ellal ratios by placing the numeral in

the blank corresponding to the letter of the

indicated ratio.

(a) 5 : 8 (1) ( 2 )

(b) 3 to.1 (2) 5 to 8 (b) (3)

.(c) 1 to 3 (3) 3. (c) (1)

6 to 5

6 to 5

ratios

40.

04%

297
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1

A

24-2. Bati6 and Propdrtion

Often ratios'are.used ttatescribe the same 'basic, property that an

lement-of one'set corresponds to a'certain number of elements of a iecond

set.

22

3

Let A. represent a set of apples and let C

reTmesent a set of cent's. If one apple costs

4 cents, then 2 apples will cost 8 cents.
4

If the ratio,pfzthe number of cents in C to
#

the number of apples in. A represents the

amount of sloney.you pay for the number of

apples in A, aid further if the number in C

is' 4 and: the number in A siE; 11.1 then the

ratio of-the number in C to the number in A

is and this correspond§ to the cost of

an apple.

'2 elements.of Set A would correspond to

elements of Set C.

Then. b 1 =

Or, this can 'ye yrItten in fractional form

4
as

Reca4 fi.om thapter.19bthat tvo rational nuMbers

a and.3 are equal if axd.cX b. We

lv 8
oonclude that 7 if 4 x 2 1 X

We can State then that if two ratios are

they will fork a proportion.

44#4.44.

298
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28

7

a

24

Which-of the following ratios is equal to

0 (c),.. 6 + 9

0(d). 3+1.

47
28(a ) Incorrect. is not equal to since* 3 x 3 / 4 x 4.

3

28(b.) Correct . -2- since 3- x 12 = 4-x 9.
12

28(c) Incorrect. ti / 76 since 3 x 9 /

28(d) Correct. - 3 + 4 -since and 3 4 mean the

same thing. 28(b) also is correct.

29 Express 2 : 8 = 4 : l in fractional form:

2 4
In the.proportion -8 7 1-6, the product (2 x 16)

representing (a X d) is

2 Irt

31 In the proportion g the product (8 x 4)

rePresenting (b X-c) is 32

A;

32 Thus: aXd=bxc since 32 = 32, and we

2
4

conclude that the ratios si and ig are
*

2 4

32

2 4
33 The statement 13 = is called a

a c
34 Consider the propoltion 11. ahy three of

the fbur elements a, bl cl are tiveri, one can
c

find the fourth,element. I
/

then
12

3 x 12 = x 4. c

-equal

proportion

35 Thus, = 4 x c. 36

299
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.

,38

39

142

43

If 2 ayples cost 9 cents, *qv many-apples

can be bought for 36 pents?.-Using fractions,

this proportion can be written as:
V.

9 ceriti

2 apples n apples

Ther, 9Xn +7=

And; n
,

IV I

4

If 0 people can, be.ierved with '8* pougds of

how,mmbh'beef will be ileded to serve 0,

peop e? This.can be written by writing equal

20 pàple
ratios

pounds n pounds

Then, 20 X n X 30.

And 20t X n =-

Thus

A

3 cents

2 x 36 or 72

0 peplae

12

f a man can walk 3 miles irc One hour, hcfw long will it take him

to IdEllt 1 miies if'he does not stop?
4

(a) 3 hours 0 (c) hours

(b) 10
hours 0(a) 30 hours

1414(4i) Incorrect.
3 mi. / 10 mi.

hr. r. 3 hr.
since 3).<3 I 1 X 10.

....q
4

44(b) 'Incorrect.
10 mi.

since 3x-'4- /1x10.

10

44(c) Correct. 2-2-11=
1 hr.

44(d) Incorrect.

10 mi. 10
since 3 X = 1 X 10.1"2 3

3 "
/ 10 mi.

1 hr. r 30 hr.

t

;

since 3 X 30 1 X 10.

'300
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2L: Percent 4,

A special kind of ratio of rate is tiiat of 'percent. ,flere 100. is

,always the-basis for comparison. In fact, percent meana "per bundwed.""Thus

25 percent means 25 pet hundred. 'When written.as a ratio, this would be

25 : 100 or A 'cAr .25,: It may again.be wrttten as t' or as 11 or as

anir.other frfaction equilialent to PrOm this.ve see that parCent can be

treated as a special type of ratio whi4h can beiconverted to equivalent

fractional forms or to equivalent forms.

a
Definition: In general', any nuMber can be expressed as a percent by

a
finding thesnutriber c such that -

.*

By stiadying this pattern, we see that tf.iny two of the three numbers

ip s. gre gtven, we can find the third.

46

149

50

is n = peTcent of 8 since

20 percent of 50 is n

100

since
50 100

4o 1040 As. 10 percent of n = since =
n 100

Given: P-19- 1 . Then 6
loo 20

44
Given: -of -

1004
Then is 44 percent of 25.

pe rcent `of 20.

--Given: Then 50 is 25 .percent of
0 100

-301,

29.

75

10

,40d.
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11
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CHAPTER 25.

CONGRUENCES AND SIMILARITIES'

25 -1. sCongruence

r
Congruence may be defined as folaows:

Definition: TWo geometric ilgures which have the iame size and shape
A 6.

are said tp lie congruent.

This is not a,.'tetchnical.definition of congruencel.but it 'tells pa what we

- need to know at this time.
,

Congruenoe of line segments and congruence of angles were introduced
AI

4
Chapter15. In thls chaptet the notion oT congruende'of line Segments and

of-ankles is extended to congruence of triangles:

1

2

4

6

Congruence of segments and congruencp of angles

be,determined by-direct comparisons
(can, cannot)

of their repreaentations..

'Congruence of any two plane fiaures be
(can, cannpt) .

(letermined by direct co4ar1soni of their representations.

All radii of a given ci cle congruent.
(are, aie not)

In the two circles below, 'OP s QR

4Ib

Using a r.eprisentation of circle Q, iemonstrate

that circle 0 is congruent to circle Q. ,From

this and similar'exercibes one observe's that two

circles . congruent if their radii`Ie
(are, are not) S.

congruent.

f 303'
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a.

Consider the recangles below:

4
9se the representation 14etha.d.'t; select the correct,statementsf

o (a) Tim rectanglesareacongruent if tbeir bases are

congruent.

o (b) Two..reeangles aroqgruent i?their bases and

angles are.reSpecti4ely congruent.

w.

O (c) Two rectangles are congruent if their bases, aniles,

ind hei hts-are respectively congruent.'

qVo,rectaniiles 4congruent if their-bases and.

heights. are respectively congruent.
,

Incorrect, AD t PS, 'bpt,,rectangle MO is

not conArurt:.$ rectangle F9.,T*4 . .

5(b) Incorrect. AD 11 ps1- and: PS' p., 21.116
t.

,
iC ,s' .N.-ZD t jp, buijgctangle Al2CD 'is

,.

. not congriAnt to rectan .,PWS.
.

5(o).' Correct. See also 5(a).

5(d) Correct. Notice that these'twasconditions are

Al,that,is necessary becaue all .nActangles, by

decinitibn,' Rare cbngruent (right) angles.

CR-

'3

a

a



Givn the following ton4ruent triatIglest

Crsing*the rebresentatiOn method, select the correct tesbonsa:

6 Cca-rsik

6(b). Correct.
a . V

6(c) InCorrect. AB Gil, CB IA y Lp; Lc.y b. -
lirdte that ACCI,' but AC g 10 is preferable; so

that matching parts are mentioned in corresponding

6(d) Correct.'

Im

05 30.1

fj

A
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#4.

'In Frame 6 the pairs of congrIlent sidis and

angles are called corresIondinK-pairs of sides

and in AABC: and &DEF.

AB gnd DB* are sides or gegments.

Lc to IF.

.40

angles

corre6onctlnii.

OA

coiresponds

Plitusible ttatemint: If two triangles are congruent, then the'three sides-

,

of one are congruent respectively to the.three sides

of -U.& other and the three angle& of Oteare congruent
9 N

respectively to the-three Amities of the Aher.

If hll Six pairs of corresponding sides ind

angles of two triangles are congruent, then the

triangles are-

If the threp sides of one triangle are congruent

to the three sides of another triangle,

then the triangles are congruent..

If one knaws Only that the three angles of one

triangle are congruent to the three corresprpding

angleslof another trianglei, he has no way of knowing

whether or not tbe triangles are
-

If two angles andthe side which lies between them

of one triangle are congruent to the two

qii\es and the 'side whick lies between them.bf

another triangle, then the two triangles are

congruent.

-

14 If two sides and the angle which lies between them

4
of one triangleare congruent to.theeOrresponding

two sides and the which lies betyeen ttlem

of another-triangle, then the two triangles are'

c6ngruent.

p 306
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a

If one knows that two pairs of sides and one pair

of angles of two; triangles are congruent, then

he*has no way of knowing whether.or noWhe
*

-triangles are congruent
4

V.

25-3. Similarity, of Triangles

Similarity may be defined as'followz: ;

, . .
.

Definition: TWo'geometric. figures which'have the same shape but not

necessarily.thl same size are said to'..he similar.

As in the definition of congruence, this is not-a complete technical defini-

tion; but it tells us what we, need to knoW -at this time.

17

3,8

19

IJ three'angles of pne triangle are congruent

respectively to three angles'of another triangle,

then the two triangles necessarily
(are, are not)

congruent.

.1rowever, they do haVp the'same shape even.thouqh?

therdo.not have the same

TWo triangles which 1-44ve three angles of one'

pongruent to three of the other are sim4lar.

The statement in Frame 18

(itworbctangles hplow. e not)
true for:the

4

a

397

03,

Are.not

size

angles

is not'

11.

4'
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25

Given the two similar triangles below:

The measures (lengthl of their sides- are:

.

6 ta(AB = 12 m(PC) = 6

m(A'BN ) = 4 m(B!Ct)

Choose the correct responses:

0 (a) 14Y) : m(JOBI) . 12 : 4

(b) m(re) t;(17F) 6

(c) m(AC) m(AICI ) = 9

0 (d)

1 All responses Are wrect.

m(E) ='!9

ra(A.101 ) = 3

2 = 3 I

: 3 = 3

The measures of the correvonding sides of,these

two similar triangles have the same .ratios.

7

4.

NV.

Mathematicians have, found that .the properties demonstrated reFrame 20

hold forN.., similar-triangles. Thuslif two triangles are similar,

then the measures of their corresponding sides abotis have the Isame,ratiO:

308



2), Consider the following pairs of similar polygons:

I 41

In each pair tbe measures of the sides

hsve the same ratio. This generalizes for similar

polygons. .That is, if two polygonNkre similar,

then the measues of their col-responding sides

always have the same ratio.

309
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C1LA.PTER .26

sun FIGURES

In Chapter 14 simpie closed Curves'and in particular tr3abg1es,

rectangles, pentagons, and circlesvere introduced,- The set of points

insidt a plane cvve

curves of the pldne

not be containe.d in

.is th4 Ulterior region of the curve. Simple closed

sie.tailed two-dimen!Aollal figures. flg4;es uhich Can

a pIane'are-tRree-dimeneional figures. .S9lid figures

A

are.three-dimensional, As uith paane curves', the emphasis 7111 be on the

simple closed surface of tbe solid figures.

26-1. Pyraiids A

4

A pyramid is an example-of a simple closed surface. made up of

triangular regions and a polygonal region; tha-pdlYgonal Agion forming the

base. 2

2

Sp

To illustrate.t4e boundary of the base * a

pyramid, use a triangle iich is a-simple closed.

plane.

In order to construct the three-dimensional

figure called 4 pyramid, select a-rotolint not in

the of the base.

Le-t triangle Amp be the base and Er: a point

in the plane of the triangle.

k

J
S. vs

311
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,. 4
..

. One of the prOblems.assalated with-solid figures or simple closed,p

.
l

o subfaces is that of drawing a pidture in the plane tq rersresnt them. One

il 4 1 , .
learns to do thiploy carefuny'arawing-and visualizing the results. The.

obnstruction of three-dtAensional models'of moletrie sblids wi144. Ve cost

1
.,helpful at this point:

11. Refer:to the figare Of Frame:3.

and the,verticep of the triangle

segments4_4) and

See the figure below.,
.

Join, $he D

,. ;

5 The sides of-the base also are

pyramid.

the

.The point' D is cp1Led a vertex of the pyramid.

POint A also is a A

Two other vertices-of the pyramid are

8 The triangular reg on.hounded by the

1,6 called a lateral face of the pyramid,

and,

ABD

9 Other lateral are the triangular regions

bounded by triangle BCD and triangle ACD.

312

Bp; CD

edges.

triangle

faces

9.
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26

10 The of a pyramid may be any polygonal base

region.sudh as the pentagon AIME in the

Ligu* belbWk is pyrami4 is called,a

'pentagonal pyramid.

. )

Il The lateral faces of a,pyramid with a pentagonal

Of base are.thes
,

regions and their boundaries

sharing the vertex F.

lop 12 The lateral 'ftces of any pyramid are alway

The bathe of a4pyramid can be any plane

14 A pyramid is named by the, potygon forming the,

base; hence, a pyramid vith a triangularebase is

called a pyramid.

6

15 klyramid whowbaSe is a quadrangle.(quadrilateral)

region is called a pYramid.

313
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The pyraiid is a,simple closed sArtace made up.of

the union Aof all points in the 'base and the,

The interior of the simple gbsed surface-is

the set of points bounded by tbe and the
,

steral faces.

18 The.union Of the set 02 points of.a simple closed'
, . .

.surface and the set of'points in its is interior
. . .)

called a solicfregion.'

3

lateral. faces

se

I et'

The pyramid has beedlintroduced'as an illustration ofa simple closed.

surface. A solid regionitconsistt of a simple closed surface and the set of
. ,

points interior to the:surface. :It is common plctice to use the word

.2r0._i.mid to mean the solid region. This, howeveri is not,mathematically

corrett.

Prisms.,
19 Thelpyramid has one for Its base.

20 The prism, another ,simple Closed surface, has tvo

both of vhtth are congruent polygonal

regiqns. See the figuxe below.

A

xlo

polygonal region

bases

".



21

,22

.23

24,

25

6

27

30

31

S.

In addition to the bases being polygonal
A

regions, their correspondingedges must be paralleA.

A lateral T.ce of a prism is the region bompded by

the parallelograM formed by-adjacent pairs'of
*

'corresponding pn the bases.'

The surface or. an ordinary closed box is' an exam*-

of' et

A

'The toP and 'bottom of the box represent the

The sides of tbe box are the

The base of a prism is also a

.
The,intersection of two lateral faces is a

The e4ge formed by two lateral faces is a

Xp. lateral edges of a prism are 1L ;to
-

,each other. .

Since the lateral edges are parallel and' the

corresponding edges of the base also are

the lateral faces of a: are.parallelogram

regions.'

If,the lateral faces ofavrismaeall rectangular

regions, the lateral &l.ges form right angles with

the bases and the prism is called a prism.

315
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,

Definition: The prism.is a simple closed surface consisting of the sets of",
'4

points bounded by tvo'congruenf polygonal regions (the liases

33

s

35

36

Which lie in parallel:planes paus theirltioundaries) together

with-the sets of piAnts boundeq,by lara4elogram regions (the

lateral faces) which are determined by the corresponding sides

of the bges. The aine segments joining corre4ponding vertices

of the bases aie the lateral edges. .

#

Aewitli pyramids, a-prism is named by the kind Of

pol4ygon forming the

Consider the prism beloii. This prism is a

prism,' since its tases are

The baseet.the triangular'prism in Frame 33

are.the triangular region and

TKe fateral edge containing the point B is

The lateral face containing points B and C

is the region BCCIBIs

376:.

Ase

triangUlar
regions

4

ABC; AIBICT

BB'

parallelogram



1
..

, . t
37 Another,lateral face containing the bint Xt.

ii bounded,by .

4

38 The closed box, used as an-example of a prisml

.ip called'a quadrangular prism knee its bases

are regtons.;.
.39 The special quadrangularprism'for 'which each -

base and lateral face is a square region ia*called
.

40 Three-edges of a.prism meet in a

the vertex..

Each endfoint of an edgetof a prism is a

BEIATA

,

quadrilateral

a

cube

called . point

Each vertex of a prism is the endpoint of t4Fee

a

vertex-

0
edges

In the foregoing sub-program, the prism as a simple closed surface was
. .

considered. "The concepts of interior and solid yegion were ignored, having

ihe same definitions as those presented for pyraillids.

311
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26-3. Cylinders

-A simple closed surface similar to the prism may be constructed by using
4

.0./0 simple closed rpgions as the bases.- Such a surface is called a cylinder.

43 leIn the figuxe below, the

aremeircular regions.
#

44

45

A ,

of ttie

A

As mith prispsj the bases of the cylinder must

be congruent. and must be in . planes.
#

The'line,sements AA', WI et ceterai of the

in Frame 43 are called elements and A

join corresponding points in the bases.

If the elements of a cylinder, make right angles

1.th the planes of ihe base1 the 'Cylindersis,..

called a cylinder.

bases

parallel

cylinder

right

4.

a.

.6%



0

IA.
41, r 0.4 *

4

The figure' below yewise,Ws la-cylinder Aince, the
.

bases are
1

closed regLons in parallel

p1Etnes.
4

*

48 BOt only are tiie bapei paraller,,but,in any

cylinder, the are.paralleI to ,each other.

...

49 The prim is_a special caia,of.a sine

tbe'bases are parallelland bconded'by congziieit 'Z'

Simple closed curves (polygonal regiOns) tiEd

.the sides can beconsidered ai'made of parallel

segments.
3.

,50 A'juice can is a representatiOnof a right

cylinder.

51 1 Asárdine can frequently is shaped so'that it

elements

cylinder

"circular

represents a yhich is'not circular. cylinder

"

319
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26-4. Cones

4

In the preceding section it was pointed out that the prism is' a special
A

case,ofa cylinder In this section a generalization of-the pyramid is .

point

consideredl.
a

52- AL girramid is determined by a poligonal region and
-

1, a tot in the plane 9f the polygon. 0

53 A tone can be considered as tlie'simple closed
1

surface determined by alaimple closed region and-a"
0

not in tbe plane of the cone..See the Point -

V =NOW 4.4.1.

figure below.

a

4

54 The simple closed regiOn determines the

.of the,fteme.

As with the.cylinderl'there marbe

Howevereaine segments joining the

vertex) to the curve are the

no faces.

point'ta

of the cone..

320 .
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base

elements
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56 The point used'for determining the cone, is called
,

the as it yes 'for .pyramids. vertex

The" elements of, a cone are line segments drawn

from the. to points on the simple closed vertex
A

curve determining the base
a 1

58 A gone withi...a, circular, base is called. a

one.

circular'

59 The .onion of the bets of pants making the elements__-_... ,
. . ..

.

of the cone forms the lateral surface of the cone.

60 If a- cone is cut between the vertex and the base

lv a plane ps. a lel to the bdee the section made-

-will be a 1 11=. 111.1.

.26

simple closed
'curve

The '4foregoing two sections have been devoted to dylinders 'and cones. A.

cylinder is like a prism in that it has two congruent bases in parallel

planes. The bases of cylinders may 'be determined by circlei; but they can

be determined by other simple closed curves. In a similar manner, pyramids*
t

,and cones are compared.

081-5' Spheres:

11.

In this section another simple closed surface call4d the sphere Is

considered. It differs from those surfaces previously 'discussed in that it

has no line segments on it.

6



63.

62

.63

65

66

,

/hollow rtibberfball.is a representatibn ofthe

.simple ,cpoe 4 surfaCe called a See the
-

below.

'

(41

,To every sPhele there is an interior point ce.117d
4

the.

If 0 is the center op a epherel and A 'and B

are any two points Abe I then OA

Line segments from the to the sphere are

called radii of the sphere.

In a sphere, all are congruent.

A line segment joining two points on a sphere and

passing through its center is called ad

of the sphere.

.

-phere

center

sphere

center

radii

OP
_

diameter



6 tw4 thb length oi two radii.-

A plane_containing the center of a sphere
intersects the sphere in a great circle. The

radius of the 'great circle
(is, is not)

congruent to the radius, o2 the sphere.'

,-*The earth's surface almost represeas a .

The equator of the earth represents 5..

..- .

73, The north arl south poles are endpoints of a
- itt .:

s of. the earth.

lorisituhe on thersearth is of a

which passes'through the north and

south poles:

73 A line seginent can meet (intersect) the sphe're .

iri at most.' points.

74 The longest .line segment separating all pairs of

points on a sphere'is the and passes

throSh the of the spiere.

75 The lines of latitude on the earth's surface are

formed by intersecting the aphere by a

plane parallel to the plani of the equator:

76 The circles giving the lines of latitude have

radii the
tgreater than, congruent' toi less than)

radii of a great circle and are called small circles.

77 The radius of a great circle is

the radiva, of a' small circle.r

"

323

3 1,8

diameter

sphe're

great Circle

I.

diameter

great circle

two

diameter

center

circles

less than

greater than



S.

26-7. Summary

In the foregoing program five different simple closed surftdes have been

considered. There are,many yore. In mathematics: a simple closed surface

'is considered as the set of points on the boundary. .Since the stirface is

closed, it has a well-defined interior. The union of.the pointeon the

simple closed surface and the points interior to it forma aolid,region.

#

S.

4.

N..

324
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27-1. Introduction

CHAPTER 27

MEASCRE OF AREAS

The meaiure of.areas inv81ves plane "regiOns. Recall that a plane region

is the union of'the set of points' Opze simple closed curve*and the set of.-

interior points. Examples are the plane regions of triangles, reCtangles,
AW

Polygons, circles; and simple closed curves in' general. See Figure 27.1

//i

Pigure 27.1

...AlthpUgh the words triangle, circle, parallelogx& and the4ke properly

refer tO the set of points of the boundary, they are used in.this chapter to
, .

represent the corresponding closed x..egiong.

3" 320
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27,

0

There are many features atmeasurement of areas'analogous.to measure

ment of line segments and angles as discussed in Chapter 16. Fbr examPle, ip
A

comparing'line segme one says that the first is less than, is congruent to,

or is greater than the econd. To obtain mclre precise results a unit repre-
.

sented 'by 1 'is selec d and applied to the line segment. ly a process of

counting one arrives at a measure of the line'segment in terms of this unit.

The unit itself is arbitrary, but in practice certain standard units

bave begl adopted for ikrposes of Understandable communication.
0

27-2. Coniparisons of Regions.

2

Given the pairs of figures below.

:01)

(b)

(

Compare ty tracing one on transparent paper and

p1aping7the tracing over the other. The figures

in eacil pair are

By the same procedure, 'compare one of the squares

with.one of the circles'. The area Cfthe circular

region is than the area of the square region.

3260

congruent

greater

.



Given the following triangle and rectangle.'

t

Place the rectangle on the t:riangle as indicated

below.
II /4.

Oae concludes that the area of the rectangular

region is the

'(larger than, less than, equal to)

area ofthetzismgular region.

a

327

6

larger than

I



Consider ihe circle and the rectangle below.

tr

Plading oe of theft

. figures on the other

as,indicited py- the

,dotted line is' (4'1

can one conclude that*

43.

(a) is greater than (b)?

(b) is ireater than (a)?

(a).is the same size as, b)?

-`

The answer to aIl.of these questions is NO tinee the-

areaot the Squareand the area of the circle are r

approximately the same. Analogous situations ()Our

whenever one compares areas bounded by 'unlike cUrvtd

boundaries,

This sub-progtam has indicated that plane regions May be compared as to

size or area in a manner analogous to the comparison of 1en4ths of, line

segments. However, the comparison is more complicated,in that it may be

impossible to determine which area is the larger.

328



27

,27-3. Uni tt itmAreas

akmeasuring line' segments one selects an arbitrary unit of length and

asigrs to it a value of 1. .0ne,then attemp1s.to itcovee the line segment
t

by repeated applications of thi,.unit without overlapping. In dealing with

areas one follows the same procealre of selecting an-arbitrary unit of'area

and attempiingto ncoveru ttie.iiveil area with a series of these units.

4 .

As the first step in measuring an area'3'select

an.arbitrary square region which,.is called the.

, of-measure.

N
The nuMber assignedtto the chosen unit A in

FraMe 5 is
A %

.To measure the area of a given closed region)

cover it with non-overlapping --sqUares.

If the given region.can be covered exactly
A

in the drawing below)

V.

III
1111111111111111

Nre find its area by the units.

ilIle say th t the area of the region in Frame 8

is ___- units.
...

329

3 2 4

-1 or One

unit

counting

9

,
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s 27

i

. .

10 -lie iay tliat the measure of the region n,Ftame 8 .

4

'is the number

1(

lb facilitate.the'measuremek of a plane region using an arbitrary Unit

OfMeasuile, one may construct a grid similar to the one'imPigure'P7.2. This

grid serves'a role similar to that of the ruler in measuring lengtha and the

protractor in measuring angles.
r

111111111111111111111111111111111
MIEMIIIIIMMIIMMMIMII
1111111111111111111111111111111

1111=110111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111EMEN
11111111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111111111
1111111IMEMEMEM111111
MIIMMINIM111111111011111

Figure 27.2

330
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11.

12

If a grid luch as thst in tigure 27.2.is fitted

tiver thS region'below,in la), it will look like

the figure in (b).

(a)

(b

111111111111111111

11111111111111111
1111111111111111111M

11111111101111111.
111111111E11111111

If we count the units of area, we find this

to be

The measure of the plane region (a),in terms of

the Utnit A is

333-

326

20 units

20

27



at.

V

13 In applying the grid to another plane re0on,

one may obtain resulti as'in ihe figuie'belov.

A

Counting the stliaares, the area is

remembering that one°counts vhole Amber of

%

4.1

4

a ,

12 units (Could
one say 13 units?

*

One certaiplymay saythat thelmeasure of the

-regicq in'terms of the .unit A is more than 12;

and less than% 15

15 -If a-more accuratesenswer is desired, it is

necessa to select a smaller unit

v4



16 In the sate manner, other plane' regions bounded

by simple closed curves can le 4proximately

measUred. Considerthe region, below covered by

the grid.

IIMMEMMO
EMMIIMMON
MEMMEMEM
MME2 Mill
MEM MIMI

Counting the square unita shadekve say that the

arei ur the region is at 'east 8units.

17 daunting also the squared partiatly coVered we'

may gay the area is not more than

in terns of the unit A. 1 26 units

18 As in measuring line segments, one -increases the

acalracy of measurement by *the size of

the, arbitrary,unit A.

3.33

r 27

reducing or
decreasing



a7

4

19 Use a unit square'with,one-fourth the areal.

that is, a side one-half as long as the unit A.

II III

1
.E of AL'

Cover the plane region ot Frame 15 with this

'new unit.1 The drawing appears below covered by

Counting the squares entire1Y wfthin the simple

closed curve shows that the measure of the area is

at leadt

0

MIMIMiliEHMEMMUM
111111EINVISIMPIIIIIIM51.111
1111111011MailikkhilligaihiaiN111-
11MinatiliASIOMMISINHO11111

MIR
11110111111160M11101.247Mill
1111011=1251111111111111111111
111E11111111111111111111111111111111r11
111111111111111111111111,11111111111111
11111111M1111111111111111111111111MIIIIIMI

20 My counting the squares coveredor partially

.covered bythe region, one 'Janda the area to be*
. s;

not greater than units

4 s

a ",

42

75

I.



21 I. terms'of-the*smaller unit It, the measure of

he area of the region is greeter thai 42 and

less theins75., However, by expressing the

Original unit as. 4 'of these Smaller Ones., our

initial estimate vas' tAat the area Was .6etween

and
.1.1=111.11.141110111.11

22 The
(smelter, larger)

timate of area of the region considered.

4 x 8 = 32;
x 26 = 104

unit gives the better sma ler

In this sub-prograve have considered Measurement of a plane region as

a process'of covering the regionyith non-overlandng units of area. The
1

particular unit of areal& arbitrarily 'choaen and usually taken to be a

Square.

As in measuring the length or a line segmentlthe bahicsprocess is

counting; tliat'is one counts the units uied to cover the plane region.'

27-4. Formules for the Area of a 119etengle

Instead of counting unitsquares one see es.'or formula& for,fincling

,areas of several 'common plane regions. These s or formulas will be in, .

terms of length.of line segments which may be meat red mith a suitable unit

oflineer measure. The following sub-program ir111 eal 'with rectangular

regions:- f'
*

N.,

A rectangle is a 4-sided figure mith

Tight angles.

YmommimIIIwww...

24 The opposi;Ziltides of a rectangle are -congruent;

and p!strallei

335
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25 -,The Alma region determined or bonnded by a

reitangle ABCD is the Union of the set of

points,of the rectangle (or boundary) eald

'set ,of points of the of the rectangle.

A) ,

4

26 Given thi special. rectangle ABCD in which AD

measures exactlyp,3' units and AB measures

exactly 4 un

ENE

z is easy to'see that Unit squares with one'

linear unit,on a,side-will cover this plane

region with exactly

Dividing the rAtangle intounit areas in this

manner relates the measure of the area to the

array of multlplication indicating the number

sentence

7336

,73.1

44

interior

,12 units

3 x 4 12



28 Given the rectangle POS

measures exactly 6' inches

measures exactly 9. inches.

covered with, squares.one

Counting them, one finds an

inch'sqmares.

uch'that Ats vidth

and its length

This can be,

inoh on i side.

area of

29 The same measure can also be Obtained from the

number sentence

30 If a rectangle WIZ ha's a 'width exactly v

units and a length exactly I, unitsl.its area

A can be found from the nuMber sentence-

vidth w units

lenah = un

tt.

337
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A

Frequently tbe sides cannot be measured exactly

with the unit used. In such cases one may' 4,

estimate the area by superimposing agrid, as

,was.done earlier in Ptame.e. 11 - lB. 'Such 114.A4
't

iS placed over the rectangle, EFGH.

A

s,

H'111211=731
MIMI
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
1111.1111111

11111111

11111
Mill 11111111,

We_may certainly say that the areatis between

20 and units.

. ..
One can estimate the measure of the area bY using

Alli,r

.

enta.of the line ,segments to the nearest

Aeasured to th9 nearest unit', the length

'of MH is 5 units and: EF is:, units.' Ueing

these approximate lengths: one obtains the

approximate area of

A is a7 ,square units*

338
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.33 Ite acturacy of this menoure may be increased by

reducing the size'of.tbe covering unitp to k
units. Thvarea will then be- -^

.:311

3.60.

9074 and

In terms of the smaller unit, one-fbUrth the size

of the 'calginal unit, the rectangle measures 4,9

units by, 11 units to giWiinarea.of

of these- quar'ter

A

between

5 EVen,though we speak of a quarter

inch, et cetera); it.is the

compared to. some given standaAd

original unit,

unit (quarter

l'Aut is

namely the

unit

00"

4

When the line segments which form the rectangle can be measured exactly

in terls of some unit, the region, may be 4cmered vi h i grid and the nuniber

of unitp of area counted; or the measure of the areJ, which is a real nuMber,

may be found.by multiplying the length by the width. liencei A'w 2
0

wbere 2 is the measure of,the langth and le is the measure Of the width.

Nhen the side's of a rectangle cannot,be measured exactly in terms of the

chosen unit, the area can be estimated by writing the length to the nearest

unit or by selecting smaller units for both the lengths and the unit areas.

As a result of the preceding program we define area as follows:

,

* Definition: .The measure of the area of a rectangular plane region (or of

a.rectangle) is the nuaber obtained as the product of the

nuMbers measuring the length and the midthfor equivalently

base and height., (7he smaller the unit, of length used, the-

more accurate,the measure of.the area will be.)

Pbr'brevAy, ve say the area is the prodlict of the base and the height"

even though we should say "m'eaaure of" each time. Mt-write the formula for

thelarea of any rectangle.as follows: 'A ...bXh where A stands for the

measure of the area, b the measure oi the base, and h the'measure of%h.e

- height.

339
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27-5. Areas of,a Parallelogram and of a Triangle

Tb find the areas of parallelograms and triangles,ve do not usually-use

the method of covering the regionWith Unit squares or &grid. Iv an analysis

of the regions, ve diScoyer that their areas may beivritten in terms-of -

c
rectangular plane regions 'whose 'areas can be found hy the.methods of the

previous'section.

37

38

39

pi-raltetagraur Lhe upposttEr stile

congruent and In general, the angles

are not right angles..

The height df a parallelogram is the measure of

the! betveen opposite sidesi measured

along a perpendicular.

Consider the parallelogram ABCD vhose baA

AB measures h. 'The heightl,h' is Measured

on the line segment BE drawn from B

to the tWo parallel sides AB and DC.

Cut off the triangle BCE from:the parallelogram

AMCE of Frame 38 and place it next4to AD 'Its'.

shown in the figure below.

Then, the area of ABCD is equal to the area

of .

340

parallel

distance

perpendicular,

ABEF



43

Sihce AMEF is a rectangle, Its area ts

Hence the area of the parallelogram ,AMCD is

etcp4a1 to .

In,any parallelogram OM, the:height is the'

length of a line segment ST' to-the

--hate OP.

Let the measure of OP s.b and the measUre of

ST . h. Then,. theArea. of OPQM =

In the given parallelogram WXYZ below,

. 4 centimeters and

'm6-15) = 2 centimeters, *

The area ig' square nentimeters.

'Definition: The measurepf the area of a parallelogram is the nuMber

obtaina---as the product of the,numbers measuring the base and

-the height. (The smaller the unit of length used, the more'

accurate the measure of the area.will be.)

N b x- h

.b x

perpendicular

x h

341
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27

The forqula for thp Sava of any parallelogram can be written as:

A = b X h. Nbte that this is the same formula as the one used for the

- rectangle, but it must be clear that the distance h is the perpendicular

distande bStVeen tv6 parallel'sides.in both,figures. NON/ever, for the

rectangle, this is one of the sides butifor the parallelogram the height is

-shorter than the sids.

fP7,

115

46

-47

48

Consider the triangle Ale 'Irith the base

AB = b and ihe height--CD'= h.

A- model of the triang1,1,04.made and labeled%

AtBICI. This model then is placed beside the

triangle AMC so that WI coincides v th CB.

z

The resulLng plane:figure ABAIC

The area of the parallelogram ABAIC

The aria of the triangle Ale -is

area of he parallelogram 'AMAIC.'

Let A denote the area of a triangle, then

the formulfor the area of the triangle is

342.

Is

4.

parallelogram

b x h

1
or one-halt

1A = X(bxh)
2



49 In.the triangle MNO,

m0410 .-3 centimeters,

mag) = 2 centimeters.

'The area of triangle MID

in square centimeters is

50 'In the triangle ABC,

m4AIO = 37 militmeteril

uL(0) = 22 millimeters.'

The area is

square millimeters.

51 The unit.of area measure used in Frame 50

is 1 square'
millimeter

..

27

1
k 2 x 3) ore 3

8:4 or 407

The measure of the area is the nuMber of units in

the area and hence the measure of the area of the

triangle in Frame 50 is .407

In this sgb-program formulas for the areas of plane regions determined

ioy,parallelograms and triangles haVe been considered. ThiS,,tOgether with

the sub-program'on rectangles, gives ways of finding the areas of magt

figures met in daily life.

27-6. The Area of Polygons and Circles

A polygon is a region bounded by a series of line segments and may be

divided into smaller regioni Consisting of triangles, rectangles and paralle

:ograms.' After this is done the smaller afeas may be found and their sum will

be the area of the original polygon.

53

i

A pentagon is a polygon:with sides.

?I

343
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54 JOin the vertex D strid tbe vertices A _and B

by line segments 4iV1.ding the Tentagon into,

as in the figUre below.

A .

55 The. area of the'pentagon can be determined by

the areas of eachof the triangles.

5

...=.11611.

s To determine the triangular ateai, a base and

Corresponding height mmst be

triangle.,

on each

57 The six sided polygon lump' below is called

a regular hexagon.

The:oidesare all_equal and if line segmentS AD,

RE and CF -are drawn, they willintersect in a ,

point 0; AO g BO ' AB.

344

339:
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rf the measure of AB is s and the height of
triangle ABO Is 110 the area of the triangle

MO is

59 Neaslrement shows thwbfor each of the triangles the

bate and height are the Same as for,the triangle

AYO. Bence) the total area of the hexagon is

6 x A

1 ,XtsXh)
2

64x(sxh)
3):(13Xh

6o Sincethe vertices A1'16 0, b; E, P of the

hexagon are all the same,distanCe from ,O, a

circle may te drawn around the hexagon as in the

figure below.

The areeCof the circle is

the'area of the hexagon.

mailer) larger)
than

61 The area of the circle in Frame 6o can be approxi-
_

larger

mated by the,area of the,inscribed hexagon,

.The line segments drawn from 0 to the Vertices.

Pf the regular hexaglan divide the circle into

congruent regions called sectors. 6 or six

345

34

11,



6 Tbie ,area of each sdctor is approximated b)li the area

of .the included :which' has a smaller ,area.

:U64. The sectors can be arranged to look Iike

a figure with the

1 I

area as the circle.

triangle,

4

same

If each se4ctor were Cut in half to form two smaller

congruent sectors and rearranged as in Frame 64, a

figure locating more like a parallelogram with its u

height being the of the circle and the length radius

of its base approximatell .half the circumference of

the circle. See the figure below.

3



a 'lisFy halving sectors pf Frame
/

65 a figure more
, .

14- ,....,

n&IY a parallelogram can he construCied
. , . .. .:

aving the 'area as the circl:J 4
is

.

.67 The approximating parallelogram haAa base.With

circumference

same

. .

an aproxipate length oione-half the )

. -- - -.--4 .

f iile cl.r.Saat...qatijkle271-.90.41Bil.P.a-----

N LP

68 Let .21: rei)resent the radius,..2

410

a to the radius.

the circWerence

and A the area.''A formula for the area of a

,circle is
"NW MMINI

1 .
A X(rX

e
al XC)xror A2

difecult tcoget more than an esti:elate of the area of a circle

.since one cannot draw by'simple means a square or arecianglewhicA is

*equivalent in area to a gtvenerrele. In covering a circle with a grid, the

difficulty is.in couniihg the squares and malting an estimate of the area.of

:partial squares used to cover the circle.

.

EMI iww.,
tIIIIIEillrdll EINE -

RIif4 lit. ERNRIMWIN 1--r
.

Innt

ill ...

WI MI
iol TA

ra-,,,,...

lhis will give a rough'estimate of the area of the circle but is tedious

and not verY efficient.

If meAse'the

the difficulty-1s

a written in Frame 68, namelY A = v.F x C) X r,
c

asuring CI the length of the circumference of the

347
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.Z% N -4: I ... , ,. .,
. 4,1:,; 0.. , 0 ,,,,,t, .',I . `,...,tb, '!"S .^1,,',3',..1 . -,I I. ,,1,1 ,.

' ., ,-' =+'`,.1t , , .
,, , , y,

, ,, ..... ,...4,4,,' ' .. " 4"..P
't

a

circle. ';This is,'al;pst ilopssible'ifthe:Circ e is ion a sheWof papei or '

the ChalkboarC'-106-Ue61;:tin,CalWa circular waita:basket or the_likel,

the circumference can be measure d. by the Ulie cit'a atrincithieti 'may then be

applied to a ruler or a. grid.. We may'vse this methpkin the classroom to
A

find the al'ea Of a number of Circles. Wre...ANSt meesu'ir the\raAiusdn teems

of the same unit in each'Case.,
4,

-69--

I.

a

0

.71

73

°The circumference bra coffee can,
'1

neareFt inch, incheS -or

Inches and the diameter measures,

'measure of the 'area of the bottom

-.77 square inch upitp is
,

A =

measrOrrtetie----
,

.63 quarter
A

inches. The

of the can in'

1
.If a unit of yo., centimeter isAlsed the measure-

.

ment of.the circumference:of the same-coffee can

ip 401 and the diameter is- 12e.

,ol'te area in terms of scivare mil

a square ?entimeter) is

7 .

x

,b

A

The measurement

metersj of

I.

Fbr a-NUmber 2 dinl'the circumference measures

'inches and the diameierr 3 inches. The area

, of the:bottom of the can is
1

inch,square.

td the nearest

e,
TheAarea-of the bottom of the Number 2 can also

can be expressed as 7i square inthes to the
I

nearest

Pefer back: to Frame 69 in which"we found' 63 quarter

inches to be the measure of the circumference of a

coffee careand 20 quarter inphes to be the measure

of its diameter. The ratio ofthe circumference.to-

the diaieter, that ii. or 'C d, =

348

Ar

x63x1p = 315
2

1 IiOiX6Ii

12,832

317 (7 inch quares)

a.

1
inch square

lo

345'A

4.
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'11

I.
, A

The informatism ?raze 73 s sometimes 'written
3.15= or C d = 3.15 L.

Using the Itetsurements, on the co_ffee can leterms
of Tc-5 centimeter, we find

In Frames '73 74 two' estimates for the ratio of the 'circumference to
4.

the diamter of Jit circle were found. If the two dis'tances were measured more

Emil Tore accurately), it could be found that the ratio would have values "

approximately qual to 3.14, : 1, 3.142 : 11' *3.1416 : 1, et cetera,

Mattepatia4444 :know that this ratfo is not a rational number. They know '4-
4 ,

al4:o that,:fir any circle., the ratio of the meas,ure of the circumferenee to
tile measure of the diameter will always be approximattkly 3.1416 no matter

\
what. units .of meakur are used..- ,The nUmber43.1415 AS called It

(read '4pih) and l.'s related to the numbers C and 'd by thetfollowing

equality:
C

d 1

This relation yields the formula for the circumfererice for any circle
C =x X d and since x' r we also have- C = 2 X it X r.

.75 Given the circle with center

Using the quarter IV, as a 5unit it has a radius
of quarter inches.

349

314

fI
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78'

Using the valUe 3.1416 for the circumference
4

the.circielPis,'C 2 x fx r ,quarter
inches, which must be considered as 31 quarter
inches to the nearesiequarterlinch.

The area of the ciicle ill Frame 75 is given by
the formala

A=tAXCXr.

/fence, A

or

14

31.416

.
Replacing C by 2 x x r in the formula-for
the area df the circle gives the new formula

1A - -x(2XnY rxr2

3$6

1.32' 177- or 78
2 2

g X r2
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CHAPTER 28

MEASUREMENT OF SOLIDS

.

28-1 . Introduction

The discussion of Is:plumes of solid.regiolis is more difficult than that

- of areas.of plane 'regions 'primarily because of the difficulty in'visualizing

.eolid regions ir pictures and-diagrams of them'are aliays in a plane.

3

7

8

D

AA with the measure of a*eal.one must se ect a

of volume.
41.1111..011.11..111111.1111

A cube is commonly-selected as'a.unit'of

in measuring a volume, onersees how -times

the. unit volute can be contained in the solid

region, say n.

Similarly, one the nuMber of unit cubes

necessary to enclose the,solid regipp or volume

being measuredl.say m,

Designating the volume by V, one can sky that

the volume satisfies the nUmber sentence

If the volume to be,measured can hold liquid, such
4.0

as a jar or a barrel; then the volume can be

determined to within a of 4olume.

To do this one takes a unit volume of liquiewand

pours it into the volume being measured. By

the number of unit'volumes that can be

held without cmerflowing one gk4a a nudber less

than tar equal to the volute.

When the liquid overflows a volute of

-liquid has been added than the container can hold.
0

351.

unit

Volume

counts

n < V < m

unit

counting

larger



9

a

#k ,

, The volume usually lies two

'whole nuiber of units.

between

As with areas,'wolumes are frequently determerred tor computations instead

pf measurement, tmt as before an understanding'of errors is-needed.

licaume of a Bectanillar Prisra
A

Fbr brevity; the words "volume of a rectangular prise are usedsinstek

of the more accurate."volume of the solid region enclosed by'la rectangular

prism," and similarly for other.solia figures.

10

11

12

13

A rectangular prism is a solid fegure, each face

of which is a

'A cube is an example of e rectangular

Consider the odel*of ihe rectangular prism

'constituted b the following arrangement of unit

cubes in Figure 43.1.

Figure 28.1

Ey counting the. number pf cubes (units ),-the:

.volume units.

The measure of the volume also is'given by the

number sentence

35

a

4

rectangle

prism

\'

2 X 3 6

t.



*

14 Teln fbur rectangaar prisms as in Frame 12 ind

stack-them on-top of each other as in Figure 28.2

below.

t.

Figure 28.2 r

Theyolume ,ite each layer is

15 Since there are folli layersthe volume of the

rectangular prisui in Frame 14 is :units.

Since the rectangular prism has length 3 imits,

width 2 units and height 4 units, the volume.is

expressed by the number sentence x 4 = 24

8

-

A rectangular prism with all edges cbngruent and

each of unit length is a unit

18 As for the rectangular prism'in Frame.14, wben the

volume was given by? the number sentence )(2X4024

the-number sentence for the unit cube is

353
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19 Consider a reciengUlar prism with exact dimensions

of length 21 width.'Air, and height h. it

appears that the nudber sentgnce descrfbing the

volume would. be .

20 In the measure of area it was observed that the

dimensions.frequently'were not exact;,however, to

estimate the area,the lengths were deasured to

the -unit and the foftula for the exact

measure was'used.

21 Previous experience in measuring area would indicate

that the volume of a recteigular prism can be

S.

xl.rxh.V

nearest

approximated by measuring the edges to the nearest

unit and using the formula for exact measure.

22 Amore accurate approximation can be found by
,

'utitig-i smaller of Volume. unit

-

Since the area of tfie base of a rectangular prism is equal to i N: V:

we frequently say: ,The volume of 'a rectangular prism is the product of area

of its base and its height.

28-1; irolumes of Certain Solids
1*

23 It has beer; observed that t4 volUme*of a

rectangular prism is the'produpt of its height;

and the sof its base.

35

area

1,111a.,11111AMILW



24

26

Figure '28.3

',Consider the triangular prism formed by cutting

the rectangular prismCas indicated in Figure 26.3

. above.. Since the volume'of the rectangular prism

is- 2 Xlit,Hxh, the volume of'the triangular prism

is x x v x h).

4 ea of the ba e of the triangular prism

in Frame 24 is 4,

es

Frames 24 and 25 indicate that the volume of a

b

triangular prism can be stated as of the

Obese times the height.

'40

355

35

vs

1g ( i X v)

-4

area
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28

27

I) 28

30

-N

Figure'20.4

If a rectangular pr5sm .is nottaright prism.f.-a

,:Apod physical model of the situation is adeck of
.

cards which has been pushed into an oblique.

position ail in Figure 28.4 above. 'Forea in this

case the volume of the prism is

Fbr ally prism,. he volume can be found by

multiplying the of the base by the height.

A prism is a special case of a cylinder as

indicated in Clapter 26. Hence, the volume of a

cirlinder is 9e of the base times the

'height.

i(

Similarly/the volUme of cones.and pyraliids can

be descrped by some relationship of the

.of the vase times ihetheight.

I.

a

p.

Xwxh

area

area

area

An experiment gives the formula or finding the volume of pyramids and

cones. Nhke a model of a given pyramid, then take a prism with base and

height congruent to tylose oftha pyramid. MS find that if the pyramid is

filled with sand ahd the sand is poured into the prism, *the prism. will-be

filled after three such pourings. The same is true for a cone and,its

correspqnding cylinder.

10,

358
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1.1

For any pyramid or'come,

x

28-4; Volume of a,Sphere
'4.

28

,
ox; area of

:testi

In order to discover the volume of a sphere; considep,the three solids
.

in Figure 28.5 below.

32

33

a

t41

%.1

-"right circular cone right circular cylinder

C

Figure 28.5

The area of the base'of the right circular

cylinder i B = 0 x

The volUMe of the right circular cylinder is

2

The base of the right circular cone has tlhe same

Loxea as the base of,the right,circular cylinderj

and\the vOlume of the right circulaPconefis

Vs..; X0 xr2 x2'Xr.
.41e

357

3. 2 s

2
r or r X r

r2"
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It can be demonstrated by'experimentation that the-volume of the
0 .

cylinder less the volume of the cone is equal to;the voluie'of the sphere.

The volume oftheephere is the volume of the

cylinder less the volume of the 'cone, that is

3 2
V =2xtXr it r
of sphera 3

2) x it-x-r
3

(hi the Ad.iiMribu-
3 tive property)

X X - (the formula for
the volume .of a
sphere).

28-5.i Areas of Simple Closed Surfaces

36,

37

.38

The surface area, of a cylinder, a cone, a pyramid,

'or ,a prism is found-by determining the of

the base and.the latleral4nttface.'

\1

The lateral'surfacea of pyramids are triarigular

regionsAnd the lateral surfaces of prisma are

encel*these areaWcan be fciund easily.

To deteraine the lateraX area of a right circular

cylilder, one *a.n see in Figure 28.6 l'elow that

the area is"(k x 111)

.

Ilgure 28.6

23583
*

3

4

4 '3
x t x r

3

area

parallelograms

(C X h) or
circumference
times height



,TO determine the eUrface area of a cone,.the cone Can be' f.attened out

on a plane"as in,Figure 20.7 below.

A-
. 6 Figure 28.7

However, a formula in terms of the area of theecircular base and the

height is too complicated to be' 'Considered at this point.

The surface area of a 'sphere is more difficult' to obtain since it is

not possible to flattenout the surface of a sphere into a plane': However,

a formula pan be given:

Atif a

Surface aret of a sphere .= C X2 xr

= (2 X It X r) X 12.X

= XxXr2

where fix the radius of the sphere and C is tbe circumference of,a

circle of the sphere whose.radius is r.

359
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CHEM 29

.MiGATIVE RATIOWNUMBERS.

t.

Thp, to now, three different sets of nuMbers have, been studied. They'are:

(I) ,the,counting nunibers:

(2) the whole humbers:

(3) the rational numbers: .,
4.

1; :t

0, 1,

1) ...,

3,

2.

1
...-,

4,,

3,
:

5,

4.
,..

..11,

6,

5.

:2

7,

6, tie

4bee.,

P

.

/n this chapterwe extend once again the concept of numbev Ana include

the notion ofdirection., This will result in a new set of.num rs: the set

of positive, negative and zero rational numbers. From now on th s new set-of

numbers willbe called the set'of all rational nuMbers, and the ird set
V

above will be called the non-negative rationals.

29-1. 'Membership in the Set ofsBational Iftibers

The definitions and sUbsequent disoussions of our new set of numbers

depends'on the notion of an orderedjalLof numbers.

3

'The ordered pair (1) c) Sas

components, namely b and c.
0

/

(how many)

In the ordered pair Cb, c b is the first

componant and c is the .component.

In an ordered.pair, the components are seParated

by a comma and are enclosed in

The ftrst coMponent is always written on the

and the 'second component is always

(right left

. written on thi
(right, left)

361

two

second.

pa en heses

:igh
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'\

If 5 is the first component and 2 is the second component of an

ordered pair -thevordered pair.yould be written as

0(a) (2, ;)

0(b) (5 2)'t

0(c) 5, 2

0(d) (5; 2)

5(a) Incorrect. The co in the given

order.

5(b) Incorrect. The components are not separated tor

a'comma. Thus (5 2) is not an ordered pair.

5(c) Incorrect. The cdmponents are n exIclosed in

L.,..parentheses. lkus, 5,2 is np an orilered 'pair.

5(d) Correct. Vote why each or th three other

responses are incorrect.

4,

The ordered pair (24 3) is the same as

0( ) 2) 0(b) (2, 3) 0(0.. (2

'6(a) Incorrect. The patrs of ecaponents are the

'same but thq order is different.

6(b) Correct. The pairs of components are the same

and the order-is the same.

6(c) Incorrect. Th4 pairs of components are not the

same.

Definition: Let a and b denote ,non-negattve rational numbers. Then,

the ordered pair (a, b) denotes a rational nudbgc*and is

deftned as follows:

(a, b) . a,- b . +(a 7 b) if a . tq.

(a, 1) = a - b . 0 if a --..-bi,

(a, b) . a b -... -(b - if a < b.

362



4

10

12

- 13

,The ordered pair. 54 2) F' or

The ordered pair

Tte prdered pair

,

the oi4ered

.,.

The ordered iiair

5)

1 7
,5 5

4( 1-8)

= or

= or

or

= or
I.

. 11 4 \
. The ordered pair vg, Or

s

The orderea pair

'The ortlered';Irs

OT,

or

- 2 or -+3

Or 3

1- 1 or 0
5 5

or 1

+ 1

In preaffous chapters ve used several different physical models. for. ,

whole numbers and non-negative rational- numbers to help illuminate different

mathematical 44aracterlst2cs. I model for ap element of our set of, new

numbers consists of a directed line serent) sometimes 'called a vector. -

For examptle, directed line segments,or vectorliodels for the ordered

pairs (54_2) ana (2, 5 ) are exhibited in Figure 29.3:below.,

1.
(5.,2)

'

1.

1

NV%

a

2
1

(2, 5)

Figure

563

N

3 5

t;



1 ln the figure below, the vector'model

0.1

4

represents the ordered pair.

'rational number

In the figure below, the vector model
.

or the

represents the ordered pair

the rational number

In the figure below, the vector model'.

or

0 1 2 .

2

reprepents the,ordered pair

iational nUmber

or the

(3, 1 )
r '

4,
k3 - 1) or 42'



. 18 In the fiiure below, the vector model

represe'nts the ordered pair ( ) or the

rational' number

29-2. OrderinA the Set of ilational Numbers

Definition: Let (a, b) and (c d) denote rational numbers.

Th,n (41 b) = (el d) it and only if a + = b c.

20

21

22

5 + 10'

2

+
5 5

. r,. c . ..

Definition: Let (a ,
1;) ana d) denote rational numbers., r

Then (a b) > (c, d.) if ancl only if a + d > b H- c.

23

2Ii.

(2, 3) >C4, 7) since 2 + 7 > 3 +

(4 R),>.t5; lo) since 4 + jo > +

s3.)
/

4'ince' 4

1 1
2
1 >since -' +

359
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?9

Definition: Iet (er, b) and (c d) denote rational numbers.

Then (a, br) < (t1 d) if and only if a + d < b + c.

28

29

30

47, 4) <

6 <5,

<

< (3, 5)

(8, 34

51 5/

1 1
3')

since 10 + 5 <

since + 3 <

15 +

+

.

'6 2 8
since

5
+

5
<

5
+

since + '<

,

+7 3 -6
Definition: Let

3

(r, s) and (t11.0 denote rational nuMbers. Then,

one and'only one of Ve f011owieg statements is true:

(1) .(r, s) < (t, V),

4 (2) '(r,:s) = (t,

(3) (r, a) > (t, v).

Mhieh one of the following .statements, is trim for (3 5

(7, 10)4

CD(a)4 (3, 5),< (7, 10).,

CM) 1(3, 5) = (7, 10)

0(c) (3, 5) > (7, 10)

1

31(a) Incorrect, sinoe 3 AT 10 5 + 7.

31(b)" Incorrect, since 3 + 10 / 5 + 7.

31(c) Correct,.since 3 + ro > 5 + 7.
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29-3. Addition of Rational Numbers

Definition: let (a, denote rational numbers.

.
This'definition-livea a computationalprocedure that depends only on

'additIon of,non-negát1j. rational nuMbers. AB with non-negative rational

:numbers, we call [(a

and (c, d ).1

33

34

.35

36

+.(c d)] the sum of the two addends

71 2)

) Cr

or (5, ) (2,

fiy 6)

(3, 6) .4- (5,

tl (1 2)1

7 5' 7

or (1- I) A.

5' 7 5' 7

5 + 2)

--1

It

11+=11411.

2 4 4
or (sy +.1 (, i)

V.

(a, b)

(11, 7

- 7) Or +4

(7, 7).

(i - 7) or 0

.(8, 9)

4%Z19 8 or -1

4 6
(5

- 6 4 , -2
or B

7.85

-4-i) or -1E5

.

Recall from Chapter 20 that addition in the set of non-negative rational

numbers has the following properties: (1) closurv (2) commutativity;

(3) slsociativity; (4) additivelpidentity.

.367
-03
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We sfiould check to see 'whether

the set of all raikeal numbers has

in the set of non-negative rational

or not addition as we have defiled it in-

the properties Oharacterisitc of addition

numbers.

37

38

39

1.*

If r and s 4enote n6n-negative rational.

numbers", then (r s) ,denotes a non-negative

nuMber.

'Bence, the set of non-negative rational nuMberS is

under the operation of' addition.

If (a, b) And (c, d) areordered pairs of

non-negative rational nUibers then (a + cl b + d)

an ordered pair of non-negative
(is, is not)

ratia,nal numbers.

bince (a + c, )b + = (a, b + (cl-d)1 then

(a, b) + (c, a rational number.
is not)

Thus, (a, b) (c, d) if always a rational number

. and the set of all rational nuMbers is,

under the operation of addition.

rationai

closed

is

is

closed

1* have seen.that addition is closed in the set of all rational,numberi;

as well as in the set Of non-negaaptv rational numbers.

We now turn to another property to see if it applies to addition of all

rational numbers as well as to non-negative'rational numbers.

(11 ) or (9, 8) or 4-1

43 (7, ) + (2, 5) (9 8) or +1- ( ) or

44 (2; 5) + (7, 3) + isequal to (7, 3)

pp is not)



46

48

11.

1 * 4. '41 IX is
74,91 74 91

10 #

(7) (4.; ii)*

to
equal$ not equal)

e order of the addends in the sum of two rational

numbers ,give different results.
(does, does not)-

The additillof two-,rational numbers
(is$ is not)

independent pg the order in-Which tyley are addea.

The examples in Frames 42 - 45 suggest the

conclusion that addition in the set of all

rational numbeis has the property.

A finite nudber of examples, sufficient
is not .

to draw .a general conclusion.

,20

Lual

does not,

is

commutative

is not

,LEadples can give an intuitive justilication for a generalization$but

the following theorem and proof furnisti conclusive evidence that the set of

:all rational numbers is commutative under addition.

Theorem:

(t$ v) v + (r$,s ) if

(r$ a and (t$ v) are rational numbers.
4,

Proof:

Cr, s) 40 (tl.v) = r + t$ s vj by the

definition of of rational nudbers. addition

51 (r + t$ s 4-'v) + r$ -tr + s) since

addition of non-negative rational nudbers is

369
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commutative
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definiti of addition of

+' s) = (t v) + (r, by the

numberi. rational

3 Therefore,

(r a) +1(t, = (t2 v ) + (r )
is

for,any two rational numbers.

(true not true)

true

We have seen that the sum:of two -..ational numbers is independent of the

order of the addends. Thus, the set of all rational-numbers is commUtative

with respect to,addition.

tet,us see if the result of performing two or more such additions is

independent orfhe order in which the additiOns,are,performed.

'511

55

57

59

[(2, 3) + (4, i)1 +3, 7) (6 11) + (3: 7)

=,( ).

(2, 4. [(4, 1) + (3, 7)],= (2, 3) + (7, 8)

= ( .).

)

[(2) 3) (4, 1)] + ( )

gP (=,

(2, 3) + [(11, + (3, 7)].

The three preceding frames seem to indicate that the

sum of three rational numbers independent
(is, is not)

of theorder of performing the addition.

[(a0 b).+ (c) d)1 + f) = (a + C, b + d) + (e, f)

by the definition of addition of nuMbers.

(e c, b + d) + el f) . ((a + + e, (b + d) + f

by the definition of of rational numbers.

(9, 11)

(:

is

rational

!addition
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a +

(b + d) + f)

-c + e.) b (d + f)) by the

4014W4 af tiadiLlud of Ltuti-uudatalic tesUunta

40.1iabera.

(a + (c +e), d + f))

(a, + ((c + e), (cl+1 )) by the

definition of addition of 'nuMbers.

a, b) + ((c te), (d f)) =

(a, b)b+ [(c, d)'+ (el f)) by the definition

of rational nuMbers.

Therefore, [(a, b) + (e, 1.)] + (el f =

(a b) + [(c, d) + (ei
(is, is not)

true if (it, 1D)1, (c, d) and (e, f) ;re

,rational nuMbers.

assocjative

ratimal

addition

is

The statement [(a, b) cat d)) + (el f) = (a, 1)) + [(c, d) + (e, f))

shows symbolically that addition in the set of rational numbera\has

0(a) the closure proper:ty.

CA) the cOmmutative property.

Cp(e) the 'associative property.

.
64(a) IncorAct. Wile addition in the setof rational

numbers has the closure property, ihd8statement is

a symbolic representation of thd associativetProperty.

64(b) Incorrect. While addition in the set of rational

,numberChas the commutative property; the statement
'

is'a symbolic representation of the associative

'propeirty.

64(c) This respOnse is correct. The statement

[(a b) + (c,6d)]. + (el'f ) =(a, b) + ((el d (el f)]

indicatls that the ratult,of pe forming two successive.

additicals is independent of th r order.

371
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Me have seen that the result of performing two successive additions

is independent of the order in which the additions are performed. That is;

4.1 has the associative ro ert .

It is possible to verify that the result of perftauillettny finite number of

sUccessive additions iS'in endent of the order in which the additions are

performed.

Zero is the identit

rational numbers. Tha

rational.numiber
4.

Let Us see if there is an element in the set of rational numbers which

, -
element for addition in the set of non-negative

is; r + 0 = 0 tr r for any norrenegative

plays the role of the identity element for addition.

65

66

68

69

Let 'k denote any- on-negative rational number.

Then; the ordered.pair- (k; k)

Since- (k; k) is defined to be (k 7 k)= 0)

it follows that (k; k) in the set of rational

numbers plays the role analogous to % in

the-set of non-negative rational numbers.

If (a; b) is any rational nuMber; then

(a; b) + (k; k) . a + k; b + k) by the

definition of

But (a + k; b + k) = (a; b) since

(a + k + b) = (b + k +' a) by the definition

of equality of numbers.

Hence; (a; b) + (k; k) = (a; b); and (k0 k) is

the,fdentityeleMent for in the set of all

rational numbers.

ze o

or 0

additiOn

rational

a.

addition

We now come to a property of additIon possessed by the-set of rational

numbers which has not been a property of any other set of numbers considered

in previous chapters.

PO.

373,
6

-
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'29

Consider (2, 5) an (5,

(2, 5), + (5, 2) = (2 + 5, 5

7 But (71.7 ) = (i-7)

72, Thus, the sum of (2, 5) and 5, 2) is the

rational n6ber .r.r..

3 Consider .4r) arid (ilr, f).

g;

711.

7 'Thus the sum of

rational nuMber
!

A

-76 COnsider (tAr) and (v, t here t and v

denote non-negative rational numbers. Then,

(t, v) + t) = (t + v, AT + t). by the

definition of -

is the

77 But (t + + t) = (t + t + "v) by the

property of addition of non-negative

xational nuMbers.

78 And (t + t + N) = (4, k) where k

79 Thus, (t, v) + t) = (k, k), and the sum of

(t, and,.(v, t) is the rational.number

0

373
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zero or 0

0

zero or 0
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commutative
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The rational numbers a, b) and (b, a) are additive inverses;

(al b) is the aaditive inverse Of (la, a) And (b, a) is the additive

inverse of (a, b), Sometimes, (a, b) is called the oioposite of (b a),

and ,(b-I a)' is called the opPosite of (a, b). The sum of'a pair of additivt

inverses isbAlWAys.zero.: This is a npw property of numbers. The set of

rational numbers IS the first set of numbers discussed which hap this'property.
,

We illustrate models of the additive inverse elements (allb) an

(b, a) as directed,line segments or vectors in Figure'29.2 below. Note
4

that the victors representing (a, Ib) and (te, a) have thesame length

but are in appoSite-directions. Assume a ). b.

3

Figure 29.2

a

b a ) -(a b)

29-4. Techniques of Addition in the Set of Rational NUMbers

8o ( o) =

81 (3, 0) = . 3.

82 (12, o) .

83 (0) 5) - -(5 ) -5.

84 (0, 3) = -( 0) =

85 (o, 12

31,7?,)

12



87

I

in addition of rational numbers, there are three possibilities litich

arise. The two addends mai be poSitive,rational numbers, or negative

rational numbers, or one positive and one%negattv.-

These three cases are represented as: + +8, r 5, and y + s.
Os ma

, Note that .4"r + -8 is basically the sameeprOblem as r + s since addition

is commutative.
wbs

The following theorem4AkOish just;fication for techniques of,adding

:rational numbers.

Theorem: If r and s are non-negative rational'numbers then

+r + . +(r + s).

88

91

.92

93

0

375
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Theorem: If r and s are non-negative rational numbers,

tbe + s

95

96

97

98

99

Proof:

r + s = (0, r) + ....1

(0, r)'+ (0; s) = (0, r + s)) by of,

rational nudbers as'ordered

(r + s)) = -((r + s) - 0) .

Thus,

Then,

r t s.=

12 + -7 +

5 + 3

=11..11111

%Theorem: If r and s are non-negative rational numbers,

then r +
+
§

s) r >s.

(s if r < s.

addition-

Proof:

/100 r + +s = (0,

'10 r). +

numbers as

102

103

lob Thus,

S) if r

-r) if r

(<,

by additioi of rational

(<4 =4 >,)
s.

S.

if r > S.

r < s.

3Th

q)

*ordered pairs
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4at

29
*

105 Then,

-

+2 +45 2)

..r
74 +.110

7

410141M111111.1

+
3

+8

,111 12 + 4.= 74 + +12 ''sinee addition of"rational -
.4.

, . ,

nuttibera-has:the - $ property.

1 2

113

114

-*P

'commutative

12 I-, 5 + +
12 =

' 115:

116

ir 1

371
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Subtraction

SUbtraction in the set of rational ribmbers is defined the same
,

the previous seta of numbers.
1

Definition:. a b = c 'if and only if a . + c.

1 1

2,120

121

3

A

as in

Inds definition' 9f subtraction is 'rather easyrto handle with certain

types *of rational nuMbers but it difficult with o4hers. The--foriqwing

,theorem gives a procedure for subtractielawhicla isAuite effective.
,.

Theorem: If r and s are aiy Tational nuribe-r s r + S.

en

Proof:

, 122 If r s = n) then r = s + n. from the definition
.

of of,rational nuM'bers.:
4

123 r s r 71, "s since both mplibeTs of the equation

are
tdentieal, not iaentical).

'

124 s = (s + n) + s. substituting (s + n ) for

inLthe equation ,pf Frame 123.
ft

. .
.

',
$

125 r + s -. s + Ls + n) since addition has th4
,

....

- proper-7 in rational Ammbers. , commutative
.

.... . . -

126 r + s . ('s + s) + n sfnce addition has the .

x

properti in rational. numbers. s. ,
.

associative
+4 ..

1

subtraction

identical

12,7 r + s = + n Once

1.

S ino

' 37,8 :3

, a



12A r + m'n since 0 is the* for additi,on. 'identity
J

0"

129 But r - a from Frame 122. Thus)

130

r a = +

5 - 6 5 +

.131 8 - 6 8 +4-6 Vedvftwarowe

132 -6 + .-(-3) 6 + 3

133
1

134' .1
2

=I

ii
Ale

mlb

29-6. WatipliCation of Rational Almbera
,

Definition: Let (al b) and .(6 14) depote np.1)numbeva., Then)

(al b)1(c01) (a x c)'.+ (O'x (a X d) + (b X c)).

Thl,s derinitibn gives a computgtional,procedure that dependuonly ori

addition and multiplication of non-negaVve'rational numbers. Aritith non-

negative rational numbers) Am b) x (c,.d)) the ,product of the.

,

tv,o factors (fa, b) and (c,d). 414.

135 x (5) 4) (.(2 x-i) -4- (3'x 4)) (2 x 4 ) + (3 x5))

(10 + 120 '8 ln

. 136 (0) o< (3,9) ((1).< 3) + (7x o

'

or (1)7) x

1

3,

14x0) +-Cr '3))
*

3'19
. 3'73

(22, 23)

(23 22) or

(3y 21)

21- 3) or -18



1%

29

1 7

. a

Izt (0) ( + .(?)(1._ 2 xl *.(2) ( 5)

P )

or (2, 2) x 5, 1) .

A

a

...(12 12)

t12-4)-.or 0

Recall from Chapter 21.that multiplication in the setof non7negstive

rational numbers has the following properties: (1) closure; (2) covmutativitY;

(3) associatixity; (4) multiplicative identity; (5) distributivity .over

addition. A

w

W A

We now should check to see whether-or not multiplication as we have

defined it in the set of all

of multiplication in ihe set

1

139

140

;41

142

ratipnal numbers has the properties characteristic

of non-negative rational numbers.

f a and b are non-nega

thpp (a + b) sand (a x b)

nuMbers.

4

e rational numbers.,

aresnon-negative

Hence the set of non- ve rational numbers;

A

&under the operatio of addition, and

e multiplication?.

If (al b ) and (do d) are ordered pairs et

non-negative rational numberio then

((a x c) + (b x d..)14 (i )< d) + (b x c))

an order& pair Of non-negat ve
(iso. is not)

rational numbers.

S' ce .((a x c) + (b x d)o (a x d)

(a; b) x (94 d) then (al%)

a rational number.
( -is not)

'Thus, (al b) X (e, d) isialways a rational

nuMber'and the set of rational numbers is'

under the operation of multiplicaeion..

rational

closed

'

is

is

qi

close*d

t
380
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a

We have seen that multiplication is closed in, thew set of all rational

nuMbers as well as,in ffliThifTifnon-ng.gatTh-ra V: 111111 -

.41

We turn now to another property to see if it applies to multiplication

of all rational riudbers as Well as to men-negative rational numbers.,

(5,2

146

148

*149

x (51. 2)

(5, ) x (1, 4).
is, is nots.k

(4, 0) x'(2', 5) is

(2, 5) X (4 0).

equal to

(equal tot equal
to

.,TVe order of the factors in the product of pio

rational numbers give different

results:
(Apes, does not)

tam

7he, two examples.given in*Frames 143-146 sUggest

the.conclusiofi that multiplicatidn in the set of

-all rat.idnal numbers has the property. .

A finite number of examples

i

sufficient

to draw a general conci.usion.

is not)

4.

is

equal

7

does not.

commutative,

.is not

A finite puMher of examples can give an intuitive justification for a'
1

-generalization,.bUt the folloldng theorem and proof furnish concluiive

evidence that*multiplication in the Set,of all-rational numberis commu-

tativg..'

4' 4.

381



29.

.*#

f51

152

153

S.

'461

4.54

Theorem:

s X (t$ v) (t, v) x (r, a), if
(r, s) and (t are- rational numbers.

Proof:4

(r; s) X (t,,y) ((rxt) (s xv)) (rx v)
by Vie def4.tion of of rational numbers:

(sxt))

a #

((rxt) + (s*v), (r>or) + (sxt)) =4

((txr) (vxs),. (vxr)5+ (txs))

since Multiplication Of non-ntive rational
nUMbers is

xr) + (vX01-,1(vxr).+ (t.xa)) A!
(.(t'Xr) + (yXs), (tX s) (vier))

.

since allAltion of non -npgativ
is ,. -- .1

a # qIlmammarmamm...m..

n' 4

rational numbers

((tXr)'+ (vxs (it >is) + (vxr)) 35
(t v),X (r$ sk) ''by the definition of ..

7 .. .
'tmultipgcation of numbers.

,. *

..--t .
.'s ' "*Ii'N '' '*. .

Therefoxe., (r, s).x (t, v) ;:. (i, v) X (K., s)
..,.

is* , - for any t/o rat,ional...numbers.
,

, (true,' n6t true)

9

We have seen that -oh product' of
order of the factdrs' for all *rational
rational-V13mb.ers.

multiplication

o ommutatfve

coVmutative

raticial

Il

true

two numbers is independent' of the
s

. 4

'numbers as'I'vele, as for non-neg tive
''' # ':' ,

t4
I' **04

.1 . 4
T.;etaus het if the' ummult..,of performing tvp or mpre succetntive multi-.

a V 1 a
+.

puications is 'independent' 6f the order in whicV:ttie muatiplitzteions are. ,

4 1,

performed. . .

155 f(2, 1) x (5, 3)] x (30'0)

) x P

p

a.

.44

(13) -11)

(39,

a



156 21 1 X [(5, 3 X (3: 6fl
. (2: 1) X7(

157

)

[ (2).1) X (5: 5)] x (3, 0)
714717

(2: 1).k,[(5 3) x.(3, 0)].

[(1, 4) x(2, 5)) X (0, 3)

7;777
(1, 4).x [(2, 5) x.(6, 3)V.

159 The preceding frames seem to indi4ate that

.multiptication in the'set of all rational numbers
. ,

hatire the associative property. . does

(15: 9)

(does, does not), 4

In.the following frames, we exhit!it a proof of the associative property

. of multiplicatio4 in the set of all'ratianalnumbers. Dueto the length'o4
4

'lithe proof and the mathematical rigor involved: the reader may wish,to proceed

dire5tly to Frame 168 and in so:doing will not lose.continuity

devlopment of properties of' the set of allrational nu4ers.

In the foliOwing theorem and proof, we continue io use the sysiba. x

to denote satiplication in the set of all rational nuMbers. However, ve

will not use this syAbol to; denote multiplication in the set of 'nonrnegetive

rational numbers. Me win write the symbol ab to denote the trodut 'a xb

where a and b denote metbers O'f the set Of non-negative.rational nudbers.

-a)

Theorem:
t

[(a, b) x d)] x (e, f). (a, b)x ((c, d)x (e, fin

if (el b), d) and (e, 0 are ,fational nuMb4rs.

Proof:

*160 [(a, *Jo, 01x el f)*(ac:+1144 ad+bc)k(el f) .

bi'the definition of multiplicatiOn numbers.. rational
.

),

383
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i°

161 (ac: 4-bd, fid + bc) X (e, f) =

((ac +bd)e+ (acl:+bc)f (ac +bd)f+ (ad+ bc)e)

by the ddinition of of rational umbers.

.1631

2.64

165

((ac +bct )e+ (ad+b f ac+bd)f+(ad+bc)e)

((ace +bde) (adi+bcf); (acf + bdf) + (ade + ))

by, the distributive propertY of non-negative

numbers.

9.

( (ace +bde")- *bcf), (act+ bdf) + (ad + bce))

((E:ce + adf),+21bc f +b4e), (acf + ade bdf))

by the coromutativend associative properties of

addition of non-negative numbers.

((ace +adf)+(bcf +bde),,r(acf+ade) +(bce+ bdf))

(a(ce+d4+b(cf.tirde), .a(cf+de)+b(ce+df)

by; the roperty of,multiplication 'with

respect to additii fri the set of non-negative

rational numbersv.

=4

Wee + dr) + h(f 1- de), a(cfb-1- de.) + b(ce'+ clf)) =.
(a, b) x (ce+ df, cf+ de

by the definition of multiplication of

numbers..

*

166 (a, b), X (see +. dr, ef + de) -=.
,....

-4.!...t, ID.).. x j(cli d) X (e, f)r 3:157 the definition

.

------ of rational numbers.
I.

..o. . -
. "-..

167. Therefore, - ' -. .
.

((a, b)'x (a, ct)FX (e r)

i

(a, b) x ((el iti). X e,'f),.. J.4.

*

-

7 elb."

multiplication

44

to

rational

'ratiortal'

'distributive

rational



44

s

The statement 4

f(aj b) X (c, d)] x (e, f).= (sib) X.((c, d) X ej f))

shows symbolically that multiplicatpn in the set of all Fational

nuMbers has

Q(a) thenclosure proPerty

0(b)- the commutative property

0(c) the 'associative pr9perty

68(a) Incorrect. Whilemultiplication in the set of

all rational nuMbers has the closure wopertyj

the statement is a symbolic representation:4

the associative Ptoperty.

168(h) Incorrect!, 'While multiplication in.'the set of 'N
y.

all rational nudh9rehas the commutative prppertyj

the siatemerit ie a symbolic4,vpresentatiocof

the associativb,propeitt.

168(c) Correct.. The statement

I (4.1 b)X(cj d)]x(e, f) = (al b)x ((co d)X (e, f))

indicates that the.repult 6f performing two

successive multiplications is independentof

their order.

Me have seen that the result of performing two successive.multiplications

is independent of the order in which-the multiplications are performed,. That%

is, multiplicaiioh in the set'of all ratiOnal nimbers bas the associative

property. It is possible to verify that the result of performing ant finite

number of i&cessive multiplicationelb independent of thelOrder in which-the

mpltiplications are performed.

One is the identity'element for multipecation in the set of non-negative

rational numbers. That isj 1 xr=rX1 .r forwany.non-negative rational

nudber r.

385
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29,

,169 The set of nan-negative rational numbers

have an element which is the doei
(does, does not)

identity,for multipiication.

170 5) X (1,, 0) = (

171 (2, 5 ) x (2, 1 ) 0, 12) =
\.

since "(12 - 9) =

5)

?, 5) X (31 2) 7'(161 19) )

ince 19 - 16) -( - 2

173

174

5)

2)

4pr

The identify for muAiplicationin the-set of 1l rational,,nuntbers

is represented by the ordered pair

0(a) (k, k). (b) (r +11 ( 0).

173( ) incOrrect. (ko,sk) is the identity for addition,

not multiplication.

173(b) .CoTrea. Proceed to Ftama 178.

173(c) Correct. (1, 0) is another name,for

See 173(b) and proceed to Tram 178.

b) xtr + 1, r

(a X (r + 1) + (b x r), th X r) + (b x Cr 1

by.definitionor. of rational numbers:

a

plication.

diveribptiye

<a x (r + .1) + (b X ), (a x r) + x (.4- + 7.=

c(a r') + (a xl) + (bx r), .(ax r)+ (bx r) + (b x1))

by the prolmrty of MultiPlicatibn with

respeCt to addition in the set of nOn -negative

ratiopal numbers.

e



176 ((axr)+ (a xi)4. (bx (aXr),+(b xr)+,(bxl))
\..; ((a Xr)-+ a+ (b X4,- (AIX r) +(b7xsr)+b).

by the multiplication propei'ty of 'in the

set of 4o6-negative rational numbers,.
s s

.

.177 ((a-Xr)-+ a+ (bX F), (a Xr)+'(b xr) -1=b 'b)

sirice (a xr) +a+ (b Xr) +b (aXr)+ b +b +a

by the 'definition of equality ,of numbers. rational

.17a HbUcg, (a, b ) X (r 1: r) = (a: b) and the

identity for in the set,of all rational

nuAsrs is

or one

29

multiplication

Sinn. + 1 > r for .ami non-negative rational number r, the identity,

for multiplication, denoted by (r + 1: r): is-equal to

4.
(r + 1.- r) =

+(r
r + 1)

0 + 1)

\"\ which is redd positive one.

I

'Hence, the7identity for multiplicItiop in the set of ali rational nUmbers

May be denoteTby the symbol +1.

We' eXhibit a directed line segment Model of positiVe.one inligure 29.3

below.

S. ( r+. 1, r

'1

11, r +1

*

FigUrg129.3
A

Recall that multiplication is distributive ver addition in the set of

-non-:negative rational numbers. That is, r X (t + v) = (r x t) + (r x v).

Iet us se&yte4ber or not multiplicationdistributive oyer addition in the

-set of all rational numbers.

387



Theorem; (a, b) X [(c dri- el f)) = [(a0'1D) X (c d) + [(a, b)- X f)]

if (a -1:)1 (c d) and. {e f) are ratbnal'numbers.'

1.1n the following Sramfs, We exhibit a proof of the above theorem. Due

to the length of the proofkand the mathematical rtgor involved, the reader

may choose to'lroceed directly to Tirane 187 And in so doingwrill noi,lose

continuity in the'developaent of Troperties of the set ofall ratiOnal

numbers.

In the following Proof of the distributive property armultiplicatiol

over addition, we continue to use the'symbol x to denote multiplication in

the set of all,rational nudbers. However, we will not use *yds sydbol to

denote multip1icat41 in the set'of non-negative rational numbers. We will

write the symbol ab to denote the product a X b lpite a and b denote

members of the, set of non-negative rational numbers.

ril

181

182

183

*(a., b)X[(c, (el f)] = (a, b)X((c+e), (d+f))

by the definition of of rational numbers.

b) x-c(c + e),.(d + f)) =

(AXe +'e) + b(d + f), a(d + f) + b(c + e))

by thA definition pf rational numbers.

(a(c +,e) + b(d, + f), a(d,+ f) + b(c + e))

((ac+ae) + (bd+ bf), - (ad+ af) + (bc + be) )

since multipliCation is over addition

in theset of norlnegative ratIonal numbers.

((ac.+ ae) -1-,(be+ bf),, (ad + af) (bc + be)) ..

((ac+bd)-+(ee4ebf), (ad+bea)+,(af+be))
1

by the coamutative and asiociative properties of

addition of non-negative' numbers'.

((ac + bd) (af + be)) .

(fAc+bd)0 (ad+ be)) + ((tee+ bf), (af+be))

by tile.definition of of rational numbers.

multifiication

distributive

rational

.addition

'44



184 ((ac bd.), (ad 4- b4I.4- Mae + b'f),N(af + be)

[(ab) X (C, d)) + t(a b) (e,1)] by the

definition of of rationalnuMbers.

II

1e5 Therefore', 0 -0. .

(a, b) X (Pcl, d) + '(e, f)) = v.

-

((a, b) X (di d)) 4- [(a, b) X (a.. f))

is .
for any three rational numbers. tru

(true, not true)
.

29

multiplication

186 kence, in the-set of.all rational numbers,

multiplication is Over addition.

187

188

2) x [10 0) + (4, 0)1.= (3,

( ,

-(1, 2) x f(3, 0) + (4, 0

dittributive

[(1, 2)-x (3, o)1 [(1., 2) x (4, :O)]

6Y+ (4, 8)

-)1

(7 114.)'

(1 ((21 3) 5)]

= ((1, 0) x (2, 3)1 + f(1) 0) x (5, 5))

= (2, 3) + C )

. ,

= ( .
o

190 0) X t(i

0) X (i'4)) [(3 0 ) x (i

) or
7

-

e2'';12) or 1
e--

In the set of nonJnegative,rational numbers, the'identity ,elelnent

v\ad4tion, namely.zero, has the following multiplioiion.proPerty:

.

.

OXr....rX 0,=-'0 . 4-
v....

...'

389
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vi;

: '19? 2 7

1r

51 5)

)
7) xk, k ( (2 .x k)-.4. -(7 X 'it

(9 X k)

(10 .+ 35, 10 + 35)

) or

'04

(9; 9.) or 0

(4 45) 0

2 Xlc)

(t, v) X(k, k)4= ((t Xsk,) (vxk.),, (txk)A(vX10)
by thekfinition of , of rational numbers.

195 x + (v '(.1) x + (v x k))
[(tLxk) v x k)] [(t x k) (v x.k)1,=

by the deflnitio of number

A

196 gene*, k) x(tI V) is-zero anethe'l)rqguct of

the, idintity or addition and the rational 'number .

t, v) yields the identity for
. ".

9 ,X-k

0

0

7%

mul.V.plicatio4
%.'

r

rational

addition

4v. ilecall that--ie set of non-negitive ,rational numbers 4ach member
1)&01er than *0 has a muitiplfcative inverse (or reciProcal). For example,

and- r2. are reciprocals .and' their prnduset '2 x 3- is one.

IP,

We.eathit a .prpof that each elementt(except the zero element) in the
set ef. all iational number4 has,a multiplicative Inverse.

Case I: Let* t denote a non-zero non-negatine

rationaq. nUmbel- tonasidet (t,, 0).

Their (t,' 0) = +(*t - = +t is'" a

positive rational nuthqr.

1. )
..4.1 1 '1 / L 11

-0

197 t
'
0) x (-

-V o) = (tt ve--) 0) try the definition. Ak t . T
oi * * of rational numbers..

t.

44

a
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198 Sincei.t X = 11 then'fft):121 0) = (1, 6)

or
%

199 Hence, the Ixoduct (t, 0) X 0) is 41 and

*fie..ratiopll numbers (i, 0); and (1, 0) are

1
200 7, 6): and' 0 are reciprocaai.since

7, 0) ..? (1 0) = 1, 0) or. .

P

20 0 and (6).-ave reaprocals since,

202

203

204

(2 '0) X 0) = (11 0 ) or

V

reciprocals

Case II; Let t denote a non-zero non-negatpe

rational number and cdrisider (0, t).

Then (0, t) -(t - 0) a -t is a

negatievexational number.

0, t) x (0,1),= (ft xi), 0) ,by the definition

f -- of rational numbers:

)

*

.

0

..-

Since 't X I.:. 1, then ,

.(ft X t), 0) = ( 1 or
+
l*

fiencel,the product (0, t) x '(0, t) is

<and the rational numbers (0, t) and (0,

,re reciprocals.,

,

201;%N-01 5) and (01

206

are reciprocals since

(01 51: (01 t-) = 0) or --11,----

C01-0' and (01 are reciprocals since

( 4g) 5 (0, ii ... 1 ) or

SW.

a

3s5

v*

multiplic*ation

4.

+
1

+1

o)
\



29

207

A

The reciprocal or (pl. 1) is

.0(a) (1, 0)
-

S

-

[30)) (0, 1)

111

a

(c ) (o, *().

) 1)

?07(a) IncOrrent. -(10 0) X (0, 1 ) (0, 1), = 1

not
+1. -4*

4207(b)..Correct. (0, 1), x (0, 1) = 1, 0) =

207 (c) Incorrect. (0, 0). X (0, 1) = (0, b) = O.'

riot
+1.

207() .IKIcorrect. 1) X (0, 1) =.4(11 1) = 0

not' +1. .

29-7. 'TeChniques of Multiplication in the Set of 'All Rational Numbers
4

In multiplication 'of yatiohal numbers there are three possibilities

which arise. The twp Tactors ma/ be' positive rational npnbers or negative

rational numbers, or one positive and one negative. The three -cases are

covered in the three theorems which follow.

Theorem: If r and s are non-negntive rational ,numbers,

then r = +(r x s).

Rropf:,

208
+r

X -1-s = (r, 0) V (' 1

209 '(r, 0) x (sl'O) = ((r.sxs)+(0X0), rix 0)+1s x0).)

.by multiplication of numbers as ordered rational.

pairs.

s,

210 (.(rx s) 0) = +Ur x s)

211 Thus,
+r

X

212
+3

=
+
(7 x ,3) =

4-, 4 +
21



1

t.

4.01

Theorem; If r and s are non-negative rational nuthbenp,

Ihen

Theorem: If r and ,s .are non-negative raticina) numbes,

- ,
then r X s = tr. X s).

29

1

.1.(3 or 5

multiplication ;

Proof:'

2.20

221 '((5 r).x.(s,.0 )= ((0x.$)+ (rx0),, (0 X0) +(rXs))

by multiplicat on of rational, numk)ers as

pairs.

a

222 0, (r x W

%.

373

3

ordered

r X

I.



-4.

4A,

lar.

227

29-8. bivision
A

Divisfon by a non-zero rationalpnumber is defined as follows:

Defdnition: r 4-s=n if and only if r=sXn provided s O.

Dtvision is made easier by the following theorem:4'
3.

1 ATheorem: r+s=rX where 10 the rediprocal or nultip1ieats1.ye

inverse of a and a x 1.

of:

228, Let r + s = n. -Then r = s X n by the

definition of of rational numbers.

1 .1
229 rx-- = rx since bath Inenbers of the equation

identical. are
(are, are not)

394
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230

231

232

233

234

236

237

2 8

239

240

J

since
s'

as from Frame 228.

a X n is the same

r X . (s x n ) since multiplicat on has the
A
property in rational numibers.

1 1r x ( X svX n since multiplication has the
s s

.property in rational nuMbers.

trs.

- 1
rX-1 =1Xn since
. s

1
-r X

s

1-

11nce.2.1- is the multiplicative

,

From Frame 228, n =

1
lms, r r x mbere is the

2 1 2 2

.

x

.rg 4 x y

k

vlb

1.1

395
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commutative .

assoeiative

1

r +

reciprocal or
multiplicative
inverse

3

s' 9

4
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gliAPTER 30

-ME REAktiUMEERS

. -
.111e are now ready ta make the lairt extension (for us) of the nuMber

System. In the first twelve chapters our concern'vas the whole nuMbets: their

operations and'properties. In Chapters 18 - 24 the system of non-negative

rational nuMbers wasideveloped and, the operations on these numbets and the

properties of the operationszere studied. At the time'we called this set

of nuMbers,the rational numbers although more accurately:, we should have

called-them: as we did just now: the non-negative rationals. In Chapter 29'

-me developed the complete'system of ratidnal numbers including the negative

numbers and studied their operations and properties. Remember that now

"rational.number" refers.ta any such.nuMber as:

2 -1
1 -2.34.:

+
17: et cetera:

:Prom naw on we shall almost always write theMpositive rationath oMitting

the super-Script. When a letter surqi as a or r is used to,repYesent

a rational number: it should be unaerstood that it may represent 0- or a

negative rational: just as well as a positive'one;

30-1. Properties of Operations on the Rational 'Numbers

1 If -a and+

that:- a + b

the

addition.

2 If ,a and

that a b

the closure

b 'are any rational numbers: the fact

also is a rational number,illustratez

property of raUional numbers under

b are any:ratiohal numbers: the gect

also is a rational number,illustrates,

property of rational numbers under

,

If a and b are any rational nuMbers: the statement

a +b=b+a isasyMbolic reprdsentation of the

closure

ul iplication'

property of.rational numbers for addiI6ion.

OP

397
vp,

3 9 n

'commutative
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A, -

4 Multiplicgion of rational =Wipers es a commutative

operation. The'synbolic representation Of this
. . 1 .

..
.

statement is a 3(11
.

ft.

If b and c. are any rational numbers, tben

(a + b) + c .*a + (b c)- iv-a tymbolic repre-

sentation df the associative ilroperty of rational

,nUmbers with respect to addition

b X a

'6 If aj b and c are apy rationalnudber,s1 then

(a X b) X c = a X (h X c) s a symbolic repre-
.

v4r.

sentatibn of the associative property of

multiiiicailon of nudbers.
VA

The distributiv.g.property.relate6 the operations

of miltiplication-and iddition. Thus, if a,. b
.

and c are rational numbers, a synbolic repre-.

sentation of the distributive property Of rational

.npmbers, that is, multiplication distributes over

addittiOn is the statement

A x (1) + c) .

8 There'is a rational nvnbeltr denoted by. 0 slAbb that'

a +0= 0 +a=a for any ritionval.number a.

Thusj 0 is called the identity for of

rational numbers.

rational

(aX (aX c)

addition

There is arrationalshudber denoted by' 1 such that

a WI = 1 k a = 16 for any rational.numa?ez: a.

Thus, , 1 is called the for multiplicatiob identity
f.

of rational numbers...

b.-

10 If a is any rational nudber;then.there is another ,

ratl:onal nunber 'SUch that a + b = 0. *ally
-

.h is witten ilia a and" a + a = The 0

rational nambers a and 9 are called additive

inVerses or. opposites...11c

398

301



.12

15

11

NThe existence of additivt'inverses makes it possible

'to convtxkany sOtyartion-problem into an

pxoblem. 'Addition andsubtNettion are tailed

inverse operations.

Thus, a - b = a +,
;

Hence, a - b is4always a.rational nudber and the

Ationai numbers are closed under the operation of
;

If t. is any non-zero rational4number then there

i& a rational nudber b such that a xb = 1. The
1 -

number b is sometimes written as - so that
a

,aX- = , The rational nudbers a and
a a

are called multiplicative inverses or reciprocals.
7:1

The existence of multiplicative inverses makes it

possible to convert any division problem into a

problem. DiVision and multiplication are '.

called inverse operations.

Thus, a + .a .

Hence a 4! b , where b / 0, is always a rational

number and'the rational numbers are closed under

the'operation of4 with Ar exception of

division by zero.

399

3 2

addition

subtraction

multiplication',

4

division
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18 a Auld b are apy rational numbers and b is a positive
. A

rational number, then se

(:)(a) a b 0(b) a < b

ab

ID(c) a

t)

18(a)'' Incorrect. If a = b, then a b = 0 ana 0

is not a .positive rational number. See 18(c).

'
)03(b) orrect. If a b, then a - b is a negative

ratppal -number, )not a positive .one, See .18(c).

la( ) Correct. If a > then a - b is *a pdaitiVe

ralional 'limber, a > b means that a pbsittve
rational,number 2 may *be found such that

a b + p. 4
.4

Be ween-any two dist nti riational- numbers there

1.$ at leabt a 'third rational number'. This

property is called the d' y property.

'30-2. *A Number Line for the Set''of Rational Numbers

drsity

. ,
When we studied whole numbers and the non-negatiye rational numbers,. we ;

found theI a: good physical model such as a number line yaw a great help to

.our understanding. .. - . ,

-
:To exhibit a number line for the set of all rational aunters, we proceed

#

as follows: I -
. .

.

Select a pant a Ane to represent -zero which we call the oriAin.and

label it with 0. We then choOse a direction on the line for the positive

direction and a unit length. The poi;at one unit from 0 in tile positive -

, direction is labeled with +1, the point two units in the po-sitive direceion
. .

from 0 is labeled with
+2,

and so on. 'In general, any ioint ;which in

a.
+a

13 may now be labeled with

:

Chajter 18 vas labeled with the*number

See Figure 30.1 below.

Figure 30.1

45193

/
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..*

,So far the points vof our number line are on one of therays from 0 'and.

represent only the ppsitire rational numbers an,J d zero. But now, uding the

'ray,0 the olvohite direction froi 0; and calling it *q1e,negative direction,

4
we can represent thenegative rational numbers bypoints on it.

ThUal, we label the pOint on unit in the negative dj.rection

point ttio_pnits in the negative-direction with 2, the Point'half-waibetwen

ith -and so on. See Iligure

a

)- FigutA 30.2. .

Mhen using *the number line, we sometimes talk loosely.about the "point" ,

.**4 or the 1VMmbdr" rather than."the point.representing the number." This may

ts6.confu49$1 bUt it certainly sayes time and effort. 4

Figure,30.2 makes it apparent that'the positive ritional

thought of as extending indefinitely tp the'i-ight of JD, -and

vatiopal numbers indefinitely to th4 left of 'D.\

numbers. gay ,be

the negative
)

in Chapter 19 it was shown that if any two rational 'numbers are given, .

there i always another 'ratioal number between them. Another way of saying

this is that cf. r is'a rational nuMber, 4ere is no next larger one. This

laoiperty of rational nufibers is called density.

From this it follows that there are many ratio nal numbers and corre-
,

spondingto them on the nuMber line, iariy "rational points."'Nforeover, the

points are spread thrOughoutthe number"line. Any Segment, no matter how
. .

small, contains infinite/y.many rational pointao"One might think that all

the points on the number;line are rational poinis,'that is,,that everi point

on the line corr4sponds to'a rat,ional number. This is not'so. Tiipre are

.

many points on the line that are not'assotiated wiihsrational nudbdd.

4o3.

.4

S.

';

I



IrratiOnal,Elers

Inligure 30.3 below, AECD is a square.

A. B

*,

.20

21

1

Fi gui4 30 .

Each side of the,square regi6 ABCD his

length

The area Of,the 6quare regiah ABCD 'is

2 x 2 =

The square region ABCD Is partiticined into-
,

4 congruent sub-regions, each with area eqUal

to

r'

3

D

Figure 30.4

402
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'23

214.

25

26

27

28

29

,
44'4-

.

Tt.iigure$30.4 e ch of the four.congruent

regions otligure 30.3 has been paAftioned into

two congruent, triangular regions each of area

7

4.
;,.

Hence the 'arei. Of region PUS

1 1 1 1

NAs is a sqliare and PQV QR 2 Rs 2.

(0) =

m(PS )s. Then,: s X ss. 2' lorthe'

definition of of a square region.'

'On the rattle/16.1 number line below, -dra anarc

of a circle with center at point 0 ind radius

of an(PS) = s intersecting the niamber line at

point

The point P corresponds to the number

er-

403

S.

4
or

SP or'-IS

Si

tiff) or -mcfS)

area .

Si

Si

Si
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30, The, ryamber i Corresponding to Alle poini P. tis

0 (a)
40(13)

a rational number
,

noi a rational nuMbeY

Q4.0- I don't know
I

a) - Incorrect. tee 30(1,) and proeeed to the next frame.
'a

3g(b) Correct. I3roceed1to -the qext frame%

30(o) Poseibly'a correc,t ieeponse...ee 30(1))
. .

1

Proce0- to.the. next frame.
.

. ..

,To proVe 'that 8% id.- n2t a ration tel. number indirect reasoning itill be
,

used. It will, be agsumed t4hat -s is. a fational number and then. it will be'0 ,
showh that this assumptia leads to an impossible .conclusioth

4,4

Theorem: If' 's X s 2, then s is not a rational number.

_31

.33

314.

35

Proof:,

Assume '..s 2 with p zemember of
q
3) 2) Op 1, 2).3, )
-and q a member of 111 2'; 3, )

and 2 is in lowest form. Thus, lie have, ass'umed .

that s is 'a

Since 2 is..in lowest form, t e .en1y common factor.,. q
of p ' and q, is . ,.

Since sxs=2x2=
q q

2 .1-25-2 by the definition of ofq q q x q
rational numbers.

Since 2-2-2(' 2 . T2, then

(p X p) X 1 (q X q) X
of rational numbers.

1.

by the order prorerty

404

rational

Multiplication

,
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37

110

id

43

44

45

Thus, p X (qxq)x 2 and pXp isan
number.

(odd,.even)

Si/Ice p Weven numberl, then,.

_an ' AuMber.0
(odd, even)

Avery even! nUmber can be written in the ttenn 2'X k
. 0

'for somp'whole nuMbei. k, -Thud

.*

*

Nbw X p = (2 X k) X '(2,x,k)

Since p p (q X,q) X2, then,

4 x x k) 2 x (q x q) and dividing both Members

of hi eqaationApy 2 gives" 2 X (k x k),
,

Since 2 X (k X k) q,X-q, the nOber q X q is

an nvMber.
(odd, even)

If.'q x q is even, then
odd, even)

/A

*
ThUs from Frame 37 i),) is even,and:ftom Frame 42

q is even and' p and qbasite the common

factor
. 77\

N-

. Since IL 4.s in lowest fOrm according to Frame 314
q

p ,and q, have only 1 as a common factbr. Thus

Frame 31 a tontradittion of Frame 9.

(is, iS'not)

S.

A

Therefore4 the assuMption made in'Trame 31 is not

true and as a consequence, the nuMper s'

a rational number.
(is, is not) '

.730

c/o 405r 39.8

2,X k

q X q

even

=even

2

is not

;



30 .

7

Thus s0 where 413 X s = 2,, is not a rational number; IAA the point
-

in Fiame:28 is a Verfectly definite point on the nutber line,

We-now have a point op the'number Ale and rnà ration41 number .6

asiociate with,it. A simply assext.that ihre is an irrational number

assOci4ed with this point. Sinoe ,s X-s 7. 2 and the radical sign r-
, .

'is used for square roots, w4 gtve the name '';:/g to this niimbef.

*

4, a

Pt
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